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ABSTRACT

A neglected variabl-e in the search for factors that promote long-term

weight loss is the influence of significant others. sixty-eight

overweight \^romen \^/ere assigned to five treatment conditions: l_) co-

operative spouse: spouses attended all therapy sessions with the sub-

jects and were trained in model-ing, monitoring, and reinfoïcement

techniques; 2) wives alone: subjects underwent the basic behavioral-

program by themselves; 3) nonparticipating spouse: spouses were told

not to particpate in any way in the subjectsr behavioral program;

4) al-ternative treatment: subjects discussed personality dynamics and

their rel-ationship to weight ross; and 5) d.elayed treatment control-.

There were no significant differences in weight ross among any of the

conditions at posttreatment. of the three behavioral- conditions,

only the co-operative spouse cond.ition lost significantly more weight

than the alternative treatment at the 3-,6-, and l-2-month follovr-ups;

the nonparticipating spouse condition lost more weiqht than the al-

ternative treatment at the final follow-up. The co-operative spouse

condítion lost significantry more weight than the wives alone condi-

Èion at the l2-month fol-Io\d-up. Both the co-operative spouse and the

nonparticipating spouse conditions maintained their weiqht Iosses at

the final follow-up, while the wives alone condition regained some

weight. The absence of significant differences between lþs çe-6nara-

tive spouse and the nonparticipating spouse conditions suggests that

insÈructing spouses not to saboÈage their wives' efforts may be as ef-

fective for long-term maintenanca aq e¡rìr¡alr¡ +-aining thixn to aid

their wives. Pretreatment wej-ghts \^/ere negatively associated \nrith the

weight reduction quotient at the 3- and 6-month foIlow-ups, while
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the number of pounds overweight was negatively associated with the

weight reduction quotient at the 6-month follow-up. Of the measures

of behavior change, spouse support was positively associated with

outcome at the 6-month follow-up. rt was al_so found that subiects

who consumed a smaller nunber of calories rel-ative to their prescribed.

daily levef l-ost the most weight at posttreatment.
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I

INTRODUCTfON

There is broad consensus that obesity is one of the most prevalent

and serious health problems in contemporary North America. rt has been

estimated that there are between 40 to 80 million obese individuafs in
the United States alone (Stuart & Davis, Ig72). The severity of this
problem is documented by evidence suggesting a link between obesity

and a variety of physicar ir-rnesses, particularly card.iovascular

disease (Gotto, Foreyt, & Scott, Lg76). In addition to these medical

problems, limitations in social and occupational- activities are often

consequences of obesity.

The last decade has witnessed a great increase in the application
of behavioral analysis and r¡rodification to obesity. fn contrast to the

pessimistic and discouraging resurts of more traditional- programs,

behavioral treatments seem to have yieJ_ded more encouraging results.

Several reviews conclude that behavioral programs produce consistent,

if modest, weight l_osses in the short-term (Abramson, Lgi 3, L977¡

Stunkard & Mahoney, 1976) .

Much of the recent enthusiasm for behavioral approaches has been

based on dernonstrations of weight loss over short periods of time. A

negrected area has been the long-term maintenance of weight loss. The

number of long-term evaluations of therapeutic efficacy is stil_L small_,

and they yield equivocal resul-ts. Stunkard and penick (:-g7g) reviewed

nine studies that reported forlow-ups of 6 months and longer, and con-

cluded that clinically significant weight losses produced by behavioral

treatments are not well maintained. stunkard and penick (Lg7g) afso

reported the results of a S-year follow-up of an earlier stud.v that
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compared a group behavioral treatment with traditional group therapy

(Penick, Filion, Fox & Stunkard, l-}TI). At the t2-month follow_up,

most patients continued to l-ose weight; during the next five years they

began to regain it. only 3 of 12 behavioral and 4 of l-3 traditional

treatment patients weighed less than they had at the end of treatment.

More encouraging evidence for the long-term efficacy of the

behavioral treatment of obesity is provided by Stuart and Guire (197g),

who surveyed 72L women members of rdeight útatchers classes some 15

months after they reached their goal weight. one year to 15 months

after reaching goal weight, 24.62 were below goal; 2g.ge" were within 5%

of their goal; r7.52 were from 6 to 10% above their goal; and 2g.9s"

were 11% or more above their goal weights. Levitz, Jordan, LeBow, and

Coopersmith (1979) reported the long-Èerm follo\^7-up resul,ts of a larqe

group of patients who participated in a mul-ti-faceted behavioral weight

control- program. of the 154 patients who lost more than 15 pounds

during treatment, 54,¿ retained at l-east a 15 pound weight loss l_ to 5

years later. Mean weighÈ loss of these patients increased from 32.g

pounds at posttreatment to 35.6 pounds at follow-up. of the 46s" who

regalned weight during follow-up, thei¡ mean weight loss retrograded

from 23.8 pounds at posttreatment to 0.6 pounds at folJ_ow-up. The

conspicuous absence of long-term studies and the equivocal resul_ts

suggest that the long-term maintenance of weight l_oss is one of the

most important problems facing behavior therapy for obesity.

Bandura (L969) has suggested that eval_uation of therapeutic

outcome should distinguish among the initial induction of behavior

change, its generalization to the natural environment, and its mainten-
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ance over time. Different variabres may goveïn each of these

processes, and maintenance will- be ensured only to the degree that

specific procedures designed to accomplish this goal are j-ncorporated

into the treatment program.

Various strategies have been proposed and eval-uated as to their

ability to enhance maintenance of weight loss. one strategy suggested

by o'Leary and Wil-son (1915) is the use of specific booster sessions

which provide feedback and reinforcement for the continued use of

appropriate eating and exercise behaviors. In an uncontrol-fed strrdv-

stuart (1967) provided booster sessions "as needed" during forlow-up

and reported weight losses for eight \^¡omen ranging ftom 26 to 47 pounds

at a l-year follow-up. Ashby and Wilson (1977) postul-ated that the

frequency of booster sessions would be associated with improved main-

tenance, and that a greaÈer degree of continued behaviorally-focused

therapist support would enhance maintenance. Results failed to show a

significant effect of either booster session content (behavioral- versus

nonspecific) or session frequency (two week or four week). Ar1 groups

continued to lose weight during the first three months of fol_low-up.

Subjects in the first replication then showed siqnificant increases in

weight over the next 9 months, whereas subjects in the second replica-

tion maintained their weight loss. Kingsley and lrlilson (L977) assigned

overweighÈ women Èo a group behavioraL treatment, to an individual

behavioral treatment or to a social-pressure therapy group. At post-

treatment, hal-f of each treatment group received additional booster

sessions and the remaining half simply reported for weigh-ins at 3, 6,

9, and 12 months. rrrespective of type of treatment, those subjects
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attending the booster sessions lost significantÌy more weight than

those in the non-booster conditions at the 3- and 6-month fol_fow-ups.

There vTere no significant differences between the booster and non-

booster conditions at the 9- and l2-month follow-ups. Beneke and

Paulsen (1979) also found no difference in weight-l-oss maintenance

between booster and non-booster conditions at an I8-month fo1low-up.

stuart and Guire (1978) presented resuLts which suggest that

attendance at v'Ieight v,Iatchers crasses after reaching goal weight may

have a facil-itative effect on maintenance. Members who did attend

cl-ass meetings averaged 3.1 pormds above their goal weighÈ at I year

to i-5 months posttreatment, in contrast to the 13.4 pounds above goal

registered by those who rarely or never attended cl-asses after reaching

goal- Although the use of booster sessions has been strongly advocated

(e-9., o'Leary & lvil-son, 1975), the research that has appeared has

yielded contradictory results, with most of the studies suggesting that

this tactic may not be very effective in enhancing weight-loss mainten-

Hall, Harl, Borden, and Hanson (1975) suggested that a possible

factor contributing to the poor maintenance is the subject's dependency

upon the therapist. ?ühen therapy ends, some subjects may stop applying

the behavioral procedures because of l-oss of encouragement and rein-

forcement that was provided by the therapist. The grad.ual reduct.ion of

contact with a therapist has been proposed as a possible solution.

Hanson, Borden, Hall, and Hall (r976) compared weight-loss maintenance

at a l-2-month foll-ow-up among groups exposed. to different d.egrees of

therapist contact during treatment. The l2-month folrow-up reveal_ed
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no significant d,i-fferences among the groups. Brownelr, Heckerman,

and westfake (1978) also presented pessimistic conclusions about the

usefulness of this strategy- overweight vromen were assigned to a

behavioral- t.reatment group emphasizing self-management techniques, a

group receiving a weight control- manual via mail_ with littre
professionar contact, and a waiting list control group. There was no

significant difference in weight loss between the two treatment srou,,s

at a 6-month fol-lord-up.

Despite these negative reports, carter, Rice, and DeJulio (rgiT)

presented more encouraging data. subjects who had met regularry with

a therapist during treatment sessions had regained all the weight they

had l-ost during treatment, and no longer differed from a no treatment

control group- Those subjects who progressively had l-ess contact with
a therapist during treatment were abl-e to maintain the initial l_osses.

Treating subjects on an individual basis so that interventions can

be personally tailored to each subject's unique problems and needs has

also been proposed as a strategy to facílitate long-term weight loss.

Anecdotal- support for this tactic is provided by stuart and Davis

(1972), who concl-uded after treating over 2OO overweight women that "it
was found expedient to individualize specific procedures within the

rubric of a general approach to situational management" (p. 95).

Kingsley and !üilson (1977) showed that both a group behavior therapy

condition and a social-pressure therapy qroup resul_ted in successful

maj-ntenance of treatment-produced weight loss at a l2-month follow-up.

Subjects treated with individual behavior therapy showed substantial

relapse at long-term fol-lor,t¡-up. The existence of onl-v one controlled.
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study highlights the need for more research in this area.

After completing a weight loss program, an individual- who returns
to an environment which is so structured that he or she does not

receive support or assistance for efforts to maintain or continue

weight l-oss will probably begin to regain (Stunkard & Mahoney , 1976).

Kingsley and i¡tilson (L977) suggested that continued self_regulatory
behavior requires sociaL support; like any other behavior it wir]
extinguish in the absence of appropriate reinforcement. ïn order to
maintain new eating and exercise behaviors, it may be necessary that
behavior changes are reinforced and cued by significant others. Manv

programs have successfully uti]ized significant others in the natural
environment in the treatment of such problems as deviant child behavior

(walder, cohen, Breiter, Ðaston, Hirsch, & Leibowitz, t969) and

al-cohol-ism (Hunt & Azrin, 1973).

stuart and Davis (r9i2) first advocated that the training of
significant others be incorporated in behavioral treatment programs

for obesity. They also cited some unpubr-ished data from which thev

concl-uded that husbands " are not only not contributors to their
wives' efforts to Lose weight, but they may actualry exert a negative

influence" (stuart & Davis, 1972, pp. Lg-2o). stuart (cíted in stuart
& Davis ' L972) found that 83% of those subjects who coul-d enList the

aid and co-operation of another person in cueing and reinforcinq

appropriate eating behavior lost 20s" or more of their initial bodv

weight and maintaj-ned this l-oss at a l-2-month fol-loli-up. of those

subjects who did not have the co-operation of anotheï person, onl_y 31%

met with this same degree of success.
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Mahoney and Mahoney (1976) included "social support engineering,'

in a treatment program by involving family members of obese subjects.

They calcul-ated a social- support score based upon famiry attendance

and therapists' reports of co-operaÈion. The correlation beÈween

weight l-oss and social support. vüas.92 at posltïeatment, .33 at a 6_

month follow-up, .39 at a l-year follow-up, and .63 at a 2-year follow-

up- This evidence is suggestive, arthough sample size was smal_l_ and

famiry involvement was only roosery strucÈured. fn a case studv

(Matson, 1977), the efficacy of self-monitoring of weight and.

restructuring environmental- conditions vras compared. with usinq the

subject's husband as a social- reinforcer. Three pounds of weíght were

lost in l-0 weeks with seLf-monitoring and environmental restructuring,

and 39 pounds in L9 weeks with socíal- reinforcement provid.ed by the

husband. weight l-oss was maintained after 90 weeks of follow-up.

Saccone and fsrael (1978) assigned subjects to groups where rein_

forcement for weight l-oss or for change in eating behavior was provid.ed

by either the therapist or a sígnificant other. At posttreatment, the

group which received reinforcement from a sígnificant other for

behavior change demonstrated the greatest weight loss. rn a report of

maintenance of weight loss at 3- and l2-month follow-ups, Tsrael_ and

Saccone (L979) d.emonstrated that subjects who received reinforcemenr

from a significant other for changes in eating behavior maintained

greater weight loss than all other .rrôrlnq Tïnf¡¡lq¡¿te1y the degree

of adherence of both subjects and significant others to the program

regimen \^/as not assessed.

Zitter and Fremouw (1978) provided evidence which supports
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stuart and Davis' (1972) conceïns about the negative infLuence siqni-
ficant others may have on weight ross. rn the paï.ner consequation

group, subjects were abl-e to gain money if they lost weight, and extra

money if their partner lost weight. Discussion vras oriented towards

ways that subjects coul-d help control- their obese partner's eating and

exercise behaviors. only indÍvidual performance $/as rewarded. in the

individual consequation gïoup. A 6-month follow-up revealed that the

individual consequation group lost significantly more weight than the

other group' which had gained r.5 pounds over its pretreatment weight.

Anecdotal observatíons indicated that partners socially reinforced

each other.for deviating from newly-learned eating patterns.

lVil_son and Brownel-l (1979) compared the effectiveness of a family

member present condition with a family member absent condition. In the

family rnember present condition, the same family member was required to

attend each treatment session, was taught the principres of behavior

change, instructed to cease criticizing their partnerrs weight and,/or

eating behavior and to positively reinforce their partners for improv-

ing eating habits. No significant differences were found between the

two groups, either at posttreatment or at a 6-month follow-up. The

high attrition rate and the absence of an independent assessment of the

degree to which family members complied with the behavioral prescrip-

tions confound the interpretatíon of the results.

ïn a study designed to eval-uate the infl_uence of spouse co-

operation on long-term maintenance of weight loss, Brownel-l, Heckerman,

Vriestlake, Hayes, and Monti (1978) assigned 29 obese men and women to

three experimental groups: l) Co-operative spouse-couples training,
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in which spouses attended all meetings with the subjects and were

trained in modeling, monítoring, and reinforcement techniques; 2) co-

operative spouse-subject a]one, in which subjects attended meetings

alone even though their spouses had initially agreed to attend; 3) Non-

co-operative spouse, in which subjects attended meetings alone because

their spouses refused to participate in the program. At the 3-month

and 6-month folrow-up assessments, sújects in the spouse traini-ng

cond.ition rost significantry more weight than subjects in the other

two conditions. vleight fosses \¡¡ere among the highest so far reported,

with subjects in the spouse training condition averaging nearly 30

pounds l-ost at the 6-month follow-up.

Spouses in the Nonco-operative spouse group were defined as such

soleJ-y on the basis of their initiaf refusal to participate in the

study. No independent assessments \^¡ere made of the actual inter-

actions between these spouses and their wives that might have been

used to support the validity of this designation. Similar1y, spouses

in the Co-operative spouse-subject alone condition were defined as co-

operative on the basis of their initial agreement to parti_cipate in

the behavioraL program. No assessments were made to determine if

these spouses were truly co-operative in the natural environment

(i.e., providing positive reinforcement for behavior change, cueing

and modeling appropriate behaviors). Further investigations must

incl-ude assessments of the amount of support spouses actually provide

in order to identify the effective components of these obesity treatment

programs. Instead of merely assuming that some spouses have no in-

volvement in their wives' weight reduction efforts, future research

: , . ìÎ1. : r.':.. :::: r':. -', .:
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shoul-d include a group of subjects whose spouses are told to ignore

their wives' efforts- A comparison of this group with a group of
subjects whose spouses are actively trained to help them l_ose weiqht

would elucidate the cont.ribution of actual- spouse training to ourcome.

Future between-group designs that evaruate the efficacy of spouse

training for long-term maintenance of weight loss should also include
nonspecific treatment control groups if causaL relationships between

specific therapeutic techniques and weight l-oss are to be d.emonstrated

(Wi1son, 1978).

Resul-ts from previous studies that have included spouse training
suggest that this may be a very promising strategy to promote mainten-

ance of weight loss. The present study was a long-term comparison of
a group behavioral program that actively trained husbands to hel_p

their wives J-ose weight with two other group behaviorar programs, one

in which subjects participated by themselves and no interventions were

made with spouses, and one in which spouses were instructed to ignore

their wives' weight loss efforts. Assessments of both subjectsr

behavior changes and the amount of sup¡rort spouses provided to the

subjects in each of these three gïoups were conducted. Additionarly,

a nonspecific treatment control- group and a delayed Èreatment control
group were incl_uded.

The foll_owing hypotheses are proposed.:

f. The three behavioral groups will l-ose significantly more weiqht

than the nonspecific treatment control group and the delayed treatment

controL group at posttreatment and at the three follow-ups.

fr. The behavíoral gïoup in which husbands undergo traÍning will l-ose

: :.: :: , t': i i .-:'
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significantly more weight at posttreatment and at the foll-ow-ups than

either the behavioral- group in which husbands \^iere not j-ncl-uded in the

training and the one in whích husbands vreïe instructed. not to partici-

vd Le.

Ifr. There wil-l be a significant positive correlation between the

amount of weight l-oss and the degree of support the subjects receive

from theiT spouses.
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METHOD

Subj ects

sixty-eight women, ranging in age from 20 to 60 years who were

selected from 250 respondents to ne\r¡spaper advertisements announcins

a weight control- program' were interviewed by the senior therapist and

provided with a copy of the stanford Eating Disorders c]inic

Questionnaire (Agras, Ferguson, Greaves, eual]s, Rand, Ruby, stunkard,

Taylor, VìIerne, & V,Iright, L976) (Appendix A) to complete. During this

pretreatment interview, each subject was weighed to the nearest

quarter-pound after removing shoes, outd.oor clothing, and any jewellry.

Al1 subjects were weighed on the same physician's beam bal_ance.

Heights to Èhe nearest quarter-inch were also recorded.

On the basis of the interview and the assessment questionnaire,

respondents rnrere eliminated who (a) were not at reast 20 pounds (9.09

kS) and 20% overweight based upon the 1959 Metropolitan Life Insurance

company norms (u.s. Department of Heafth, Education, and Ìflelfare,

L967); (b) v/ere currently invo]ved in any other organized weight

control program or any other form of psychotherapy; (c) were suffering

from any obesity-rel-ated physical malady such as d.iabetes, thyroid

dysfunction, colitis, or ulcers; (d) were taking any form of medication

that woul-d have affected water retention, appetite, or metaborism; (e)

\,vere pregnant or planning to become pregnant during the time span

covered by the study; (f) were unwilling to commit themselves to a

long-term (15 month) program; (S) were unwilling to place a g5O

deposit, entirely refundabl-e contingent upon attendance at nine of the

f0 treatment sessions and at the three follow-up assessment sessions;
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(h) had husbands who were unwirling to participate in the program. Arl

subjects \,vere required to obtain written permission from a physician

stating that they did not suffer from any physicar condition that

would contraindicate weight ross or participation in the program

(Appendix B). subjects were al-so required to sign a Consent for use of

Data Form (Appendix C).

Prior to treatment, subjects had a mean weight of rg2.75 pounds

(87.43 kg), were 4r.o2% overweight, and had a mean age of 39 years.

Nearly a majority of subjects (45.59e") reported. having had a weight

problem since chil-dhood or early adol-escence (o-r4 years of age). All

subjects reported unsupervised efforts at weíght control_, and al_l had

participated in an average of 3.79 organized weight reduction programs

prior to this study.

Therapists

One nonobese mal_e, and one nonobese female, both qrad.uate students

in cl-inicar psychofogy, served. as therapists. one therapist hao a

minimum of two years of experience conducting psychotherapy and had

prevÍously conducted behavioral weight reduction programs. The other

therapist had just begun her graduate training in clinical_ psychology,

and. had no experience in conducting either psychotherapy or the

behavioral- treatment of obesitv.

Therapist manuals described the overall rational-e and provided

specific, session-by-session instructions regarding the methods used in

each treatment condition. prior to the initiation of treatment, seven

60-minute therapist training sessions were hel-d to ensure uniformitv of

treatmenÈ procedures across the two therapists. Additionally, the two
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therapists met for one hour each week during the l-O-week treatment

phase to provide additional checks on therapist r:niformity and to dis-

cuss any problems with the program or with the srrbjects that arose

during treatment.

Procedure

Subjects were randomly assigned from stratified bl-ocks of percen-

tage overweight to one of five conditions: (l) co-operative spouse

(n=14) 'i (2) wives alone (n=13); (3) nonparticipating spouse (n=14);

(4) alternative treatment (q=13); and (5) delayed treatment control-

(¡=14). Treatment consisted of 10 weekly sessions, each approximately

60 minutes in duration. Assessment intervals were held at pretreatment

(during the first week of treatment for the four treatment conditions

and at the screening interview for the delayed treatment control-

cond.ition), and posttreatment (the last treatment session); follow-up

sessions were conducted 3, 6, and 12 months after the end of the l-0-

week treatment program. The follow-up assessments \^rere all conducted

by the senior therapist. There was no contact between the senior

therapist and the subjects during the follow-up phase except during the

3-, 6-, and f2-month weigh-ins.

To test for therapist effects, each of the four treatment condi-

tions were divided into two groups. Each therapist treated one group

from each condition.

All subjects were asked to sign a contingency contract (Appendix

D) that specified that attendance at nine of the 10 treatment sessions,

and at the three follow-ups, would resul-t in the compfete re-

fund of a $50 deposit. Any money that was not refrmded was donated to
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gent upon attendance and that they were in

loss or habit chanse.
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that refunds were contin-

no hray related to weight

The same information regarding obesity was provided to arf
subjects in the four treatment conditions. The idea that weight loss

can be obtained only from a negative energy bar-ance resulting from

reduced cal-oric intake, increased. cal-oric expend.iture, or a combination

of the two was presented.

subjects in the four treatment conditions \^rere asked to reduce

their caloric intake to a ]evel that was obtained by multiplying their
pretreatment weight by 7 j-n order to obtain a rate of l_oss of r _ 2

pounds (.45 - .91 kg) per week (LeBow & perry, Igl-]-). Thus the daily
caloric intake for a 200 pound \^zoman was l_,400 calories. ft was

strongly recommended that no one reduce her daily cal-oric intake betow

1,000 cal-ories- subjects having difficulty losing weight at the l_,000

caloric limit were told to increase their energy expenditure throuqh

physical activity rather than reduce their cal-oric intake any further.
All subjects were given a copy of Nutrient VaLue of Some Common Foods

(Health and wel-fare canada, rg77), which l-ists the caloric val-ues of
most common foods, and a copy of car-ories expended in common physical

activities.

Treatment Conditions

condition l- - co-operative spouse, subjects in the co-operative spouse

condition were told that obesity is the resul_t of a prolonged positive

energy balance resulting from inappropriate eatinq and exercise

behaviors. The goal of the program was to teach new eatinq and
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exercise behaviors that woufd. enable the subjects to lose weight and to
keep it off. Permanent behavior changes were emphasized throughout the

l'-week treatment phase- The program comprised the sequentiat

presentation of the various treatment techniques commonly incorporated

in behaviorar- ser-f-contror- programs for obesity (stuart & Davis , rg72).

Techniques íncluded serf-monitoring, sel_f-reinforcement, imagery tech_

niques, stimurus control, and behavior management methods (e.g.,

chaining procedures and substitution of incompatibre behaviors).

Sel_f-monitoring procedures incfuded daily monitoring of caloric
intake, cal-oric expenditure, and habit change. These records were

reviewed each week with the subjects. self-reinforcement involved

having subjects provide reinforcement to themselves for appropriate

habit change- rmagery techniques focused on the negative consequences

of obesity. stimulus control- \i7as a major focus of treatment and

comprised common strategies such as buying food with a list, or storinq
problem foods in inaccessibl-e places or in non-see-through containers.

An integral component of this condition was the participation of
the subjects' spouses. Spouses attended al-l- treatment sessions and

were asked to participate fu1ly to help their obese partner lose

weight- Spouses were instructed to reinforce their wives for habit

change rather than weight loss. They were to]d to model_ and cue

appropriate eating and activity behaviors. For example, if subjects

were asked to chew and swall-ow each bite before picking up cutlery,

spouses were instructed to do the same while in their wives'presence.

stimulus controf techniques were also presented to the spouses, and

they were instructed to engage in these behaviors, such as refraíninq
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from offering food to their wives. Spouses vrere also asked. to partici-

pate with their wives in the activity component of the program.

Throughout the treatment phase, spouses were asked to be supportive to

their wives in their attempts to reduce, and not to nag or criticize

thei-r wives' ef forts.

Both subjects and spouses were trained in mutual_ monitorino

techniques, i.e. each was to monitor their partner,s behavior as well-

as their own (Appendix E). Four separate dai]y monitoring forms were

prepared for the weekly sessions: (l) subject sel-f-monitoring _ e.g.

"Did I put al-l foods away from clear sight?,', (Z) subjects'monitorinq

of spouse behavior - e.g. ,'Did my husband reinforce my efforts ac

meeting my short-term goal for this week?"; (3) spouse sel-f-monitorinq

- e.g- "lrihen t handl-ed food, did I store it in an inaccessibl-e as wel-l_

as out-of-sight place?"; and (4) spouses' monitoring of subject

behavior - e. s. "Did my wife put al-l foods away from cl_ear sight?".

Al-l monitoring records were reviewed. and collected each week. Coupl_es

were given feedback regarding their habit change. A mutual effort was

emphasized.

Each of the treatment sessions fol-lowed the same basic format.

Each subject was weighed to the nearest quarter-pound after removins

shoes and any heawy clothing or jewerlry on a physician's beam bal_ance

and her weight was recorded. Each subject was weighed privately.
rl'harani c{. e r.rara ffee tO COmment on fho wcì ahl. ¡Ïr¿¡¡çtqyroLÐ wE¡e rïêê to comment -.. ,,.- v,,ange and provi_ded

encouragement. After every member of the group had been weighed, the

entire group reassembl-ed and the therapist engaged the group in a

discussion of the progress of the group as a who]e and that of indivi-

:::Ìi:" ì::"::
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dual-s. The discussion \{as then directed to any problems subiects

might have had in completing the weekly records. rf some members were

having particular problems in keeping data, the therapist provided

encouragement and attempted to shape record-keeping. A review of the

previous week's behavior control ]esson was then presented. The

therapist not only reiterated the major points of the previous lesson,

but asked individuals to describe their efforts at puttinq the tech-

niques into practice. Difficul-ties encountered by the subjects in the

application of these techniques were discussed with reference to the

subjects' personal situation; specific recommend.ations from the sroup

were solicited to resolve these probl_ems.

Probl-ems were anal-yzed by the therapist and group members on the

basis of information provided by the subjects' reports and monitoring

records. Throughout the treatment phase the therapist encouraged and

praised group members v¡Ïro made appropriate suggestions. An attempt was

made to personalize and individual-ize the program as much as possible

within a group setting.

The therapist then introduced the behavioral- control l-esson for

that week. The therapist explained the technigue in detail and. the

learning principles upon which it was based, and encouraged group

discussion and the suggestion of concrete examples of how individual-s

coul-d appfy these suggestions in their particular life situation. Each

session concruded with a summary of the weekts major assignments and

words of encouragement from the therapist. The treatment manual- for

this condition is contained in Appendix F.

Condition 2 - wives al-one. The procedures implemented in this
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condition were identical to those used in the co-operative spouse

condition. The spouses, however, did not attend any of the treatment

sessions and were not contacted by eiÈher therapist at any poínt in the

study. The subjects were presented with the same program as that

presented to the co-operative spouse condition, except that the

material dearing with spouse co-operation was deleted. As werf as

seLf-monitoring, subjects were asked to monitor the same specific

behaviors of their spouses as the subjects in the co-operaÈive spouse

condi-tion were asked to monitor. It was stressed that monitorinq of

the spouses' behavior should have been as unobtrusive as possible to

reduce the reactivity of this procedure. The treatment manual- for this

condition is contained in Appendix F.

condition 3 - nonparticipating spouse. The purpose of this condition

was to include a group of subjects whose spouses were explicitly told

not to participate in their wivest weight reduction effortsf as com-

pared with the co-operative spouse condition where spouses were

instructed to help the subjects, and the wives al-one condition in which

spouses may have spontaneously provided their wives with support.

The l-0 treatment sessions were identical to those of the wives

alone condition. The spcuses of the subjects in this third condition

were sent a letter (Appendix G) prior to the initiation of the treat-

ment phase. The letter stressed that the purpose of the program was to

teach the women to rely upon themselves as the primary change agents,

and that they (spouses) should detach themsel-ves as far as possible

from the subjects' weight reduction efforts. ït was qtroncrlw

emphasized to the spouses in this condition that thev should not
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sabotage their wives' efforts, such as offeïing high calorie foods or
nagging and criticizíng their wives but should ignore the various

behaviors and techniques they observed their wives using. Each spouse

in this condition was then contacted by the senior therapist by tele_
phone a week after the ]etters had been sent. The therapist reviewed.

the major points of the r-etter and answered any questions spouses

might have had.

subjects were instructed to sel_f-monitor and to monitor the

behaviors of spouses as in the co-operative spouse and wives al_one

conditions. The treatment manual for this cond.ition ís contained in
Appendix F.

c"laitl"" ¿ - "rt"r""!ive Lreatment. rn this condition the focus of
treatment was directed at the hypotheticar- and underrying causes of

overeating. subjects were told that serf-understanding and insight

may be necessary for an individual to tose weight. subjects were not

specifically instructed in the application of behavioral principles to
lose weight and discussions did not focus on overeating or activity

behaviors. The therapist's main task in this condition \¡7as to divert

attention from current behaviors and to focus on past behaviors.

Treatment sessions fol-lowed the same basic format. Each subiect

was weighed privately on a physicianrs beam bal_ance and her weight was

recorded. After all subjects had been weighed, the therapist

commented upon weight change and provided encouragement. An open

discussion about personality dynamics and their rel-ationship to weight

reduction then followed, with the discussion focusing upon the under-

lying causes and motivations of overeating. The therapist manual- for
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the aLternative treatment condition is contained in Appendix H.

. Subjects in this condition

were assessed at pretreatment and then told that they woul-d be offered
treatment once the lO-week treatment program had ended, at which time

they were again weighed. Sj-nce treatment was then provided after this
assessment, the data for this condition are excl-uded from the

statistical analyses incorporating the fol_low-up data.

Measures

r- vleight- A1l subjects were weighed on the same physician,s beam

balance to the nearest quarteï-pound prior to each meeting. vüeight

loss was ca]culated by subtracting a subject's weight at the time of
each assessment from the pretreatment weight. Feinstein's weight

reduction quotient pounds lost x initial weight x IOO
ideal weightpounds overweiqht

served as the principal measure of treatment efficacy. This measure

has been recommended over absolute pounds l_ost and peïcentage of body

weight l-ost as it takes into accoi:nt height, amount overweight, weight

reduction goals, and abso]ute pound.s lost (Wilson, l97g). Absoluce

pounds l-ost wil-l also be reported to provide some basis of compar-

ability to other studies which have relied solely on this measure.

2- Dail-y log measures of habit change. From each subject's daity

1og, a cal-orie score and a behavior score were cal-culated each week.

The cal-orie score \,vas composed of t\^io components: (a) Total_ Calorie

score which was the sum of the number of cal_ories consumed per day;

and (b) Rel-ative calorie score which was the sum of the number of

calories consumed each day relative to the prescribed level- for each

subject (i.e. number of cal-ories consumed per day minus the prescribed
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daily caloric Level_).

The subject Behavior score refrected the degree to which the
subject reported adherence to the prescribed behavior regimen. A

spouse Behavior score was car-cutated from the Daily Logs of spouse

behavior recorded by subjects in the co-operative spouse, wives a-

lone, and nonparticipating spouse conditions.

subjects in the three behavioraf conditions rdere also required to
record the number of car-ories expended through physicar_ activity
(Subject Activity Score) .

Reliability Measures

1. weight. To obtain an estimate of the reliabilÍty of subjecÈs,

weights obtained from the weekry weigh-ins during the treatment phase,

each subject was asked to weigh herser-f privately on the balance beam

scale at week two and week eight and to record this weight on paper.

After the subject had weighed herserf and recorded the weight, she was

then weighed by the therapist who recorded the weight. All weights

were recorded to the nearest guarter-pound. The foll_owing formula was

used to compute the rel_iability of this measure:

Number of agreements r ^^Number 
"t à

rn order to qualify as an agreement, both weights had to be identical-.

Behavior Score. Addit.ionally,
behavior scores were calcurated from subjects, and spouses, records of
others' behaviors (subject Rating of spouse Behavior and spouse Ratinq

of Subject Behavior). fn order to obtain an estimate of the

rel-iabil-ity of subjects' sel_f-reports of their behavior, their se]f_
reported behavior scores \¡/ere correlated with the spouses, reports of

2. Subject Behavior Score and
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subjects' behavior. Likewise, a reliability estimate of the spouses,

self-reports of their behavior was obtained by correlating the

spousesr sel-f-reports with the subjectsr reports of their husbands,

behavior.
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RESULTS

Pretreatment Anafyses

Subject characteristics among the five experimental- conditions at
pretreatment are dispJ-ayed in Tabl-e l-. A one-way mul-tivariate anal-v-r

sis of variance, displayed in Tabre 2, revealed no siqníficant dif-

ferences among the five experimental- conditions on the fo]l-owinq var-

iables: age, ê9€ of earriest onset, weight, number of pounds over-

weight, and percentage overweight.

Subject Attrition

of the original 68 subjects, all had met the attendance require-

ments at posttreatment, which represented a 0% attrition rate. Bv

the l2-month fol-low-up, 6 subjects had been l-ost, which represented a

8-82e" attriÈion rate. The co-operative spouse condition lost one sub-

ject due to pregnancy and one to a move out of the city; the wives

al-one condition l-ost one to a move; the nonparticipating spouse con-

dition lost two to moves; and the al-ternative treatment condition lost

one due to pregnancy.

Rel-iabil- ity Measures

1. vleight. The reliabifity estimate for subjects' weight at week

two was 95.62, and 97.r2 at week eight, indicating a high level of a-

greement between subjects and therapists regarding weigh-ins.

2. Subject Behavior Score and Spouse Behavior Score. The correl-ation

between the subject Behavior score and the spouse Rating of subject

Behavior was significant (r = .89, p(.Ofl. Additionally, the

correlation between the spouse Behavior score and the subject Rating

of Spouse Behavior Score was significant (r = .90, p (.Ofl. Both of

these significant correlations indicate that couples displayed a high



Table 1

Subject Characteristics Among the Five Experimental Conditions at pretreatment

Variabl-e

Age (years)

Mean

qTì

Age of Earliest
Onset (years)

Mean

Þ. Lr.

Weight (pounds)

Mean

S. D.

Number of Pounds

Overweight

Mean

S. D.

Co-operative lVives alone
spouse

37 40

r09

..t,.

T8

t1

I93. 16

2I.6L

Nonparticipating Alternative
spouse treatment

Condition

20

6

L92.1_7

29.57

38

I1

58. 48

20.68

23

189. 61

36.96

Delayed treatment
controf

4T

t0

52.14

19.90

19

9

196.48

28 -26

56.2I
¿3 .4ó

4t

I2

t8

6

I92.59
4L.43

56.79

r8. 89

57.75

36.44

N)
L¡



Table 1, continued

Subject CharacterisÈics Among the Five Experimental Conditions at pretreatment

Variabl-e

Percentage

Overweight

Mean

S. D.

Co-operative Wives al_one
spouse

Note. I pound = .4536 kg.

43.59

17.05

Nonparticipating Alternative
spouse treatment

Condition

37.24

14.11

+t. u5

15.59

Delayed treatment
control

40.52

l-l-.76

t+2. 5L

24.69

t\)
Or
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Table 2

Mul-tivariate Analysis of variance of subject characteristics

of the Experimental Conditions at pretreatmenta

Source MS Univariate F p Step Down F p

Subjects'Age .06 .00 .98 .OO .9g
Age of Earliest
Onset 5.2I .08 .i7 .16 .7O
Qrrtri a¡f c 1
vwJvvev

Weight 102. 08 .10 .76 . tO .j6
Number of
Pounds
Overweight 6.00 .01 .92 .93 .34
Percentage
Overweight 2I.61 .07 .79 .09 .77

âÀa=lrzcìq 
¡^z¡c ^n^¡¡q¿rÐrÐ *oo vvrlducted using the Finn progranme MULTIVAR (Finn, 1976).
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]evel- of agreement regarding subject and spouse behavior.

Correlations among Measures of lVeight Change

Absol-ute pounds lost and percentage of body weight l-ost were car-

culated for each subject at posttreatment, in addition to the weight

reduction quotient. The correl_ations between the weiqht reduction

quotient and absolute pounds rost and percentage of body weight lost

at posttreatment were both highly significant (r = .99, p(.o0ol and
,r = .92, p(.ooor respectively). Likewise the correlation between

absolute pounds ]ost and percentage of body weight l-ost \,ras also siq-

nificanr (r = -99, p (. oOof l .

Therapist Effects

The posttreatment weight reduction quotients were initial_ly ana-

lyzed by a 5(Treatment: co-operative spouse, wives alone, nonpartici-

pating spouse, alternative treatment, and delayed treatment control-) x

2 (Therapist) analysis of variance. This ana]ysis is displayed in

Tabl-e 3 and reveared no significant therapist effect and no signifi-

cant therapist-by-treatment interaction; data were therefore combined

across therapists. The resuLting one-way anal-ysis of variance, dis-

played in Tabre 7, served as the principal analysis of the posttreat-

ment data.

The fol-low-up data from posttreatment to the l-2-month follow-up

interval- were initially analyzed by a 2 (Therapist) x 4 (Treatment: co-

operative spouse, wives a]one, nonparticipating spouse, and al-terna- i.

tive treatmenÈ) x 4 (Assessment Interval: posttreatment , 3- , 6-, and

l-2-month follow-ups) repeated measures analysis of variance, displayed

in Tabl-e 4. The delayed treatment control condition vTas treated at

posttreatment, and thus el-iminated from the fol_low-up analvsis. This
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Table 3

Two-way Analysis of variance (Treatment x Therapist) on !üeiqht

Reduction euotient Scores at posttreatmentþ

Source df MS

Treatment 4 32g2.II g.7g .OOt
Therapist I 91.85 .27 .60
Treatment x Therapist 4 67.79 .2O .g4
Error 58 335.39

la"Analysis was conducted using the spss progranme ANovA (Nie, Hull,
Jenkins, Steinbienner, & Bent, L975) using Method 2 (ExperimenÈaL

Design approach) (OveralL & Spiegal_, 1969).
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Table 4

Three-!{ay Repeated Measures Anarysis of variance (Therapist

x Treatment x Assessment Interval) on lVeight Reduction euo_

tient scores from posttreatment to the l2-Month Fol_low-upc

Source df MS I

Betv/een Subject

Therapist

Treatment

Therapist x Treatment

Error (Subject x Therapist
x Treatment)

Vüithin Subject

Interval-
Interval x Therapist
Interval X Treatment

Interval- X Therapist x
Treatment

Error (Subject x Interva]
x Therapist x
Treatment)

'l

J

J

40

0. 00

¿.YY

0. 00

2.L6

-zu

r.zt

.¿ó

4.53

11367. 91

6.49

3806. 73

597.64
q4 ñ(

?¿q 
^1

76.48

.04
qo

3

5

9

.10

.90

.¿6

Analysis was conducted using the BMDP2V

P2V (Ðixon & Bro\^rn, 1977) using Method 1

(Overall & Spiegal, 1969) .

programme REPEATED MEASURES

(Regression approach)
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anal-ysis revealed no significant therapist effect, and no significant

therapist-by-treatment, therapist-by-interval, or therapist_bv_treat_

ment-by-interval interactions; the data were therefore combined across

therapists. The resulting 4(Treatment) x 4(Assessment Interval) re-
peated measures anaÌysis of variance, displayed in Table g, served as

the principàl analysis of the fotlow-up data.

Treatment V{eight Loss

Tabl-e 5 il-lustrates the mean weight reduction quotients, the mean

number of pounds lost, standard deviations, and n for al_l conditions

at posttreatment and at the three folJ_ow-ups. The percentages of

subjects losing between 20 and 29 pounds, 30 and 39 pounds, and 40

pounds or more are dj_splayed in Table 6 (Stunkard & Mclaren-Hume,

f959) - The weights for each subject at each assessment'interval are

presented in Appendix I.

Posttreatment Analyses

The posttreatment weight reduction quotients obtained from the

five treatment conditions \¡7ere analyzed by a one-way analysis of var-

iance, displayed in Tabl-e 7. This anarysis showed a significant

treatment effect, F(4, 63) = 10.43, p (,OOf .

At posttreatment, afl four treatment conditions showed a weicrht

l-oss over thej-r pretreatment weights; the delayed treatment control_

condition had gained .50 por:nds. Multiple comparisons were conducted

using t tests. To controf for Type r error, the Bonfertårri method of

splitting alpha was employed. Each individual- test was cond,ucted

usingg = .01, giving an analysis-wise error rate = .08. }Jo siqnifi-

cant differences among the conditions were obtained. There \^ras no

significant difference on the weiahr raárrnr.ion cselienÈ between the



Table

Mean lVeight Reductíon Quotients (Res) and

Experimental Conditions at Posttreatment and

Condition

Co-operative

Mean

S. D.

Wives alone

Mean

S. D.

Nonparticipating
spouse

Mean

S. D.

Posttreatment

n RQs Pounds
Lost

l/l

31.6r

r7.86
l_J

2t .48

17 .76

I4

29.37

20.48

5

Mean Number of Pounds Lost for AtL

at the 3-, 6-, and l2-Month Follo\¡r-ups

3-Month Follow-up

n RQs

l-4.34

6.4I

9.52
q a'l

L2

5I.42

34.16

T2

29.26

29.92

L2

37.95

36.7I

Assessment Interval

Pound.s
Lost

6-Month Follow-up

n RQs

18. 04

ro.44

10. 02

9. 50

It. 21

8. 85

I¿

47.74

37.23

L2

22.89

28.29

L2

30.77

34. 05

Pounds
LoSt

12-Month Fol-low-up

n RQs Pounds
Lost

L4.48

L3.79

16.46

LL.2I

7.54

9.64

T2

51. 18

39. 58

L2

L5.26

36.54

I2

32.64

L9.52

LL.29

10. 5r

18. 19

11.85

471

I3. 16

L2.40

13. O7

(,
f\)



Mean Weight Reduction

Experimental Conditions

Condition

Alternative
treatment

Mean

Delayed treatment
control-

Mean

S. D.

Table

Quotients (ngs¡

at Posttreatment

Posttreatment

n RQs Pounds
Lost

5, continued

and Mean Number

and at the 3-,

I4

Note.

3-Month Follow-up

L2.23

l-7.52

n RQs

1 pound = .4536 kg.

L4

3. 58

5. 98

of Pounds Lost for A1I

6-, and l2-Month Follow-ups

Assessment IntervaL

-.94
L4.54

T2

Pounds
Lost

15. 73

36.48

-. 50

5.25

6-Month Foll-ow-up

n RQs

3.¿t

13.4I

L2

13. 59

4L.7L

Pounds
T.nqJ-

I2-Month Follow-up

n RQs Pounds
Lost

4.54

15. 13

L2

1.00

34.I2
-.7L

11 .63

,a:.

¡il
!.,

C¡)(,
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Table 6

Percentages of Subjects Losing Bet\^reen 2O_2g pounds,

30-39 Pounds, and 40 pounds or More at posttreatment

and at the 3- , 6-, and l2-Month Fol_l_ow-ups

Posttreatment

Percentage of Weight Lost

Condition 20-29 pounds 30-39 pounds Over 40 pounds

Co-operative
spouse

!üives alone

Nonparticipating
spouse

Alternative
treatment
Delayed treatment
control-

Oeo 7.I4e"

¿ó-5 t>.

oz

0%

0%

0z

0%

0%

0z

0e"

0%

0z0%

3-Month Follow-up

Co-operative
spouse

V'Iives al-one

Nonparticipating
spouse

ALternative
treatment

8.33% 8.332

8. 33e" 8. 33%

25.O0,õ

8. 33%

0%

0z

ö. J5%

0eo

8.332

0e"
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Table 6, continued

Percentages of Subjects Losing Betvi¡een 20-29 pounds,

30-39 Pounds, and 40 pounds or More at posttreatment

and at the 3- , 6-, and l_2-Month Fol_Io\¡l-uÞs

6-Month Follow-uc

Co-operative
spouse

lfives alone

Nonpartic ipating
spouse

Alternative
treatment

+L.O t>.

L6.67e"

8. 33?

õ. JJ'o

u. JJTo

0%

8. 33e"

0% 8.33%

0e"

UZ

oe"

I2-Month Follow-up

Co-operaÈive
spouse

!ùives alone

Nonparticipating
spouse

Alternative
treatment

33. 33e"

8. 33e"

0%

0%

L6.672

0%

Õ. JJzo

0eo

Õ. JJ'O

0e"

0z

0%
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Table 7

One-Way Analysis of Variance (Treatment) on lVeighÈ

Reduction euotient Scores at posttreatmentd

Source dfMSFP

Treatment

Error
4 3280.56 10.43 .001

63 3L4.52

dAnalysis was conducted using the SpSS progranme 4,NOVA (Nie et al.,
1975) using Method 2 (Experimental Design approach) (Overal_l e

Spiegal, 1969).
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dition, t(25) = I.43, p<. 10, or between the co-operative spouse con-

dition and the delayed treatment control condition, t(26) = 2.I-J,

p (.025. The difference between the wives alone condition and the

al-ternative treatment condition was not significant, t(24) - .96,

p >.10, as was the diffeïence between the wives a]one condition and

the delayed treatment control condition, t(25) = 1.60, p-(.f0.

similarly, the nonparticipating spouse condition did not have a sis-

nificantly J-arger weight reduction quotient than either Lhe alterna-

tive treatment condition, t(25) = -97, p>.f0, or the delayed treat-

ment control- condition, L(26) = I.7I, p (.0S. Finally, the co-op-

erative spouse condition did not have a significantry larger weight

reductíon quotient than either the wives alone condition, E(25) - .57,

p ).10, or the nonparÈicipating spouse condition, L(26) = .47,

p > .r0.

Fol-l-ow-up Anal-yses

At posttreatment, subjects in the delayed treatment controf con-

dition were treated, and therefore el-iminated from the analvses of the

follow-up data. This procedure left four treatment conditions: co-

operative spouse, wives al-one, nonparticipating spouse, and alterna-

tive treatment. The weight reduction quotients from these four con-

ditions were anal-yzed by a 4 (Treatment) x 4 (Assessment Interva]: post-

treatment , 3-, 6-, and f2-month fol-]ow-ups) repeated measures analvsi s

of variance, displayed in Tabl-e 8. This analysis showed a significant

treatment effect, F(3, 44) = 3.28, p <.03. The main effect for

assessment interval approached significance, F(3, L32) = 2.:2. p(.04.

The treatment-by-interval- interaction al-so failed to reach siqnifi-
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Table 8

Two-Ílay Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance

(Treatment x Assessment Interval_) on Vteioht

Reduction Quotient Scores from posttreatment

to the 12-Month Foll_ow-upe

source df MS t P_

Betv¡een Subject

Treatment 3 11367.91 3.28 . 03

Error (Subject x
Treatment) 44 3461.2I

ttithin Subject
Interval 3 597.63 2.32 .0g
fntervaf x Treatment 9 349.61 1.36 .2I
Error (Subject x

Interval x
Treatment) f¡2 257.60

-Analysis was cond.ucted using the BMDP2V progïamme REPEATED MEASURES

P2V (Dixon & Bro\^rn , L9'77) using MeÈhod 1 (Regression approach)

(Overall- & Spiegal, 1969).
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cance, F(9, I32) = I.36, p(.20. The weight changes across al-I
':

assessment interval_s are also dispJ_ayed in Figures I and 2.

Multiple comparisons hTere conducted using t tests. 'Due to the

probJ-em of not meeting the assumptions of the repeated measures analy-

sis of variance model, indivdual estimates of variance were used

(Lind.man, 1974). To controf for Type I error, the Bonferroni method

of splitting alpha was employed. Each individual- test \^ias conducted

usingd = .01, giving an experiment-wise eïror rate = .IgzL.

Subjects in al-1 treatment conditions continued to lose weic¡ht

between posttreatment and the 3-month fol-Low-up assessment interval.

The co-operative spouse condition had a significantly larger weight

reduction quotient than the alternative treatment condition, t(22)

3.35, p<.005. The co-operative spouse condition did not have a sig-

nificantly larger weight reduction quotient than either the wives

al-one condition, t(22) = 2.29, p<. o25, or the nonparticpating spouse

condition, L(22) = I.26, p).f0. The weight red.uction guotient of

the wives al-one cond.ition \^ias not significantly J-arger than that of

the al-ternative treatment condition , L(22) = l-.35, p(.f0. likewise,

the weight reduction quotient of the nonparticipating spouse condi-

tion was not significantly larger than the weight reduction quotient

of the al-ternative treatment cond.ition, t(22) = 2.OL, p_<.05.

subjects in al-l- treatment conditions gained some weight at the

6-month follow-up. The co-operative spouse condition had a signifi-

cantly larger weight reduction quotient than the alternative treatment

condition, L(22) = 2.87, p_(.oos. The co-operative spouse condition

did not have a significantly larger weight reduction quotient than

either the wives al-one condition, L(22) = 2.4g, p(.025, or the non-
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Figure I. Mean changes in the weight reduction quotient for al-l-

experimental conditions at posttreatment and the 3-month,

6-month, and l2-month folfo\,r-ups.
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Figure 2. Mean changes in body weight for all experimental conditions

at posttreatment and the 3-month, 6-month, and l2-month

fol_low-ups.
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participating spouse condition, t(22) = f.Se, p(.0f. There was no

significant difference between the wives alone condition and the al--

ternative treatment condítion, t(22) = .87, p).I0, or between the

nonparticipating spouse condition and the al-ternative treatment con-

dition, L(22) = 1.50, p(.f0.

By the l-2-month folIow-up, the co-operative spouse condition had

l-ost the weight it had regaj-ned at the 6-month follow-up. The wives

alone condition regained some more weight, while the nonparticipating

spouse condition l-ost some of the weight it had regained at the 6-

month foJ-low-up. The al-ternative treatment condition had reqained

nearly alr of the weight it had lost at posttreatment. The co-opera-

tive spouse condition had a significantly greater weight reduction

quotient than the al-ternative treatment condition, L(22) = 4.59,

p(.OOOS, and the wives al-one condition, t(22) = 3.2I, p1.005. The

weight reduction quotient of the co-operative spouse conditj-on was not

significantly larger than that of the nonparticipating spouse condi-

tion, L(22) = r.64, p<.10. There was no significant difference be-

t\^/een the wives alone condition and the alternative treatment condi-

ti-on, t(22) = 7.34, p<.ro. The nonparticipating spouse condition had

a significantly larger weight reduction quotient than the alternative

treatment condition , t(22) = 2.ea, p(.OOS.

These results reveal- that the co-operative spouse condition l-ost

signíficantly more weight than the alternative treatment condition at

the three folJ-ow-ups, and that the nonparticipatins spouse condition

lost significantly more weighÈ than the al-ternative treatment condi-

tion at the f2-month follo\d-up. There \^/ere no other siqnificant dif-

ffe utrrvÀeó)A\

ÕF ,\{,4|'J¡fgEA
ql-¡--€

ferences between the three behavioral conditions and the alte
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treatment condition and the delayed treatment control- condition ac

posttreatment and at the three follow-ups. These results partially

support Hypothesis r. The co-operative spouse condition lost siqni-

ficantry more weight than the wives al-one condition at the l2-month

follow-up, partially supporting Hypothesis rr. There were no other

significant differences, however, among the three behavioral condi-

tions at posttreatment or at the three foll_ow-ups.

The delayed treatment control condítion was offered treatmenc

after the treatment program for the other four conditions had. termina-

ted; this condition was therefore excluded from the foli-ow-up analyses.

Three of the original J-4 subjects declined treatment, while t\^ro others

prematurely terminated from treatment. Four subjects attended. sessions

with their spouses and treatment identical- to that used in the co-op-

erative spouse cond.ition was provided. The other five subjects elected

to attned treatment by themselves, and procedures identical to the

wives alone condition were instituted. Due to sched.uLing conflicts,

subjects were treated individually. After a lO-week treatment pahse,

themeanweightreductionquotientwas22.7L(SD=2r.03)andmean

number of pounds lost was 6.94 pounds (SD = 5.17). An 8-month follow-

up revealed that these losses were maintained, with a mean weight re-

duction quotient of 22.96 (SD = 30.94) and mean number of pounds

lost was 6.52 pounds (SD = 9.72). At both the end of treatment and

at Èhe 8-month follow-up, the four subjects who attended sessions with

theír spouses had the greatest weight losses, ranging from 10 Lo L9.75

pounds at the follow-up, as compared with the weight loss of subjects who

attended treatment without spouses, L(1) = 2.83, p <.05. The
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weights for each subject are incl-uded in Appendix I.

Program Adherence - Behavior Scores and Calorie Scores

The means and standard deviations of the behavior and calorie

scores for the three behavioral conditions at posttreatment are dis-

played in Table 9. A multivariate analysis of variance revealed that

the co-operative spouse condition had a significantly higher Spouse

Behavior Score than either the wives al-one condition or the nonparti-

cipating spouse condition. This analysis is displayed in Table 10.

There r¡ras no significant difference between the wives alone condition

and the nonparticipating spouse condition on the Spouse Behavior

Score. The three groups did not differ on any of the other variables:

Relative Calorie Score, Subject Behavior Score, and Subject Activity

Score.

The correfational data between subject variables, indices of be-

havior change, and the two measures of weight change (weight reduction

quotient and absolute pounds 1osÈ) at posttreatment and at the three

follow-ups are displayed in Tabl-e 11. At posttreatment, only the Re-

fative Calorie Score was significantly correlated with absol-ute pounds

losÈ (r = .38, p(.01). At the 3-month follow-up, the correlation

between pretreatment v,reight and the weight reduction quotient was

significant (r = -.31, g(.oS). At the 6-month foLlow-up, the pre-

treatment weight was associated with the weight reduction quotient

(r = -.33, g(.OSl, and the number of pounds overweight was also sig-

nificantly correlated with the weight reduction quotient (T = -.29,

n(.OSl. Additionally, the Spouse Behavior Score was significantly

associated with absolute pounds lost (r = .ZO, p(.oS). At the 12-

month follow-up, there v¿ere no significant correlations. These
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Tabl_e 9

Behavioral Characteristi_cs of the

üIives Alone, and Nonparticipating

Posttreatment

Co-operative Spouse,

Spouse Condj_tions at

Condition

Variable
Co-operative

spouse
Vtives alone Nonparticipating

spouse

Relative Cal-orie
Q¡nra

Mean

Subject Behavior

Score

Mean

Spouse Behavior

Score

Mean

S. D,

Subject Activity
Score

Mean

S. D.

IO425.52

12992.89

607.14

110.13

46I.07
720.76

8586. 79

4036.43

óL5¿. Jt

10865.68

574.62

1'rq aa

20I.77
L62.48

/ Jöö. J.L

otó¿. +5

l-2298.39

13646.6e

o)Y .4 3

I01. 30

203. 00

96.40

7908.29

6963.9r
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Tabl_e 10

Multivariate Analysis of Variance of Behavioral

Characteristics of the Co-operative Spouse,

Wives Al-one, and Nonparticipating Spouse

Conditions at posttreatmentf

Source MS Univariate F p Step Ðown F p

Rel-ative Calorie
Score 163122.30 .00 .98 . OO .98
Subject Behavior
Score 1208.65 . t0 .76 .L7 .68
Spouse Behavior
Score 616850.60 37.37 .0OOI 53.29 .0001
Subject
Activity Score 7954415.40 .23 .63 .23 .63

Analysis was conducted using the Finn progranme MULTTVAR (Finn,

1 0"Át



Table 1l-

Correlational Data for lVeight Reduction euotients (Res), pounds Lost,
Behavior change, and subject variabr-es dt posttreatment and at the 3_

rz-Month Follow-ups9

Variables

Age

Age of Earliest
Onset

Pretreatment
Weight (pounds)

Number of pounds
Overweight

Percentage
Cìr¡ar¡^ra i alr'l-

Relative Calorie
Score

TotaL Calorie
Score

Posttreatment

RQs Pounds
Lost

_. Uö

_.23

-.2I

-nq

-. 06

3-Month Follow-uc

-.I7

-.04

.2I

.25

.39**

-. 06

RQs

Assessment Interval

.09

-. 10

-. 31'k

- -23

-. 06

-.07

Pounds
Lost

-. 08

-.L7

-.L7

-. oI

.14

.18

-. o8

6-Month Follow-up

Indices of

, 6-, and

RQs

:,i.:,

:i l

-. 05

-. 33*

-.29*

-.L7

-.I2

-. 13

Pounds
Lost

ô?

-. 1l

-.25

-.I2

.02

-.L4

RQs

.zu

-. 06

-. ¿¿

-. I9

-. 1I

-'lo

Pounds
Lost

.08

- ll

-. 05

.10

-. 01

-. UJ
,Þ{



Correlational Data for !üeic¡ht

Behavior Change, and Subject

Variables

Subject Activity
Score

Subject Behavior
Score

Spouse Behavior
Score

Subject Rating of
Spouse Behavior

Spouse Rating of
Subject Behavior

Table 11, continued

Reduction euotients (nes),

Varia-bfes at posttreatment

l-2-Month Follow-upsg

Posttreatment

RQs Pounds
Lost

-.16

.06

-¿u

.03

.15

*

**

3-Month Follow-up

p <.05

p <.01

-. I8

11

.17

-. 06

0

RQs

Assessment fnterval

Pounds

and at

-.L4

.10

.z¿

-ôq

.17

Pounds
Lost

T,ost, fndices of

the 3-, 6-, and

-Analysis was cond.ucted using the spss programme PEARSON coRR

6-Month Follow-up

-'l6-

)^

.23

-u(f

.19

RQs

:;,:
,::,;11''.i.

:.;:::

t:::

it,

)lì
i'il

l'l:

i:,

i::l

!:.:

ij{

i:'

t':

'irit:

.::

i.,

,: ì.

i::
:,'

t_l,l

;,r,

-. I3

0

-zJ

-.74

.16

Pounds
Lost

l-2-Month Follo\,r-up

-. 16

.r0

.29*

-.02

.19

RQS

-. r4

.12

. ¿J

-. 01

?rì

Pounds
Lost

-. 15

.19

.26

.rl

.34

j. ì

''ì:

;::

iìr;

(Nie et aI., 1975). ¡Þ

.i.;.

..:
.'r:;
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results provide onry weak and partial- support to Hypothesis rrr that

there would be a significant positive correlation between treatmenc

outcome and the degree of support subjects received from their spouses.
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DISCUSSION

The present findings provide partial support for the first hypo-

thesis ùhat the three behavioral treatments woul-d produce significant-

ly greater weight losses than the alternative treatment and the del-av-

ed treatment control- conditions at posttreatment and at the three fol--

Iow-ups. There were no differences between the behavioral treatmenc

conditions and the delayed treatment control and Èhe al-ternative

treatment conditions at posttreatment. Of the three behavioraf con-

ditions, only the co-operative spouse conditj-on lost significantly

more weight than the al-ternative treatment condition at all- three fol-

low-ups; the nonparticipating spouse condition lost significantly more

weight than the alternative treatment condition at the l2-month fol--

low-up. The resufts provide only weak and partial support for the

second hypothesis Lhat the co-operative spouse condition woufd show

significantly greater maintenance of treatment-produced weight l-oss

than the other two behavioral conditions at posttreatment and at the

three follow-ups. This hypothesis was only confirmed at the l-2-month

fol1ow-up when the co-operative spouse condiÈion l-ost significantly

more weight than the wives alone cond.ition. Finally, the third hypo-

thesis that treatment outcome woul-d be positively correlated with the

degree of spouse support received only weak and partial support.

Many studies have fail-ed to discover subject variabl-es which pre-

dict weight l-oss (Brownell et al., 1978¡ Levitz et al., 1919). Tn the

present study, the pretreatment weights \n/ere negatively associated

with the weight reduction quotients at the 3- and 6-month follow-ups.

Also, the number of pounds overweight was negatively associated with

the weight reduction quotient at the 6-month follow-up. These resuJ-ts,
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arthough certainly not consistent, suggest that heavier subjects may

]ose less weight than lighter ones,- Stuart and cuire (197g) found

the same pattern. Murray (1975) tabulated correlations bet\^reen

initial weight and weight l_oss and found a tendency for those with the

highest iniÈial- weight to l-ose the most weight. This contrary find-

ing is certainly perpl-exing and deserves further study. There was no

association between weight loss and the age of the subject or age of

the onset of obesity. Brownel_] et al_. (1979) and Jefferv et al_-

(1978) al-so found that juvenile onset obese subjects did not differ

from adul-t onset subjects in the ability to lose weight, while Stuart.

and Guire (1978) found no association between age and outcome. Thus

the question of why some subjects succeed and others do not remains

unans\^/ered in the present study. some promising data is furnished by

Stuart and Guire (1978), who found that maintainers \dere more likelv

to accept a narrow definition of acceptable weight, \,vere more likety

to perceive themselves as competent to maintain their changes, \^7ere

more likely to continue to utilize treatment-taught skirl-s, and were

more likely to effect important lifestyle changes. Future research

should include these variabl-es in the search for predictors of long-

term weight l-oss maintenance.

Tnconsistent with the resul-ts of previous investigations

(Kingsley & wilson, 1977; stunkard & Mahoney, 1976). the behavioral

treatments did not produce significantly greater initial_ weight los-

ses than the comparison treatment method and the detaved treatmenc

control- condition. the wives alone condition did not achieve a siq-

nificantfy larger weight reduction quotient than the afternative

treatment at the three follow-ups. At the f2-monJ-h fnlln¡^z-rrn- the
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wives alone condition, which incorporated the usual behavioral prin-

ciples and techniques which are commonry applied to the problem of

obesity, had regained half of the weight it had lost at posttreat-

ment. These results are similar to the ones presenLed by Stunkard and

Penick (L979), who found that both behavioral and more traditional-

Èreatments began to regain as the follow-up interval increased. That

this pattern of relapse for subjects who participated in a standard

behavioral weight control program emerged in the present study

strengthens the concl-usion that weight losses generated by standard

behavioral treatments are not well maintained (stunkard & penick,

I979). The absence of signíficant differences between the wives al-one

condition and the al-ternative treatment, consistent with the resul-ts

of Kingsley and !üifson (1977), also underscores the retention of non-

specific control- groups in future treatment outcome studies.

The superiority of the co-operative spouse condition over the al--

ternative treatment did emerge at the three follow-ups, suggesting

that spouse involvement may be a potent facilitative factor in ]ons-

term weight control. Additionally, while afl- other treatment con-

ditions regained some weight by the 6-month foll_ow-up, only the co-

operative spouse condition was able to lose all of it by the }2-month

fo11ow-up. At the l2-month fotl-ow-up, the nonparticipating spouse

condition weighed l-ess than it did at posttreatment and had a sígnifi-

cantly larger weight reduction quotient than the afternative treatment

condition. The data suggest that training spouses to activety aid

their wives'weight loss efforts, and teffing spouses not to punish,

criticize, or tease their wives may both be effective strategies to

generate long-term weight maintainance. The standard behavioraf
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treatment, in which spouses were not contacted (wives afone), did

not r¡roduce l-oncr-term maintenance.

Although the co-operative spouse condition and the nonparticipa-

ting spouse condition had l-ost some more weight from posttreatment to

the l-2-month foffow-up, these changes across time were not statisti-

cally significant. This pattern suggests that spouses were most in-

fluential in the maintenance of weight loss rather than the contin-

uance of weight l-oss, and that different variabfes may govern these

two processes. Only continued follow-up wil-l reveal- whether Èhese

conditions will be ab]e to maintain this weiqht loss.

In addition to demonstrating maintenance of weight l-oss at a 12-

month follow-up, the co-operative spouse condition produced a weight

loss which is substantially greater than the average 1l pound loss

reported in other behavioral programs (Jeffery, V,iing, & Stunkard,

1978). The weight reduction quotients obtained in the present study

cannot be compared to those obtained by Brownel-I et al. (1978) as the

truncated version (pounds lost/pounds over ideal weight x 100) was

used by Browne11 et al-. (1978). At a 6-month follow-up, Brownell et

al-. (1978) reported a mean of 29.6 pounds l-ost for their co-operative

spouse condition, in comparison with the mean of 16.46 pounds lost

for the same condition in the present study. The superiority of

Brownell et af.'s (1978) results may be due to the provision of weight

control- manuals to their subjects and the incl-usion of monthly weigh-

ins during the 6-month follow-up phase; neither strategy was imple-

mented j-n the present study. There is some data which suggest that

both strategies may have a facilitative effect on the maintenance of

weight l-oss during the first 6 months of follow-up (Kingsley & !r7i1son,
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1.977¡ Pezzot-Pearce, 1980). The mean loss of 18.19 pound.s at the 12-

month follow-up by the co-operative spouse condition, however, is

anþng the largest so far reported for long-term weight loss" As in

most treatment studies, there was large variabirity in outcome (stun-

kard ç Mahoney, L976).

There \^lere no significant differences between the co-operative

spouse condition and the nonparticipating spouse condition at post-

treatment or at any of the foll-ow-ups. Active training of spouses did

not significantly enhance long-term weight loss maintenance in com-

parison with a condition whose spouses were instructed not to sabotage

their wives' efforts, even though spouses in the co-operative spouse

condition did provide more support to their wives than spouses in the

nonparticipating spouse condition (as manifested by the significantly

hígher spouse Behavior score obtained by the former conditíon). The

active training of spouses was, however, associated with superior

maintenance at t.he l2-month forl-ow-up in comparison lüith the condi-

tiorv in which subjects participated in the basic behavioral program

and in which no interventions were made with the spouses (wíves

al-one). Spouse training was mul_tifaceted and consisted of many ele-

ments: mutual monitoring, contracting for habit change, modeling for

appropriate eating behavior, and training in stimulus control- strate-

gies, in addition to instructing spouses not to sabotage their

wives' programs. At present, there is no way of knowing which of

these specific intervention, subsumed under the globa] term ,'spouse

support", \,vas responsible for the superior maintenance of the co-

operative spouse condition over the wives al-one condition. A com-

ponent analysis wou]d be useful- in order to determine the active and
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inert components of spouse training. Thus, while this study was able

to show that spouse training can generate superior long-term main-

tenance of weight Loss in comparison with a group in which there is

no contact with spouses, the question of how it accomplishes this re-

mains unanshTered.

This conclusion becomes more apparent when the correl-ations

between behavior change and weight l-oss are examined. The hypothesis

that weight loss would be significantly associated with the facifita-

tive behavior of spouses was only confirmed at the 6-month follow-up.

Brownel-f et al. (1978) also found no significant correlations between

outcome and spouse training. There are t\^io possible explanations for

these resufts. They may reflect a basic inaccuracy in these records,

especially as monitoring of spouse behavior might have been a very

reactive procedure. Second, these measures, obtained by totalling re-

ports on al-l- of the prescribed behaviors in which spouses \,\iere to en-

9a9e, might have been too global- and included inert components as

well as the active ones, thereby resulting in l-ower correlations.

Measures of the behavior change of the subjects (Subject Behavior

Score) were afso obtained. This score h/as not associated with weight

loss at any of the follo\^i-ups. This is consistent v/ith the results

of other studies, and may refJect a basic inaccuracy in recording.

BrownelI et af. (L978) failed to obtain significant correfations be-

tween subjecÈs' self-reports of their behavior and weight l-oss. Jef-

fery et aJ-. (1978) analyzed the daily eating behavior records kept by

31 subjects and found that none of the nine measures of behavior were

correl-ated with weight l-oss. Bellack, Rozensky, and Schwartz (I974)

also faifed to obtain significant correl-ations between weight loss
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and seff-reports of behavior change. Stalonas, Johnson, and Christ

(1978) coll-ected the daily monitoring records from 44 subjects and

correlated Ì0 categories of behavior change with weight change. Nine

of the t0 behavior scores and the overall total score failed to cor-

relate significantly with weight l-oss. There are several studies

which do demonstrate a significant correlation between weight loss

and behavior chanse. öst and Götestam (1976) did find a correl-ation

between weight foss and a combined score of food choice and exercise.

The behavior measures were not clearly defined and no rel-iability es-

timates were provided. I,riollersheim (1970) and Hagen (I974) found

significant correlations between weight loss and behavior change,

assessed by an Eating Patterns Questionnaire. Mahoney (1914b) re-

ported a significant correlation between weight loss and behavior

change derived from an Eating Habits Booklet. These three studies re-

lied upon a single self-report by subjects whose answers might have

been biased by their knowledge of their relative succees or failure in

treatment (Brownefl & Stunkard, 1978).

No significant correLations emerged between physical activity,

total number of calories consumed, and relative number of cafories

consumed and weiqht loss. There vras one exception: the relative num-

ber of calories was significantly associated with absolute pounds

Iost at posttreatment¡ suggesting that subjects who consumed a smal-l-er

number of cafories relative to their prescribed daily level lost the

most weight. Jeffery and Wing (L919) also found that self-reported

caforie intake yielded substantial correlations with weight reduction-

As with the monitoring of behavior changes, the accuracy of self-mon-

itored calorie levefs must be guestioned. The fail-ure of self-re-
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ported energy expenditure to correlate vuith weíght loss, corroborated

by Vincent (1.976) and Jeffery and lr7ing (1919), is probably attribu- :,

tabl-e to inaccuracy on the part of subjects to estimate caloric expen-

diture. Accurate measurement of caloric expenditure in exercise re-

quires an assessment of both duration and intensity and many of the

subjects reported difficulty monitoring these variables. The absence

of these correfations certainly suggests the need for future research

to identify those specific factors that generate long-term weight l-oss.
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LTTERATURE REVTEVü

ïntroduction

There is broad consensus that obesity is one of the most prevalent
and serious hear-th problems in contemporary North America. ït has

been estimated that there are between 40 and g0 mirfion obese

individual_s in the United States alone (Stuart & Davis , Ig72). The

severity of this problem is documented by evidence suggesting a link
between obesity and a variety of physicar ir-lnesses, particurarrv

cardiovascur-ar disease (Gotto' Foreyt, & scott , rg76). ïn additÍon to
these medical problems, rimitations in sociar_ and occupational

activities are often consequences of obesity.

rn response to the prevarence and gravity of this problem, a grear

variety of therapeutic interventions have been devised. strategies
i-ncl-ude hypnosis, appetiÈe-suppressants, individuar- and group psycho-

therapy, surgery, and a wide variety of diets. Stunkard (195g)

summarized the results of these treatment approaches in his cl_assic

statement: "Most obese people wir-l not stay in treatment for obesity.
of those who stay in treatment most will not lose weight and of those

who do lose weight, most will regain it,' (p. 79). In a more recenr

eval-uation, Gfennon (1966) concluded that "a review of the published

long-term resufts of the treatment of obesity tends to support (the)

proposal_ that at present it is incurabl,e" (p. 2). The same pessimistic

prognosis \{as presented by Chl_ouverakis (1975).

The l-ast decade has witnessed. a great increase in the application
of behavioral methods to the problem of obesity. rn contrast to the

pessimistic and discouraging results of more traditional_ programs,
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behavioral- treatments seem to have yielded more encouraging results.

Several- reviews concl-ude that behavioral- programs prod.uce consistent.

if modest, weight losses in the short-term (Abramson, rg73, r977i

Stunkard & Mahoney , 1976). Stunkard and Mahoney (1976) concluded that

"in an unpreced.ently short time ... behavioral- techniques have been

shown to be superior to all- other treatment modalities for managing

mild to moderate obesity" (p. 54).

Much of this research is concerned with the effects of compLex

self-control procedures, initially introduced by Ferster, Nurnbergier,

and Levitt (L962) and Stuart (1967). Typical procedures include sel_f_

monitoring, self-reinforcement, self-punishment, and stimulus control_

techniques. Balch and Ross (1974) used the program outlined by Stuart

and Davis (1972) and found that subjects who completed treatment lost

significantly more weight than individuals who did not complete

treatment or the controls. Jeffrey (L974) compared complex sel_f-

control with therapist-control-led reinforcement. At posttreatmenE,

both groups had lost equal- amounts of weight, but 6 weeks l_ater the

complex self-control group had l-ost significantly more weight than the

group which received therapist-control-led reinforcement. Other studies

have shown that the behavioral approach is more effective than

nutritional counselling, a commerciar weight l_oss program, attention-

placebo treatments and no treatment (Levitz & stunkard, r974i

Wollersheim, 1970). Other studies (Abrahms & All_en, IgjL; Ferguson,

1976¡ Musante, 1976) have al_so yielded positive outcomes for complex

self-control procedures. rn a review of the current literature,

Abramson (7977) stated: "rn the light of the generarly disappointing
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results obtained with the traditional treatments for obesity, it is
not premature to conc]ude that sel-f-control is the most effecti_ve

treatment for obesity currently available,' (p. 360).

Despite this progress' there still- remain several issues which

destroy any compracency. The consistency in weight l_oss must be

balanced by the fact that treatment often resul-ts in a high degree of
intersubject variability at outcome. For instance, subjects typically

l-ose 2 to I pounds, but some individuals lose as much as l_7 pounds

(Harris & Bruner, 1971).

Another limitation that confronts the clinician is the dubious

clinical significance of weight losses for many people who participate

in behavioral- treatment programs" rn generar, most studies report

variations of + i-0 pounds at posttreatment (Franks & vüilson, 1975).

Manno and lviarston (Lg72) reported that both positive covert rein-

forcement and negative covert sensitization groups lost significantly

more weight than a control group. The reported 4 or s pounds weight

l-oss that occurred in the behavioral groups is, however, clinically

insignificant.

One plausible reason for these small losses is the rel-ativelv

short duration of treatment sessions. The goal_ of most programs is to

produce smal-l but consistent l-osses of l_ to 2 pounds per week, until-

the weight goal is met, which in most studies would exceed the

rel-atively brief duration of the program. This problem highlights the

need for effective maintenance strategies. The Ìong-term durability of

weight loss is aì-so important from a medical standpoint, as weight

fluctuations have been suggested to be associated with the accumufation
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of cholesteroL plaques in the cardiovascular system (Mayer, 196g).

Ðespite the critical importance of long-term maintenance, the relative

scarcity of fol-l-ow-up studies is one of the most important defects in

obesity research.

Thus, much of the recent enthusiasm for behavioral approaches has

been based on demonstrations of weight loss over short periods of time.

This optimism diminishes when one considers that lonq-term studies of

the therapeutic efficacy of behavioral programs for obesity are just

beginning to appear and often yield equivocal resul-ts (Stuart & Guire,

1978¡ Stunkard & penick, IgTg). Additional]y, there have been

rel-atively few attempts at ídentifying and apptying the speci-fic

variables which facil-itate the maintenance of weiqht loss. The

strategies that have been proposed incl-ude the use of "booster"

sessions, fading of therapist contact, individual versus group

cor:nse1llng, and the involvement of significant others in the treatment

program.

Long-term Studies

Stuart (1967) instituted one of the earl-iest clinical prosïams

that incorporated behaviorar techniques and principles with a J_ong-

term fol-Lo\^i-up. Components of the program included stimulus control ,

self-monitoring, self-reinforcement, and covert sensitization; this

program served as the prototype for later programs (e.g., Romanczyk,

Tracey, Wilson, & Thorpe, 1973; Befl-ack, L976). Stuart treated. eiqht

overweight women and obtained dramatic weight losses at a l-year

follow-up, with weight l-osses ranging from 26 to 47 pounds. The

successful maintenance of these weight losses may be plausibly
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attributed to the provision of booster sessions ,,as needed,, during

the l-year forlow-up- No definitive concl-usions about the efficacy of
these behavioral procedures can be drawn. Arthough subjects were

treated individuarly, stuart did not use a single-subject design, such

as a multipre basel-ine or reversal- design, that might have demonstrated

the rel-ationship between treatment and weight change. Another alterna-
tive wou]d have been to use a between-group design wherein the weíght

loss of the behavioral group would have been compared. with the weiqht

l-oss of a no-treatment control group and a nonspecific therapy group

(Gormally, Buese-Moscati, CJ-yman, & Forbes, Ig77).

Harris and Bruner (1971) compared weight losses of 26 femal-es and

6 male subjects who partici-pated. in one of three gïoups: a group i_n

which subjects were paid portions of a cash deposit contingent upon

weight loss; a ser-f-contror group; and an attention-pracebo group.

After l-2 weeks of treatment, analysis reveaLed that the contract group

had lost a sígnificantly rarger proportion of weight than the self-
control group- No comparisons were made between the attention-placebo

group and the behavioral groups. At a 7-month fo110w--up, the two

behavioral- groups did not differ significantly from the attention-
placebo group. The posttreatment differences between the two

behavioral groups had also disappeared.

Foreyt and Kennedy (1971) reported successfuL results in a

conditioning program that paired smerr-s of favourite foods with very

noxious odours- Twel-ve subjects in this group lost an average of 13.3

pounds over 9 weeks of treatment. The weight loss of the group \¡/as

statistically superior to that of a Tops (Take off pounds sensibry)
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group both at posttreatment and at a 9_month follow_up.

Penick et ar' (1971) compared supportive group therapy with a

behavior modification group based on Stuart's program (1967). Both of
these treatments produced continued weight l-oss at 6-month and l-2-month

follow-ups- statisticar analyses of the forr_ow-up data v/ere not

reported, and it appears that differences between the two groups were

minimal-. At the l-2-month foll-ow-up, the continuing weight loss applied

equally to the behavioral (8 of 13 patients) and traditional (9 of 15

patients) treatment groups. A S-year follow-up (stunkard & penick,

1979) reveal-ed that the majority of subjects had regained; onry 3 of 12

behavioral and 4 of l-3 traditional treatment patients weighed l-ess than

they had at posttreatment.

stuart (1971) presented data which revealed a mean weiqht l-oss of
35 pounds at a 6-month foll-ow-up for three subjects who participaÈed in
a program emphasizing stimulus contror, self-monitoring, exercise, and

nuÈritional- cor:nse]-ling. The exact relationship between these

procedures and outcome is unclear due to the absence of the appropriate

controls.

rn a single-subject design (Hall, rgj2), 10 obese \domen monitored

their weights for 2 weeks, then monitored both weight and food intake

for an additional- 2 weeks. The \¡/omen were then randomly assigned to

one of two conditions: in the first condition, subjects r^7ere taught

self-control procedures for 5 weeks, and then und.erwent an experimen-

ter-control-led reinforcement program for another 5 weeks. The order of

treatments \,vas reversed for the second group of women. Data reveal-ed

that both groups lost weight and that these Losses tended to be greater
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than thoss qgg¡r.inc ìn ai+Ìrar a pretreatment baseline period or in

periods of weight monitoring plus food rnonitoring. The weight l-osses

occurring in the experimenter-controlLed reinforcement group \,rere

superior to those in the self-control group. Hal_I (1973) contacted her

subjects 2 years after the termination of treatment. Althouqh there

was a sig,r]ificant difference between pretreatment weiqht and post-

treatment weight, the 2-year fol-low-up revealed no significant

difference between the pretreatment weight and the 2-year foltow-up

weight. This study does not indicate a long-lasting effect resulting

from a behaviorally-based treatment program.

Jeffrey, Christensen, and Pappas (1972) afso presented some

discouraging data concerning long-term maintenance. Four individuafs

participated in a program that incl-uded sel-f-monitoring, contingency

contracting, and social- reinforcement. Although a mean weight l_oss of

24 pounds was reported at postt,reatment, a 6-month follow-up revealed

one relapse and one partial relapse.

Despite this generally negative picture, some research has been

reported which demonstrated that behavioral programs can produce weight

losses which are maintained over time. one of the most frequently

cited is a report by Levitz and Stunkard (1974). The authors

compared four groups on weight loss measures at posttreatment and at a

l2-month follow-up. The treatment conditions consisted of the

following: (1) behavior modification groups run by psychiatric

residents and one graduate student in cl-inical psychofogy. The

procedures \^/ere based upon those described in Stuart and Davis (1912) ¡

(2) behavior modification groups led by non-professionals (TOPS
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chapter leaders); (3) nutrition training groups arso led by Tops

chapter leaders; â.nd, (4) control groups, in which the usual Tops

program was conducted. At posttreatment, the groups in which

behavior modification was introduced by a professional lost more

weight than the other three groups. The behavior modification group

led by a non-professionar- lost significantly more weight than the

control groupt the difference between the behavior modification group

and the nutrition training group was not significant, although the

resul-ts favoured the group that was instructed in behavior modifica-

tion. Encouraging results for long-term efficacy of behaviorar_

methods were obtained at a l-2-month follow-up. subjects in the

behavior modification groups led by professionars not onry

maintained their weight foss for one year, but even increased it
slightly. The final mean weight l-oss of 5.g pounds was significantly
greater than that obtained by any of the other conditions. The

subjects' weight in the behavior modification program red by non-

professÍonals returned to its pretreatment l_evel, although i_t was

significantly lower than that of the nutrition training program and

the control group, which gained 4.0 and 2.g pounds respectivery. This

study clearly demonstrates that behavior therapy produced significantly
greater weight reduction at long-term fotlow-up, although the mean

weight loss of 5.8 pounds is not clinicalry significant.

Mahoney (I974a) also presented results which suggested that

weight l-osses produced in a behavioral program can be maintained at a

l-year follow-up. Mahoney randomly assigned 49 subjects to one of four

conditions: (1) sel-f-reward for weight loss; (2) sel_f-reward for
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improved eating habits (habit change); (3) sel-f-monitoring; and, (4)

delayed treatment control- group. of the three treatment groups, only

those subjects who self-rewarded for habit change lost a significant

amount of weight during the treatment period according to arl three

dependent measures (weight reduction quotient, weight lost and percen-

tage bodyweight l-ost). Subjects in the sel_f-reward for weiqht loss

group achieved significant reduction on two of the three dependent

measures, while those in the setf-monitoring group showed no

reduction on any of the measures at posttreatment. Significant weiqht

reductions from pretreatment to forlow-up were displayed only by

subjects who sel-f-rewarded habit change. A l-year forlow-up indicated

marked superiority in maintenance on the part of this group. fn the

sel-f-reward for habit change group, ios" of the subjects maintained or

improved their program l-osses, as compared to 40% and 37.5e" of the

subjects in the self-reward for weight l-oss and sel-f-monitoring groups

ro qna¡l- i r¡o'l rz

The studies reviewed above have focused on changing eating

behavior and reducing caloric intake to produce weight l_oss. Many

authors have stressed the importance of exercise in weiqht reduction

programs (e-9., Jeffrey & Katz, L977; stuart & Davis , rg72: stunkard

& Mahoney, 1976). Despite its many advocates, very few studies have

incorporated exercise as an integral part of a behavioral- program.

Harris and Hal-fbauer (1973) conducted a study which is a prominent

exception. Fifty subjects were rand.omty assigned to one of three

conditions: a sel-f-control group which incorporated a contract;

another self-control group which was identicat to the first group and
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which also contained exercise as a part of the pïogram; and a control
group in which subjects reported for weekly weigh-ins and pseudo-

counselling. The treatment sessions were l_2 weeks in duration.

Posttreatment assessment revealed no significant differences among the

three groups, although participants in arl three groups lost weiqht.

A 7-month folJ-ow-up indicated that those subjects who participated in
the self-control plus exercise group lost significantly more weight

than subjects in either the self-contror group or the control group.

subjects, however, I^¡ere followed. up at 7 months after the initiation of
treatment. As Franks and Wilson (1975) point out, follow_up is more

properly cal-culated from posttreatment to the final- eval-uation. ïn the

Harris and Hallbauer (1973) study, this foll_ow-up period was 4 months,

which does not constitute a "long-term" follow-up. The resul_ts are

suggestive of the critical role exercise can p]ay in the rong-term

maintenance of weight loss.

Stalonas et aI. (1978) investigated the long_term effect of
exercise on weight loss. The rol-es of exercise and self-managed

contingency components were compared after l-0 weeks of treatment and

at a 3-month and l-year folrow-up. significant weight losses were

observed for all groups at program termination and the 3-month fol_low-

up, with only those exposed to exercise and/or contingency management

maintaining weight loss after one year. There were no siqnificant

main or interaction effects of exercise or contingency management at
posttreatment or the 3-month follow-up. The influence of exercise

at the l-year follow-up approached significance.

Reports have been published which indicate that complex self-
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control- procedures may promote rong-term \,reight loss maintenance

(e.9., Levitz & Stunkard, 1974). Hal_l, Hall, Hanson, & Borden (Ig74)

compared a complex seLf-management package (stimutus controlf self_

monitoring, and self-punishment) with a simple bite-red.uction

strategy, refaxation training, and with a no treatment control group.

At the end of 10 weeks of treatment, the two behavioraf procedures

differed significantly from both control- conditions, but thev did not

differ from each other. The same pattern emerged at a 3-month follow-

up. A 6-month follow-up reveal-ed that the four groups no longer

díffered significantly from one another. This failure of self-manage-

ment techniques to enhance maintenance of weight loss does not support

the results obtained by Levitz and. Stmkard (Ig74) .

The self-control- procedures described above have been based ucon

the early work of Stuart (1967, I97I; Stuart & Davis , Ig72).

McReynolds, Lutz, Paulsen, and Kohrs (L976) and McRevnol-ds and

Paul-sen (r976) compared this commonry-used, mul_tifaceted. program with

a sel-f-control- procedure based a1most excl-usivelv on fhe nrinninls

and techniques of stimul-us control. Forty-three ovenveight women were

randomly assigned to these two groups. At posttreatment, there were

no significant dj-fferences between the two groups; at the 3-month and

6-month forlow-ups, the stimul-us control group had ]ost significantry

more weight than the complex self-control- group. During the lg-month

follow-up, the stimul-us control subjects were able to maintain these

superior resul-ts (Beneke, Paulsen, McReynolds, LuLz, & Kohrs, I}TB).

unfortunately, no control groups were incruded, thus preventing clear

interpretation of these resul_ts.
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Another study eval-uated the relative long-term effectiveness of
three different self-control_ treatment packages (Litrownik, Lg76) .

These packages incl-uded a nonspecific generaf self-control group which

was labelred "wil-l-¡>ower"; a behaviorar self-control group which

utilized sel-f-monitoring, stimu]us controL, and. sel-f-reward; and a

group which was instructed in developing a sel_f-rel_axaÈion skill.
Additionarly, there \^'as a derayed-treatment contror group. Resur-ts

at posttTeatment indicated that al_l_ three treatment groups rost

significantly more weight than the contror- group, buÈ there were no

differences among the treatment groups. Ar1 treatment groups main-

tained and improved upon their losses at a 6-month follow-up.

Hall, Hall, DeBoer, and O'Kulitch (1977) assigned 74 obese TOpS

members to one of five conditions: ne treatment control_, insight
psychotheraPY, self-management training plus external reinforcement,

sel-f-management training only, or external reinforcement only. At

post.treatment, data analyses revealed that these three latter groups

lost significantly more weight than the psychotherapy and contro]

conditions, although they did not differ from each other. At the 3-

and 6-month foll-ow-ups, the four treatment groups did not differ

significantly from one another.

Levitz et aL. (1979) reported the resul_ts of a large group of
patients who participated ín a multi-faceted behavioral weiqht control

program. of 154 patients who lost more than 15 pounds during treatment,

54s" reLained at l-east a 15 pound weight loss l- to 5 years l_ater. Mean

weight loss of these patients increasgd from 32.g pounds at posttreat-

ment to 35.6 pounds at follow-up. of the 46% who regained weight
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during the foLrow-up, their mean weight loss retrograded from 23.g

¡nunds at posttreatment to 0.6 pounds at foJ-low-up. stuart and Guire

(1978) surveyed 721- women members of lleight Vrlatchers cl-asses some l-5

months after they reached their goal wej-ghts, one year to 15 months

after reaching goal weight, 24.6e" were bel-ow goal¡ 28.9% were within

5% of their goal; r7.52 were from 6 to rog" above their goal; and 2g.5%

were 11% or more above their goat weights. Jeffery, lVing and Stunkard.

(1978) and Jeffery, Vender, and lving (1978) presented a l-year follow-

up of the first 108 subjects to complete a behavioral weiqht

reduction program. subjects l-ost an average of 12.8 pounds at post-

treatment, but only an additional .7 pounds during the l-year forlow-

up. Thus subjects were able to maintain their losses but unable to

continue losing more weight once treatment had ended.

In additon to these confl-icting findings, methodofogical

problems limit the concl-usions dra¡,vn from these studies. Nonspecific

treatment control groups are necessary if a difference between groups

is to be attributed to a specific treatment effect rather than to

nonspecific infl-uences, such as therapist attention (Wilson, I}TB).

Another reason for including nonspecific groups is that some studies

have demonstrated that such treatments have resulted in siqnifícanr

weight loss. Kingsley and lrlil-son (L977) demonstrated that a social

pressure control group modelled after one of I¡lollersheim's (1970)

control groups was associated with weight loss; this effect was

particularly evident at a l-year follow-up. The inclusion of non-

specific control- groups is necessary given these inconsistent resul-ts

in outcome studies.
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The inclusion of such groups does not alrow for evaluation of a

treatment method unconfounded by expectations of behavior change and

the demand characteristics of the therapeutic setting. one solution
to this problem is the use of countertherapeutic (e.g., Diament &

Vfilson, L975) or nondemand instructions.

Additionally, systematic replication of research may be hindered

by the fact that the specificity and control of relevant elements of
the treatment package varies greatly from one study to another

(V'lilson, 1978).

one of the most common short-comings is that studies ser_dom

attempt to verify that subjects have changed their behaviors (such as

eating and exercise behaviors) (Franks and rriilson, L975¡ Mahoney, L975;

lfilson, 797e). Behavioral changes have typicarly been inferred,

quite inappropriately, from successful treatment outcome. Failure to

empirically demonstrate that subjects have changed their behaviors

weakens the validity of statements attributing weight loss to these

behavior changes (Brownell- & Stunkard, 197g). The incl_usion of

assessment of subjects' behavioral changes has become more critical

since the appearance of several reports which al-l showed that weioht

change was not significantly associated with behavior change (Brownel-l_

et al-- L978; Bellack et ar. r9i4; Jeffery, wing, & stunkard, r97g¡

Jeffery, Vender, & V{ing, I97B¡ Stalonas et al., l97g).

The inconsistent results may also be a consequence of the

choice of dependent variables. A variety of measures have been nse¡l

including pound.s lost, percentage of body weight lost, change in

percentage overweight, and rate of ross. rt appears that there is no

.r':.:,ì' 3:,ì j-:ì¡l:]l:Ìt::.ì
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single dependent measure that does not have certain limitations and

biases. For instance, the most direct indicator of weight change,

pounds J-ost, has the disadvantage of not taking initial weight into

consideration. The heavier a person, the more weight there is that

can be lost, thus biasíng the measure in favour of heavier subjects.

The percentage of body weight lost (pounds lost/initial weight) is

biased in favour of lighter subjects, as a 15 pound l_oss for a t5o

pound person results in a higher percentage than for a 2oo pound

person with the same weight loss. The weight reduction quotient v/as

proposed by Feinstein (1959) and recommended by Jeffery (1975) and

V{ilson (1978). This index is equal to pounds l_ost divided by pounds

overweight times iniÈial weight divided by ideal weigrht times fo0.

The advantage of thj-s measure is that it controls for variations in

height, weight, and degree of obesity. The weakness of this measure

is that it incorporates a measure of ideal weight, which in turn is

based on the }4etroporitan Life fnsurance company TabLes. There are

several- problems with these norms: they may not be representative of

the overa]l (nonpolicyholding) population; they provide no objective

way to assess body frame; and there are no guidelines as to what

weight within the given weight range to sel_ect.

If obesity is considered to be the excessive accumul-ation of bodv

fat (Mayer, 1968) as opposed to mere overweight, al-f of the above

criteria are inappropriate. The proper goal for a treatment program,

then, is the reduction of body fat (Franzini & Grimes, 1976; LeBow,

I977) which is commonly assessed by skinfold measurements. The use of

skinfold measurements merits furt.her discussion because it is not
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without its problems. The reliability of skinfol-d measurements is

questionabl-e. Womersley and Durin (I973) found siqnificant

variability with different observers. secondly, the val_.iditv of

measuring fat by skinfold calipers presupposes a correl-ation of skin-

fold thicknesses with actual body fat (LeBow, Ig77). Direct evidence

of body fat, obtained from chemical analysis through autopsy is rare,

so definitive criteria with which skinfold measurements can be corre-

Lated are unavail-abl-e.

In summary, the confl-icting data and methodoloqical weaknesses

certainly vitiate any conclusions about the tong-term efficacy of

behavioral programs for obesity. The strongest statement that seems

warranted is that the longer the fo11ow-up, the l-ess l_ikely weight

l-osses wil-l- be maintained.

Variables in the Long-Term Maintenance of l^leight Loss

unl-ike the studies that \^rere previousry reviewed, the research

reports that wil-l be considered in this section of the literature

review were explicitly designed to facilitate long-term maintenance.

As Bandura (1969) cogently pointed out, different variables mav mediate

the initial- behavior change, its generalization to the natural

environment, and its maintenance over time. Maintenance can be ensured

only to the degree to which specific procedures designed to accomplish

this goal are built into the treatment program. Some researchers are

attemptì-ng to isolate and identify those variables which facilitate

long-term weight l-oss.

Booster Sessions. OtLearv and Iililson (1975) \^¡ere amonq the first

sessions in behavioral treatmentadvocates of includinq booster
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programs to facilitate maintenance of weight ross changes. These

sessions would provide reinforcement and feedback to the subject

concerning his or her progress. This strategy has been used with

apparent success in the treatment of al-coholics. For example, vogler,

Lunde, Johnson, and Martin (1970) and Vogler, Lunde, and lvlartin (1971)

provided booster sessions for a group of alcoholics treated with

el-ectric aversion conditioning. rt r^¡as found that posttreatment

abstinence vras significantly increased by these booster sessions.

Hall- et al-. (1975) gave overweight adults a l_2-week course in

sel-f-management training and subsequently divided subjects into three

]2-week follow-up cond.itions: Booster (continued contact pl-us

monitoring); monitoring only; and no-contact. The monitoring-only

group received exactly the same instructions as the booster group but

had no contact with their therapists except to mai-l- their food and

weight monitor sheets to them. Analyses at the end of the t2-month

follow-up period revealed that the monitoring-only group had ]ost

significantly more weight than the no-contacÈ controls, and that the

booster group did not differ significantly from the other two groups.

The data are confounded as 7 of the l-3 subjects in the booster group

sahT a therapist during the follow-up different from the one with whom

they had initiated treatment. For these individaufs, transfer to a

new therapist was clearly del-eterious: 3 subjects terminated

prematurely and 2 gained weight during follow-up. The authors

suggested that this relapse was due to either the l_oss of reinforce-

ment from their therapists, or to the misperception of the subjects

that the transfer of therapists was a form of punishment. vühen onry
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those booster subjects who continued with the same therapists v¡ere

considered, it was revealed that not only did these subjects continue

to lose weight or show no change, but that they had. l-ost significantly
more weight than those in the controL group. This pattern suggests

that those subjects who continue to receive sporadic reinforcemenr

from their therapists wiLl- maintain their weight losses.

Ashby and Wil-son (I97j) eval_uated different strategies for
enhancing the weight loss achieved in a group behavioral treatmenc

program- They postulated that the more frequent booster sessions

wou-l-d result in improved maintenance, and that a greater degree of
continued behaviorally-focused therapist support would enhance main_

tenance. seventy-five overweight r¡¡omen were trained in a self-
management program simil-ar to the one proposed by stuart and Davis

(1972). At posttreatment, subjects r¿ere randomlv ¡ssianorr r^ ^rre of
five maintenance groups: trao groups which hrere continuations of the

behavioral program which met every 2 or 4 weeks; two groups which

provided unstructured group support and did not include continued

behavioral training which met every 2 or 4 weeks; and a control qroup

which had no therapist contact except at weigh-ins. Maintenance

contact at 2- or 4-week intervals occurred for 4 monÈhs after treac-

ment had ended, and sessions were graduarly faded out durinq the next

4 months. For the l-ast 4 months of the l-year follow-up period, there

\¡/ere no booster sessions. At the l-2-month foll-ow-up inÈerval- there were

no significant differences among any of the five maintenance strateqies.

The reSuItS of llrì s <r-rrrft¡ ¡li¡r -^t Support the cOntention that the

frequency and type of booster session would affect long-term mainrenance.
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Kingsley and !'lilson (Lg77) al_so conducted a comparitive

investigation of the rong-term therapeutic efficacy of booster
sessions' overweight women were randomly assigned to a group be-
havioraf treatment program based upon stuart and Davis (Lg72), Eo an

individuar- behavioral treatment prograin, or to a social-pressure
therapy group- Following an g-week treatment phase, harf of each

treatment group received four additionar booster sessions and the
remaining half simply reported for the scheduted weigh ins at 3, 6, g,

and 12 months' At the 3- and 6-month fo110w-üps, those subjects par-
ticipating in the booster sessions lost significantly more weight than
Èhose in the non-booster sessions. But at the 9- and l2_month forlow_
ups, there were no significant differences in the amount of weight
loss between the booster and non-booster groups, regardress of the
type of therapeutic intervention. The resur-ts suggest that the r_ono_

term facilitative influence of booster sessions is rimited.
Beneke and paur-sen (rg7g) trained eight home economists in the

use of a behavioral weight 10ss program which emphasized stimur_us

control-. They treated t4g obese \.{omen tor 20 weeks, and then assì_gned

subjects to one of two posttreatment maintenance conditíons, which
differed in the amount of group contact over an l-g-month foll_ow-up
period' one group met monthly during follow-up, while the other met

only at the end of the third, sixth, and twel-fth month of follow-up.
subjects in both conditions then met at the end of the eighteenth
month- There vúere no significant differences in weight maintenance

between Ëhe two groups.

Stuart and Guire (1979) presented results which suggest that

::. -.: t ::...t,r i.
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attendance at weight üTatchers c]asses after reaching goal weight may

have a facil-itative effect on maintenance. Members who attended. class
meetings averaged 3.1 pounds above theiï goal weight in contrast to
the 13'4 pounds above goal registered by those who rarer-y or never .:,:::
attended class after reaching goal.

Although the use of booster sessions to maintain weight ross
has been widely advocated (o'Leary & !üilson, rg-rs) , very few studies .

=::, .' 
:.;,:

have focused on thìs r:al-i¡ .nhe research that has appeared yield" 
:

.::: -: '.: : ;contradictory results, although several- studies suggest that this ,',.,.'-',.

strategy may not be very effective in maintaining weight loss.
Fading of Therapist Contact. HafI et aI. (1975) suggested that one

possible factor contributing to the tong-term deterioration of post_

treatment effects is the subjectls dependency upon the therapist. trvhen

the therapeutic contact ends, some subjects may stop appr-ying the
behavioral procedures because of the r-oss of encouragement and support
initially provided by the therar¡ist^ ônc qn.trr.r_ìnn .i^ +^ _^r--_^ __rj,,

contact with the therapist during the course of treatment. 
_::,:::1ì..:.:

one means of reducing therapist contact is to substitute written ,.",.,:,t.'

,. ',.'.' :..materials in the place of personal- contact with a therapíst. Hagen .,,,..',',,,,'

(1974) found that the use of a training manual was as effective as a

training manua] prus therapist contact, or contact with a therapist
with no training manual at posttreatment and at a 4-week folrow-up. :,:..:::i.:.:.:

::..:I-:...
.:.: :: .:: . :All three groups lost significantly more weight at both assessmen.

intervals than a no-treatment group. The study is weakened by

the omission of a nonspecific treatment control group and a very brief
fo1low-up period.
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Hanson et al. (L976) reported an eval-uation of the long-term

effectiveness of reducing contact with a therapist while taking into

account some of the criticisms of the Hagen study. Five groups \^iere

incl-uded in this study: a no treatment control- group, a nonspecific

treatment contror group, a group which was taught conventional_ self-

managemenÈ proced.ures, and two groups which were instructed with the

aid of a progranmed text, one of which met for l_O week]y sessions with

a therapist, and another which met \n/ith a therapist for three sessions

spread over the lO-week treatment phase. At posttreatment, both groups

which were taught with the programmed text, and the sel_f-control group,

had a significantly greater weight loss than the control conditions;

these three treatment conditions did not differ from one another. At

the lO-week fol-l-ow-up, post hoc comparisons for the percentage of

body weight l-ost indicated that only the group using the programmed

text wi-th l-ow therapist contact was superior to the nonspecific treat-

ment control group. Finally, a l2-month fol-Low-up reveal_ed. no signi-

ficant differences among the groups. Red.uction in the amount of con-

tact a subject has with a therapist may be a successful strategy to

initially maintain weight loss, but it does not seem to be effective as

the posttreatment interval increases.

Fernan (1973) found that reducing the minimal contact still

further cut sharply into the weight losses. Marston, Marston, and

Ross (L977) investigated the efficacy of a correspondence course that

outlined behavioral principl-es and techniques to 2l-o subjects. The

mean weight l-oss for those completing the course was comparable (i.e.,

1 pound per week per subject) to those in other studies involving
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intensive cl-ient-therapist contact" The mean weight loss was al_so

maintained at a 6-month follow-up. No control-, nonspecific treatment

control or personar contact groups were included in the design,

thereby precluding any definitive statement about the efficacv of this

particular intervention.

Brownelr, Heckerman, and westlake (1978) randomly assigned obese

femal-es to one of three experimental conditions: a "standard',

behavioral treatment group emphasizing serf-management techniques; a

group receiving a weight control manual via mail- with l-ittle profess-

ional contact; and a waiting list control condition. posttreatmenr

analyses reveal-ed that both treatment groups lost significantly more

weight than the control group and that the standard behavioral group

lost significantry more than the minimal contact group. At a 6-month

follow-up, there \¡¡as no J-onger any difference between the two treatment

grcups, with weight l-oss for the minimal contact group being inferior.

Despite these generally negative reports concerning the long-term

efficacy of this strategy, one report is more optimistic. At a 6-

month follow-up, Carter et al. (L977) found that subjects who had met

regularly with a therapist during treatment sessions had regained all-

the weight they had l-ost during treatment, and no longer differed

significantly from a no treatment control group. Those subjects who

progressively had l-ess contact with a therapist during treatment were

able to maintain the initial losses.

Like the literature on the use of booster sessions, the research

pertaining to the fading of therapist contact presents confl-icting

resul-ts, some of which is uninterpretable due to methodol-ogical errors.
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onJ-y more research wiLl- determine if this is a profilabre strategy

to use for the long-term maintenance of weight loss.

Group Versus Tndividual- counsel-l-ing. Another strategy that has been

proposed to facilitate long-term weight l_oss is that of treatinq

subjects on an individual basis so that interventions can be personally

tail-ored to each subject's unique problems and needs (Mahoney, L974bi

Mahoney & Mahoney, 1976¡ VincenÈ, Schiavo, & Nathan, i-gj6) .

supposedly individual- treatment sessíons would focus on changing an

individual's long-term eating and activity paÈterns.

Anecdotal support is furnished by stuart and Davis (rgi2), rvho,

after treating over 200 overweight \¡romen, drew the forlowing

conclusions: "In each instance it was found expedient to individualize

specific procedures within the rubric of a general approach to

situational management" (p. 95).

There are few systematic eval-uations of the long-term efficacy

of índividual-ized. programs. Hoïan, Baker, Hoffman, and shute (1975)

eval-uated weight l-oss in subjects assigned to either a group or

individual counse]ling mode and who were exposed to either positive

coverant or negative coverant conditioning. Although subjects who used

positive coverants lost significantly more weight than those using

negative coverants, there \,vere no significant differences between the

individual and group counsei-l-ing regardfess of the type of coverant

used. No follow-up assessments were included.

Kingsley and lVilson (1977) conducted the onJ-y control-l-ed study to

date of the long-term efficacy of individuaL versus group counselling

for weight loss. subjects were assigned to either a social pressure
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group, to a group which vTas taught behavioral principles and

techniques based on stuart and Davis (1972), or to individualized

behavioral counselling. At posttreatment, both behavioral conditions

lost significantly more r,reight than the social pressure group, arthough

there were no significant differences between the two behavioral

conditions. But a ]2-month follow-up revealed that whil_e the two

group treatments resulted in successful- maintenance of weight loss,

subjects who underwent índividual behavioraf counserlinq showed

substantial relapse; group treatment was signifir.:itntly superior to the

individual treatment.

Although there are some anecdotal_ reports (e.g., Stuart & Davis,

1972) which support the notion that individual_ized behavioral

counsel-l-ing may facil-itate long-term maintenance of weíght loss,

Kingsrey and wilsonrs study (1917) indicates just the opposite. The

existence of onl-y one methodologicalJ-y-sound study indicates the need

for more research in this area.

The use of Significant others. rnstead of relying upon therapists or

other group members to provide support for a subjectls weight loss

efforts, significant others such as spouses can be enl-isted to provide

this necessary support and instructed in ways to facil-itate weight

loss. After completing a weight foss program, an individual who

returns to an environment which is so structured that he or she does

not recej-ve support or assistance for efforts to maintain or continue

weight loss will probably begin to regain (Stunkard & Ilahoney, 1976).

Thus, in order to maintain new eating and exercise behaviors, it may be

necessary to restructure a subject's natural- environment in ways that
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behavior changes are reinforced and cued by significant others in it.

Programs that rely solely on providing the subject with reinforcement

and aid frorn peopl-e who have rel-ativery littte contact with the

subject in his or her natural environment, such as the therapist and

other group members, wilJ- probably not facilitate maintenance as well-

as programs which focus on those people with whom the subject has the

most contact. Many programs have successfully utilized significant

others in the natural environment in the treatment of such problems

as deviant child behavior (v^Ial-der et al ., 1969) and alcoholism (Hunt &

Azrín, L973'). This approach has rarely been applied to the problem of

obesity.

Although few applicatj-ons of this strategy have been reported,

several- people have explicitly advocated its implementation. Stuarr

and Davis (L972) specifically recommended changes in the interaction

between the obese individual and those with whom he or she daily

interacts to promote long-t.erm weight l-oss: "ft is essential_ to

modify the social environmenÈ as a means of achieving lasting weight

control " (Stuart & Davis, L9'72, p. 2O2). Stuart and. Davis (I9i2)

also cite some unpublished data which suggest that interactions

between a subject and significant others in the naÈural environment

may have important effects on weight reduction. Stuart (cited in

Stuart & Davis, 1972) arranqed for the dinner-tabl-e verbal interactions

bet\n/een women who were subjects in a weight reduction program and their

husbands to be recorded. The following patterns were found: (1)

husbands I¡/ere seven times more fikely than their weight-reducing wives

to initiate food-relevant topics of conversation ì (2) husbands were
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armost four times more likely than their wives to offer food to the

spouse; (3) wives were slightly twice as likely as their husbands rto

rejecÈ food offers; and (4) husbands vrere over twel-ve times as likelv

to offer criticism of their wives' eating behavior than they were to

praise it (Stuart & Davis, 1972, pp. 18 - I9). Although only 14

couples were involved, these data suggest that spouses may exert a

strong and even negative influence on their wives' weight reduction

efforts. In another study by Stuart (cite¿ in Stuart & Davis, I9j2),

it was found that 83s" of those subiects who could enl-ist the aid. and

co-operation of another person in cueing and reínforcing appropriate

eating behavior lost 20% or more of their initial body weight and

maintained this loss at a l2-month foIlow-up. Of those subjects who

did not have the co-operation of another person, onJ-y 3l-s" met this

same degree of success. These studies ill-ustrate the importance of

involving others to facilítate long-term weight loss.

Other people have reiterated Stuart and Davis' (L972) recommenda-

tion. Abrahms and Allen (I974) suggested that the durability of long-

term weight losses night be improved by training significant others to

reinforce a subject for appropriate eating habits. Vincent et al.

(I916) proposed a simil-ar notion; marital and familial interactions

might have to be modified in order to optimize weight loss maintenance.

Steps should be taken to ensure that correct eating and activity

habits are cued and positively reinforced. Abramson (1973), Franks

and Vrlifson (1975), and McReynolds and Paulsen (1976) have all

published articles which recommended restructuring the natural-

environment to elicit the co-operation of significant others.
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The number of actual applications of this recommend.ation is

small. Some programs have included significant others as one part of

a treatment package. Musante (L976) provided a description of an

intensive weight reduction program at Duke University. In addition to

dietary supervision, patients lrere instructed in the behavior chanqe

techniques of stuart (L967), and were asked to eticit Èhe co-operation

of family members, such as el-iminating the wrong foods from the home or

moving the television from the kitchen. The mean weiqht loss for all

patients during the extended treatment of 6 to fl months was 59.6

pounds.

Ferguson (L976) operated a mul-ti-faceted treatment program (the

Stanford Eating Disorders Clinic) in which famil_ies were invited ro

one session at which family interactions and the need for support at

home were discussed. The mean weight loss for 62 patients at post-

treatment was 9.7 pounds. A 2-month fotlo\¡v-up reveal-ed that the group

members who returned for follow-up lost an additionar r.2 pounds.

A problem conmon to both the Ferguson and Musante studies is that

it is difficul-t, if not impossible, to determine the actual contribu-

tion that social- supports made. Mahoney and Mahoney (1976) provide

some clarification on this issue. In addition to trainino subiects in

standard behavioral techniques like stimul-us control-, self-management,

and self-reinforcement, famil-ies of participants were asked to: (1)

restrict their feedback to praise; (2) avoid offering the subject food;

and (3) co-operate by compromising their own meal- and snack patterns

in a way that was beneficial to fhc qrrÈrior-t Ðrrai¡g the tenth week of

the program, each subject was given a social support score based upon
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family attendance at the treatment sessions and their ret>orts

regarding the co-operation and encouragement they received from

family and friends. The correlation between weiqht loss and social

support was .92 aL the end of the lO-week treatment program. It

dropped to.33 at 6 months, but then rose to .39,.51, and.63 at the

l-year, J-8-month, and 2-year follow-ups respectively. There are

severar methodol-ogicar problems with this study; the number of

subjects at the 2-year forlow-up decreased to 5, and the social-

support score \das, in large part, a subjective measure without anv

estimate of its reliabitity. Despite these problems, these resul_ts

are very suggestive of the critical rore social supports may play in

the long-term maintenance of weight loss.

ïn a case study, Lutzker and Lutzker (1974) used the performance

of househol-d chores and other non-monetary reinforcers from the

husband to promote the wife's weight foss. she was a-ble to maintain

the resul-ting 14 pound Loss during a l-year fol_low-up period. In

another case study, Matson (1977) compared the effectiveness of self-

monitoring of weight and restructuring environmental cond.itions with

using the subject's spouse as a social- reinforcer. Three pounds of

weight were lost in l-0 weeks with sel-f-monitoring and environmental-

restructuring, and 39 pounds in l-9 weeks wiÈh social reinforcemenE

provided by the husband. Weight loss was maintained after 90 weeks of

follow-up.

A commendable feature of these studies was the inclusion of

follow-ups of f year and more. Unfortunately. other studies have not

done the same. Rosenthaf (1975) conducted a study involvinq 43 married
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couples with an overweight wife desiring weight ross. subjects were

divided into three treatment conditions: husband invol-vement, partial

husband involvement, and no husband invor-vement. All subjects $/ere

taught behaviorar weight control techniques over a 4-month period.

Data anal-yses revealed that subjects in the first two groups lost
significantly more weight than su.bjecÈs whose husbands \^/ere absenc,

both at posttreatment and. at a 6-week follow_up.

l'veisz (I976) assigned overweight married v¡omen whose husbands

were willing to participate in treatment to one of three groups: (r)

a se]f-control group, which was designed to deve]-op ser-f-management

behavior which could be continued. after treatment ¡ (2) an external_

controL group which was designed to a-ssess the effect of traininq the

subjects' husbands to cue and reward appropriate eating behaviors; and

(3) a no-treatment control- group. At posttreatment and at a 2-month

follow-up, the two treatment groups r-ost significantry more weight

than the control- group, although they did not differ from each other.

It may indeed be that the independent variable (incl_usion of spouses)

'h7as not effective in generating weight loss. An al-ternative hypothesis

that might account for the l-ack of significant differences between the

two treatment groups is that contrary to the expectations of the

experimenter, husbands in the first group who were not formarly

trained to assist their wives might have in fact been providing their

wives with support and encouragement for their weight l_oss efforcs.

This support might have been a function of thej_r seneral marital_

relationship and might have occurred independentl-y of any experimentaÌ

manipuÌations. conversely, spouses in the second group, who were
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supposedly cueing and re\^rarding appropriate eating behavj-ors might not

have been complying with these instructions. The failure to assess

the amount of support husbands provided to their wives in either sroup

impairs the identification of the active treatment components.

Mathews (I976) assigned subjects to a self-reinforcement group, a

group in which reinforcement was provi-ded by a significant other, or a

group where reinforcement was provided by the experimenter. No

significant differences were found on any of the three measures of

weight loss (pounds lost, percent body weight rost, and a reduction

index) among the groups.

Lantz (1977) assigned 36 overweight women to one of three sel-f-

managemenÈ conditions: (1) a Husband-Absent condit.ion, in which sub-

jects attended the l-l- weekly meetings al_one ¡ (2) a Husband-Contractinq

group, in which husbands attended weekly meeÈings \,üith their wives,

and were coached and participated actively in the planning and

implementation of their wives' contracted weight control- programs;

and (3) a Husband-Not-contracting group, in which husband.s attended

meetings with their wives but were not coached or instructed to hefp

their wives. At noql-tra¡tmonJ- the wiveS in the Husband-COntractinq

group had l-ost significantly more weight than those in the Husband-

Not-Contracting group. Husband-Absent and Husband-Contracting subjects

were found to have lost significantly more weight at a l-year follow-

up than had the Husband-Not-Contracting subjects, although the first

two groups did not differ significantly from each other. The study is

weakened by the omission of control and nonspecific treatment groups,

and by the lack of any independent assessment of the extent of the
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husbands' support. Husbands who were absent from the sessions

(Husband-Absent group) might have been providing their wives with

support, which would account for the l-ack of significant differences

between this group and the Husband-Contracting group at the Ì-year

follow-up.

Saccone and Israel (1978) assigned 48 women and one man to either

a basic stimulus controf treatment condition or the basic program plus

one of four reinforcement conditions: (1) reinforcement by therapist

for weight foss; (2) reinforcement by therapist for change in eating

behavior; (3) reinforcement by a significant other for weight l-oss;

or (4) reinforcement by a significant othet f.or eating behavior

change. At the end of the eight session treatment program, the group

which received reinforcement from a significant other for behavior

change demonstrated the greatest weight loss. In a report of mainten-

ance of weight l-oss at 3- and l2-month follow-ups, Israel and Saccone

(1979) demonstrated that subjects who received reinforcement from a

significant other for eating behavior change continued to maintain

greater weight loss than alf other groups. At the 12-month follow-upr

this group had lost an average of I0.4 pounds;.however, none of the

treatment procedures produced continued weight loss during follow-up.

Unfortunately the authors neglected to assess the degree of adherence

of both subjects and spouses to the program regimen-

Zitter and Fremouw (1978) compared the weight l-oss of overweight

partners with individuals without partners in a 6-week behavioral

weight reduction program. In the partner consequation group, subjects

were abfe to gain money if they lost weight, and extra money if their
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partner lost weight. Discussion was oriented toward.s ways that

subjects coufd help control their obese partner's eating and exercise

behaviors. OnIy individual- performance was rewarded in the individual

consequation group. At posttreatment, both of these groups had l_ost

significantly more weight than the minimal- treatment control- group but

did not differ from each other. A 6-month fol-low-up revealed that the

individual consequation group lost significantly more weight that the

other two treatments which no longer significantly differed from each

other. At the 6-month follow-up, the partner consequation group had

gained 1.5 pounds over its pretreatment weight. Anecdotal observations

indicated that partners socially reinforced each other for deviating

from newly learned eating patterns. Thus significant others may have

a negative effect upon weight reduction, corroborating Stuart and

Davis' (I972) unpublished data.

Wil-son and Brownell (1978) randomly assigned 32 women to a family

member present or absent condition. Both conditions \^rere based upon

the behavioral self-control procedures described in rlot:il krrz

Kingsley and Wilson (1977). In the famil-y member present group, the

same family member was requj-red to attend each of the eight weekly

treatment sessions and to participate in the treatment. These family

members were taught the principles of behavior change, and instructed

to cease criticizing their partners' weight and/or eating behavior and

to positively reinforce their wives for improved eating habits. They

were also asked to provide assistance in their partners' attempts to

monitor eating behaviors. No significant differences were found

between the two groups, either at posttreatment or at a 6-month follow-
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up for mean weight loss or the mean weight reduction quotient. These

results are inconsistent with Mahoney and Mahoney's (L976) findings

that social support is positively correfated with success in a weight

reduction prograln. But the absence of an independent assessment of

the degree to which family members co-operated with the program and a

high attrition rate confound the interpretation of these results.

The most ambitious studv to date that has been conducted in this

area is that of Brownel] et al. (1978). In a study desiqned to

evaluate the influence of spouse co-operativeness and couples

training on the long-term maintenance of weight loss, 29 obese men and

\¡Iomen were assigned to three experimental conditions: (1) co-operative

spouse-couples training, in which spouses attended all- meetings with

the subjects and were trained in modeling, monitoring, and reinforce-

ment techniques t (2) co-operative spouse-subject alone, in which sub-

jects attended meetings alone even though their spouses had initially

agreed to attend and (3) nonco-operative spouse, in which subjects

attended meetings alone because their spouses refused. to participate

in the program. It is important to realize that the spouses in the

third group were defined as nonco-operative solely on the basis of

their refusaf to participate in the program. No independent assess-

ments were made of the actual interactions of these individuals with

their spouses. A simil-ar criticism is applicable to the second groupt

it was defined as co-operative on the basis of the husbands' initial

agreement to participate in the program, but no assessments were

conducted to determine if these spouses were trul-y co-operative (e.9.,

providing positive reinforcement for appropriate eating behaviors,
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cueing appropriate behaviors, etc.) with the subjects in the naturaf

environment.

Some of lþp rocrrlrq qrrnnnrt the argument that spouses in the non_

co-operative spouse group were not as nonco-operative as was assumed..

At all three assessment intervals (posttreatment, 3- and 6-month

follow-ups), there were no significant differences amons the three

treatment groups on the weight reduction quotient. Although one might

argue that the influence of training spouses in specific ways had a

negligible effect, an alternative hypothesis is that those two sroups

in which spouses were not explicitry trained might have been

naturally providing support to their wives. A1so, at the 6-month

follow-up, there \^ras no significant difference in mean weisht l_oss

between the subjects whose spouses underwent traininq and those who

did not but were defined as co-operative on the basis of their initial

agreement to participate in the program with their wives. support and

encouragement might have been provided by the spouses in this Latter

group, just as it was by spouses who underwent traininq. There were

no significant differences among the three groups on any of the

measures at posttreatment.

Despite these inconsistencies, the couples training group did

significantly better than the other groups at 3- and 6-month fol-low-

ups on the mean weight loss and percentage overweight loss measures.

The dramatic resul-ts obtained at 6 months (approximatery 30 pounds

Iost) for this group certainly merits further investigation.

Training spouses may be an effective strategy to enhance maintenance of

weight loss. This study was not a definitive test of this hypothesis
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because of the unsu,bstantiated assumption that the nonco-operative

spouse group with which the spouse-training group was compared was

truly nonco-operative. Further investigations must include assess-

ments to the amounL of support spouses in the treatment conditions

provide to the subjects ín order to identify the effective components

of obesity treatment outcome studies. Additionally, no significant

correlations \¡¡ere found between the amount of weight l-oss and the

degree of support spouses provided in the co-operative-spouse training

group at any of the assessment intervafs. This finding also deserves

further investigation.

Further scrutiny reveals other methodological weaknesses in the

Brownell et al-. (1978) study. Despite the recommendations of Paul

(1969) , Hall and Haff (1974), Gormally et al (1977), and Wilson (L978) ,

no control or nonspecific treatment control groups were included in the

design. Thus no statements about the effects of intercurrent lífe

experiences or nonspecific variables such as peer pressure, advice and

encouragement, or weekly contacts with a therapist can be made.

The literature review clearly destroys any complacency about the

long-term effectiveness of behavioraf treatments of obesity. Strate-

gies such as booster sessions, fading of therapist contact, and indivi-

dual contact versus group counselfing have been proposed as ways of

maintaining weight foss; there are relatively few systematic evafua-

tions of these approaches and those that have been done yield conflict-

ing results. Enlisting the aid and co-operation of significant others

has been advocated bv many to facilitate the maintenance of weight

Ioss, but rarefy evaluated as to its efficacy. Although promising,
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APPENDTX A

STANFORD EATTNG AND ACT]VTTY

ASSESSMENT QUEST]ONNATRE



ro7

Name:

A¡l¿lracc.

WETGHT HÏSTORY

1. Your present weight

2. How would you describe
very

overweight

3. At what weight have you
feel vôrrr best?

EATÏNG AND ACTTVITY ASSESSMENT

QUESTTONNATRE

Sex: M F

Birthdate:
Home Phone:

Aaa.

Office Phone:

height
your present \^/eight (circle one)?

slightly about
over!/eight average

felt your best or do you think you would

A. How much weight woul-d you like to l-ose?

How dissatisfied are you with the \,ray you fook at this weight?
Completely lt4oderately Neutral Moderately Very
satisfied satisfied

Do other people react to your
If yes, how do they react?

dissatisfied dissatisfied
weight problem? Yes No

1 üÎhy do you want to l-ose weight at this tj_me?

Vühat are the
attempt (s) to

Husband

l¡life

Children

Parents

Employer

'l\'lo¡: l- ì rra

t". g. , djs-
ânnr^\tê Yã-

canJ-frr'l I

Indifferent
(a n ¡lnn l+

îarê Ánn I l-vsrv t

ho'l nl..v+y,

Positive
(e.9. r €h-

cnrrraaaì

attitudes of the following pecpl-e about your
lose weight?

Friends



q Do the attitudes
your weight loss
¡lac¡ri lra.

or behaviour of
or gain? Yes

your spouse
No

108

or children affecE
If yes, please

10. Indícate the periods in your life when you have been overweight on
the folrowing table. !ühere appropriate, list your maximum weight
for each period and number of pounds you viere overweight. Briefly
describe any methods you used to lose weight, ê.g., diet pills,
diet, in that five year period. Also list any significant life
events you feel were rerated to either weight gain or 1oss, e.9.,
college tests, marriage, pregnancies, j_llness.

Maximum
Vleight

# Pounds
Overweight

Methods Used
to Lose V,Ieight

Significant
Events Related
+ ^ I^l^ .i -L+LV Vvç¿Y¡rU

Change

Birth

0-5

5-10

t0-15

L3-¿U

20-25

¿5- 3U

JU- J5

35-40

40-45

45-50

50-55

55-60

60-65

11. How do you feel your weight affects your daily activities?
(circle one)

No effect Some effect Often interferes Extreme effect



r3.

12.

tr'rêct I on crr
(daily, v\¡eekl-y,

mon l-h'l rz I
-.,_-- e--¿f t

L4. A number of different
Pl-ease indicate which
appropriate blanks.

Ar-tirzìl-r¡
(swimming, jogging,
dancj-ng, etc. )

109

How physical-l-y active are you? (circle one)

very active Active Average rnactive very inactive
lVhat do you do for physical activity and how often do vou do it?

Ages
Used

Number
of Times
Used

Maximum
Vüei9ht
Lost

ways of losing weight
methods you have used

are l-isted. below,
! ¿r¿f ¡¡y LI¡ç

Comments: Length of
time weight loss
maintained; success
fail-ure

Vleight Watchers

Streaml-iners

yt_l_l-s

Supervised diet

Unsupervised diet

Starvation diet

Behavior mod

Psychotherapy

Hypnosj-s

Other

1q Vühich method did you use for the longest period of time?

rn your attempts to l-ose weight, have you ever had a physical or
emotíonaf reaction of such severity that it impaired your family
anð,/or work relationships or functioning?

16.

Vêc lr'ln If yes, please describe the srrmptoms and how
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long they l-asted.

I7. What usually goes wrong with your weight loss programs?

MEDICAL HTSTORY

18. What are your present medical problems?

19. Vlhat medications or druss are vou takino?

20. Are you allergj-c to medications, drugs or foods?

2r. Please rist any hospitalization or operations. rndicate your age
for each hospital- admission.

Age Reason for hospital_ization

22. Please 1ist, by age, âfly serious il-lnesses you have had which have
not required hospital-ization or operations.

Age Reason for hospital_ization

23. Please describe any medical problems you have which are
cnmnl i c¡tari hrz r¡nlrr ¡.zaì nh+

24. liühen did you last have a complete physical exam?

25. !r7ho is your current doctor?

26. Please list any psychiatric contact, individual- counselling, or
marital- counsell-ing that you have had or are no\^/ having.



:-:J: r'...r'r.'::',.

1r1

Age Reason for contact and type
of therapv

SOCÏAL HTSTORY

27. Please describe your present occupation

28. How long have you worked for your present employer?

29. Circle the l-ast year of school attended:
I2345678 9I0 11 12 I23 4 M.A. Ph.D.
Grade Schoo1 High School Cofleqe

other
30. Please ans\i\¡er the folfowing questions for each marriage:

Tl¡fa nf m¡rri ¡¡a

Date of termination
Reason (death, divorce, etc. )

Number of chil-dren
?l Vaar'lrz ì n¡nma. (¡ir¡-l o nnaì

\ e¿! e¿v v¿¡ç /

0 - 5,000 5,000 - f0,000 1O,0OO _ l5,ooo
l-5,000 - 20,000 above 20,000

32. Pl-ease describe your spousers occupation in detail.

33. Spouse's age V,Ieight Height
34. How would you describe your spouse's weight (circle one)

very slightly about slightty very
overweight overv/eight average underweight underweight

35. Please list your chirdren's age, sex, height, weight, and circl-e
whether they are overweight, underweight, or average. Incl_ude
any children from previous marriages whether they are living with
you or not.

Age sex vleight Height overweight Average underweight

very slightly average slightly very
very slightly average slightty very
very slightJ-y average slightly very



IT2
36. I,lho lives in your house wíth you?

37. ïs your father living? yes
age and cause of death

No Fatherts age now or

No?R ïs your mother living? yes
age and cause of death

Mother's age nor¡J or

39. Describe your father's occupation

40. Describe your mother's occupation

4r. Describe your father's weight while you were growing up (circl_e
one)

very slightty about slightly very
overwei-ght overweight average underweight underweight

42. Describe your mother's weíght while you were growing up (circte
one)

very slightly about slight1y very
overweight overweight average underweight underweight

43. Please describe your family attitudes toward food and eatinq
whil-e you were growing up

and sisters' ages, sex, present
whether they are overweight, under-

Overweight Averqge Underweight
,r^* t.i ^r"*-,vErJ Þr¿yrrury âVêfage SIightJ_y very
very slighti-y average slightly very
very slightly average slightly very
very sIíghtly average slightly very

46. Pl-ease write any other information you feel- is relevant to your
weight problem below. This woul-d include interactions with your
family and friends that might sabotage a weight loss program.

44. Vriho raised you as a chil_d.?

45. Please list your brothers'
weight., height, and circle
r^roinlrl. nr ¡-- sverage.

Age Sex Weight Height
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APPENDIX B

PHYSICIAN CONSENT FORM
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PHYSICTAN CONSENT FORM

I am aware that my patient, l-s
participating in a program for obesity at the uníversity of
Manitoba. According to my knowredge, there is no med.icaf
reason that woul-d prevent from
participating in this program.

Physician's signature

ñ-+^UdLE
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APPENDTX C

CONSENT FOR USE OF DATA FORM
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CONSENT FOR USE OF DATA FORM

Mr. John v{. Pearce has my permission to use data about me,

, gathered while t
participated in a weight control- program conducted at the
university of Manitoba, lrrinnipeg, Manitoba. This informa-
tj-on may be used for presentations at professional/
scientific meetings and in professionar pubrications. How-

ever, no person ln the family, nor our family name, nor
other identifying information would be inc]uded in anv
presentations made by Mr. pearce.

Signature of Participant Date
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APPENDTX D

ATTENDANCE CONTRACT
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ATTENDANCE CONTRACT

r, , agree to place a $50.00
deposit with . The entire
$50.00 deposit wir-r- be returned to me at the r-2-month
follow-up assessment if r have attended nine of the
ten treatment sessions, and the 3-, 6_, and l2_month
fol1ow-ups. If f have faited to do this, the entire
deposit will- be donated to the Manitoba Heart Fund.

Signature of participant

Signature of Therapist

ñ^+^
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APPENDTX E

MONTTORTNG FORMS FOR THE

THREE BEHAVToRAL coNTRoL eioups
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t.

FORMl-WEEK]-

Wife records her behavior:

Smal-l- mouthfuls.

Chewed food thoroughly before
swallowing.

Lay down silverware after each
bite and only picked it up
after chewing and swal-lowing.

Total points for the week

FORM IA _ V,7EEK 1

Wife records husbandrs behavior:

Small mouthfuls.

Chewed food thoroughly before
swallowing.

Lay down sil-verware after each
bite and only picked it up after
chewing and swallowing.
Did my husband positively rein-
force my eating habits?

Did he reinforce my food
intake monitoring?

Total points for the week

All of the time

Most of the time
Some of the time

None of the time

M

1.

2.

d.

- tr ^^.i*+^- J lru !¡¡ uÞ

= 3 points

- 
't .-^.: *!

- r PUrrrL

= 0 points



FORM 1B - VüEEK 1

Husband records his behavior:

1. Did T take small_ mouthfuls?

2. Did I chew food thoroughty
before swallowing?

3. Did I lay down silverware
after each bite and only pick it
up after chewing and swal_Lowing?

4. Did I positively reinforce my
wifers eating habits?

5. Did I reinforce my wife's
food intake moniforincr"

Total points for the week

FORM ]C - VüEEK 1

Husband records r4fe's behavior:

1. Díd my wife take smalÌ mouth-
ful-s?

2. Did she chew food thoroughly
before swallowino?

3. Did she lay down silverware
after each bite and only pick it
up after chewing and swallowing?

Total points for the week

All- of the time

Most of the time
Some of the time

None of the time

l-2I

SMTVITFS

SMTI\7TFS

= 5 points

- ? ^^.:-+^- J ¡/ur¡lLÞ

- I ^^.í -!- r P9rtIL

- fì ^^;-+-- v }/uf ¡lLÞ
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Food Record Form

Day

MeafBLDS#todav

Food l-

Food 2

tood J
Food 4
Food 5

-t ooo b
Food 7

Food 8

n^+^

l{ealBLDS#todav

h^+-1 
^-lIULdI LdI

Time Begin

E'oa'l ì n¡.

for Meal

Eating
Total- Cal
tl'1ñô Rôñ1 h

F.col ì na -

for Meal

.E;aË.]-n9

Remarks:

m^mnr ñ^T 
^T)TarQtvIð! un!vr\À!r

THUS FAR TODAY

MeaIBLDS#today

Food I
foocl ¿

Food 3

Food 4
Food 5

tood b
Food 7

Food I

Remarks:

TOTAL CALCRTES

THUS FAR TODAY

MeaIBLDS#today

Totaf Cal

Time Begin
A'oo'l i n¡.

for Meal-

ts ã11ññ

Total Cal

Time Begin

E'aal ina.

for Meal

Eating

Remarks:

TOTAL CAIORIES

THUS FAR TODAY

Remarks:

TOTAL CALORIES

THUS FAR TODAY



FORM3-WEEK2

Wife records her behavior:

I. I ate each meal- on a regular
basis.

2. li'Iere you Successful- in
shaping a problematic
behavior this week?

Totaf points for the week

FORM 3A - VIEEK 2

!üife records husbend's behavior:

1. V'/as he co-operative about
regular meal_s?

2. Did he reinforce my efforts
at shaping one of my problem-
atic behaviors?

Total points for the week

123

SMTIl\7TFS

SMTV.]TFS

All of the time = 5 points
Most of the time = 3 points
Some of the time = I point
None of the time = 0 points
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FORM 38 - IüEEK 2

Husband records his behavior:

1. Was T co-operative about
regular meal_s?

Did I reinforce my wife's
efforts at shaping one of her
problematic behaviors?

Total- points for the week

FORM 3C - VüEEK 2

Husband records wi fe ' s behavi_or :

l. Did she eat each meal- on a
requl-ar basis?

V,ias she successful in shaping
a problematic behavior this
week?

Tot.al- points for the week

Al-1 of the time

Most of the time

Some of the time
None of the ti-me

= 6 nninfc

= 3 points

= 
'l na'i n{-

- ñ ñ^.i-È^
- v },U¿¡ILÞ
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FORM4-WEEK3

lVife records her behavior:

l.

4.

^

7.

Was eating a "pure activity"?

When I bought food for this
week, did I buy groceries
from a list?
Did I prepare the weekly
shopping l-ist after a meal?

Did I d.o the grocery shopping
after a meal,?

Did I buy groceries according
to schedule?

Did I buy for specific meafs
and try to buy just enough
food to minimize leftovers?
D:-d ï buy food that requires
at l-ease some preparatíon?

Total points for the week

FORM 4A - WEEK 3

Total- points for the week

All of the time

Most of the time

Some of the time

None of the time

líife records husband's behavior:

V'Ias his eating a "pure
activity" in my presence?

t.

- É ^^ì-+^- J }JVrr¡ LÞ

= ? nnìnÈc

= 
'l nninÌ

- ñ -^]*+^- v Pv¿¡¡uÞ
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FORM 4B - WEEK 3

Husband records his behavior:

1. Was my eating a "pure activity"
in my wife's presence?

Total points for the week

FORM 4C - ViEEK 3

Husband records wifets behavior:

1. Was her eating a "pure activity"?

When she bought food for this
week, did she buy groceries
from a list?
Dì d she nrênâ rê l-lro r^raaÞ l ve¿¡e wçs^rl

shopping list after a meal_?

Dirl shc tltlr¡ nrnncriaq ¡¡¡nrÁ.in¡! ufrrv

to schedul-e?

Did she do the grocery shopping
after a meal?

Did she buy for specific meal_s
and try to buy just enough to
minimize l-eftovers?
Did she buy food that requires
at 'l aa qt qômê nrêñ¡ r¡l- i nn 2l-4 ç}/qr q urv¡¡ ¡

Totaf points for the week

Al-1 of the time

Most of the time

Some of the time

None of the time

v{

2.

?

4.

q

7.

- E ^^ì-+^- J }/urrr LÞ

- ? ^^i-!^- J PVrr¡LÞ

- I nnin{-

- n ^^.i-r^- v }/vr¡¡u Þ



Date

Tnitials

(Beginning
Time)

Time I

Day

Activity

FORM 5 - WEEKS 4 THROUGH 10

(-unct or
Activity)
'r'rme I

(Time2-Time1)

Duration

ACTIVTTY CHART

(1-3with3being
strenuous )

Effort

TOTAL EXPENDÏTURE

Est. Calories
Expended

ts
t\){
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FORM6-WEEK4

1.

)

WÍfe records her behavior:

Did T put all foods awav from
clear sight?

Did I store problem foods in
inaccessibl-e as wel_l as out-
of-sight places?
Did I store al-l- refrigerator
foods in non-see-through
containers?

Total- points for the week

FORM 6A - VJEEK 4

T.

2.

V'Iife records husbandrs behavior:

lVhen he hand]ed food, did he
store it in inaccessible as
welf as out-of-sight places?
Did he store his favourite
foods in their special spots?

Did he positively reinforce
me for engaging in prolonged
activi-ties?
Did he participate with me in
these prolonged activities?

Total points for the week

Afl- of the time
Most of the time

Some of the time
None of the time

5 points
? ^^.i *+ ^J yvf¡¡uÞ

'l nn ì nJ-+ rv4¿¡e

0 points
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FORM 6B - VTEEK 4

1.

2-

¿.r

Husband records his behavior:

!ühen I handled food, did I
store it in inaccessibl_e as
wel-f as out-of-sight places?
Did I store his favourite foods
i n thaì r cna¡i ¡l spots?

Did I positively reinforce my
wife for engaging in prolonged
activities?
Did I participate with my wife
in these prolonged activities?

Totaf points for the week

FORM 6C - liÍEEK 4

Did my wife put all foods away
from clear sight?

Did she store problem foods in
inaccessibl-e as well as out-
of-sight places?
Did she store all refrigerator
foods in non-see-throuqh
containers?

Total poínts for the week

Al-f of the time

Most of the time

Some of the time
None of the time

Husband record.s wife's behavior:

1.

2.

Ã ^^.i *+ ^J }rufttLÞ

? ^^.i *+ ^J IrVrt¡LÞ

1 point

^ ^^.i*r^v yur¡rLÞ
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t.

2.

4

q

FOR.[{7-VüEEK6

Wife records her behavior:

blas I successful_ in meeting my
short-term goal for the week?

Did I prepare the exacc amount
of food that was needed to
avoid excesses or l_eftovers?
Did f prepare l_ow calorie
foods?

Did I prepare famii_y
favourites (not my own
f:rznrrrì l-êcl ?

Did I cook with lids?

Did f sample cooking dishes
only as f needed to?

Total points for the week

FOR.I4 7A - V,7EEK 6

t.

Vlife records husband's behavior:

Did my husband reinforce my
efforts at meeting my short-
term goals for this week?

Total points for the week

All- of the time
Most of the time
Some of the time
None of the time

- tr ^^.:-!^- J I/V¿r¡LÞ

= 3 points

= I nninj-¿ rv¿¡¡ ç

- ^ ^^.i*!^- v Purrr L5



FORM 78 - VIEEK 6

Husband records his behavior:

1. Did I reinforce my wife's
efforts at meeting my short-
term goal for this week?

Total- points for the week

FORM 7C - WEEK 6

Husband records wife's behavior:

l. Was my wife successfuf in
meeting her short-term goal
for the week?

2. Did she prepare the exact
amount of food that was needed
to avoid excesses or leftovers?

3. Did she prepare l-ow calorie
foods?

4 ni d qlro nrêñâ rê f am i I rr! q¡!r+¿J

favourites (not my own
favourites) ?

5. Did she cook with lids?

Á ni¿l qha q¡mnio nn¡Þin^vvvJ:¿¡¡Y

dishes only as she needed to?

Total points for the week

Al-1 of the time

Most of the tÍme

Some of the time

None of the time

131

SMTV.ITFS

SMTWTFS

- tr ^^.i-+^_ J IJVIII LÞ

- ? '^^ì*+^- J I/UJI¡Lè

- I ^^ì*+- r Pv!¡¡L

- rì ^^i-+^- v l/vf rt LÞ
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FORMS-VIEEKT

lfife records her behavior:

1. Did I serve food in covered,
non-see-through containers?

2. Did I put on the table only
what was needed for thaE-ã-eal?

3. Did I serve myself l_ast?

4. Ðid T keep food away from me
at the table?

5. Did I serve myself completely
once; no seconds?

Total- points for the week

FORM 8A - WEEK 7

liriife records husband's behavior:

1. Did he keep food away from me
at the Èable?

2. Did he prevent himself from
offering me food at the tabl_e?

Total- points for the week

SI\4TWTFS

SMTVüTFS

Al-I of the time = 5 points
Most of the time = 3 points
Some of the time = I point
None of the time = 0 points
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FORM 8B - VOEEK 7

Husband records his behavior:

1. Did I keep food away from my
wi_fe at the table?

2. Did I prevent myself from
offering my wife food at the
table?

Total- points for the week

T1ôÞM QT'- T¡?TIF? ?

SMTWTFS

Husband records wife's behavior:

'l ñ.il *-- --i¡^r-. uJ_q my lvl_re serve food in
¡nr¡ererf n^n-qêê-+hrnrr^l-', ¡¿v¿¡ ÐEç L¡1! U UYII

containers?
2. Did she put on the table only

what was needed for that lneafa

3. Did she serve hersel_f l_ast?

4. Did she keep food away from
herse]f at the table?

5. Ðid she serve herself
completely once; no seconds?

Tota1 points for the week

All- of the time
Most of the time

Some of the time

None of the time

SMTV'ITFS

= 5 points

= 3 points

- 
'l nnin*.I yv¿¡¡ u

= 0 points
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1.

2.

FORM9-VüEEKS

Wife records her behavior:

Ðid I feave the table as soon
as I was finished?

Did I leave a smal-l- amount of
food on the plate?

Totaf points for the week

FORM 9A - I/,IEEK I

Wife records husband's behavior:

Did he l-eave the tabte as soon
as he was finished?

Did he leave a small amount of
food on the plate?

Total points for the week

All of the time

Most of the time

Some of the time
None of the time

I.

2.

= 5 points

= 3 points

= I nnìnl-

= 0 points
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FORM 9B - WEEK 8

1.

2.

Husband records his behavior:

Did T l-eave the table as soon
as ï was finished?

Did f leave a smal-l_ amount of
food on the plate?

Total- points for the week

FOR¡{ 9C - ÌVEEK 8

Husband records wifets behavior:

1.

..)

Did she
soon as

of food

leave the tab]e as
she was finished?

Ieave a small_ amount
on the plate?

Total points for the week

All of the time
Most of the time
Some of the time
None of the time

= 5 points

= 3 points

= I nninl-

- ^ ^^i*!^- v Pv¿ttLÞ
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FORM IO - VIEEK 9

l.

lVife records her behavior:

Did I hold the food on the
fork for increasingly longer
periods of time?
Did I interrupt eating with
conversation?

Did I scrape dishes directly
into the garbage can?

Total points for the week

FORM 1OA - VIEEK 9

2.

1.

Wife records husband's behavior:

2-

Did he ho]d the food on the
fork for increasingly longer
periods of time?
Did he interrupt eating with
conversation?

Did he scrape dj_shes directly
into the garbage can and
store leftovers?

Totaf points for the week

Alf of the time
Most of the time
Some of the time
None of the time

- tr ^^i*+^- J PV¡¡¡ LÞ

= 3 points

= I nnin#¿ rv¿¡¡ç

= 0 points
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FORM ]-OB _ WEEK 9

Husband records his behavior:

1. Did f hold the food on the
fork for increasingly longer
periods of time?

2. Did I interrupt eating with
conversation?

3. Did I scrape the dishes
directly into the garbage can
and store l-eftovers?

Total_ points for the week

FORM ]-OC - V.IEEK 9

Husband records wife's behavior:

1. Did my wife hold the food on
the fork for increasingly
longer periods of time?

2. Did she interrupt eating with
n^-.i ^l^ ^€perloos or conversation?

3. Did she scrape dishes directl_y
in+n +È'a ^-rh¡aa ¡¡n2¡rl Lv Lr¡Y Y alvqY s uqrr ¡

Total points for the week

AlI of the time
Most of the time

Some of the time
None of the time

SMTVüTFS

SMTü]TFS

= 5 points

- 2 ^^.i*+^- J IrUrrILÞ

= I nninl-¡ fv¿¿¡e

- aì ^^.:-!^- v Pv¿l¡ L5
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APPENDIX F

THERAPIST MANUALS

FOR THE

Co-OPERATTVE SPOUSE, htfvEs ALONE, AND

NONPARTTCTPATING SPOUSE BEHAVTORAL

CONTROL CONDITTONS
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THERAPIST MANUALS

FOR THE

NONPARTTCTPATTNG SPOUSE BEHAVIORAL

CONTROL CONDTTTONS

Portions of this manual- are coLlected from the foLlowins sources:

Kelly Brownel_l, Husband's trfeight Control Manual, Brown
llhl\tarclf\r l9 /\

Ke]Iy Brownel_l, Carol_ Heckerman, and. Robert V,Iestlake,
Vrieight Control Manual , Brown Unj_versity, Ig75.

1.

.)

D. Balfour Jeffrey and Roger C. Katz, Take It Off and Keep
It Off: A Behavioral- program for Vleíght Loss and Heal_th
Living, Englewood Cl-iffs, N. J.; Prentj-ce-Hal1, J-977 -

Michael J. Mahoney and D. Balfour Jeffrey, A Manua] of sel_f
Control Procedures for the Overweight. In Cataloq of
Select.ed Documents in psychol-ogy, Igj4

!f. T. McReynolds, R. N. Lutz, B. K. paulsen, and M. B. Kohrs,
Therapist Manual for the "Behavior control-" weight-Loss
Treatment- rn catalog of selected Documents in psychology,
1975.

W. T. McReynolds, R. N. Lutz, B. K. paulsen, and M. B. Kohrs,
Treatment Manual for the Food Management (Stimul_us Contro])
Treatment. rn catalog of sel-ected Documents in psrzr-hnlnarz
rg75. ¡

7- Janet P- i¡Iol-lersheim, Behaviorar Treatment Manuals, rn
Catal_og of Sel_ected Documents in psychol-ogy, Lg75

OVERVTEW AND STATEMENT OF RATTONALE

This weight reduction program draws extensively from a number of
diverse behavioral principles. The thinking in the devefopment of this
treatment has been to bring many known principles and processes of
behavior change to bear on the problem of weight l_oss. Thus, the
treatment includes el-ements of seff-reinforcement, self-punishment,
stimulus control, shaping, chaining, and self-monitoring, each of which
is given special application to the behavior of eating. This is a sel_f-
control treatment. we will be Èeaching subjects princípJ_es which they,
themselves, can apply in their own l-ives to alter their eating and
exerci-se habits. l'/hat we want to do, then, is teach the behavior
modification principles to ait subjects in these three treatments, make
them understand specificalty how they can apply these principres them-

4.

q

6.
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selves to l-ose weight, and encourage them to, in fact, appry theprinciples in specifi-c ways outside of therapy. The speci_ficity
feature merits emphasis; you must try to get subjects to suggest
specj-fic ways in which they can change their eating ana exeiãise habitsconsistent with the behavioral principles. The assumptions underlying
these three treatments are (1) obesity resul-ts from excessive food
intake, or l-ow activity level-s, or a combination of the two, and (2)
successful weight reduction can resul-t from the modification of learnedeating and exercise behaviors. The focus is on reduci-ng the amount offood intake and increasing activity expenditure through training in
behavior modification principl_es.

Each individual's efforts should be discussed and misunderstand-
ings and misappJ-ications crarified and corrected. rt cannot. be
emphasized too strongly that if treatment is to be successful, subjects
must apply the techniques, not merely discuss them, and it is the
therapist's responsibility to see that each subjectrs efforts are
discussed in detaíl and the techniques taifored to her particular
situation. Detail-ed discussion of each member's efforts wil-t not bepossible in each session but each member shoul-d be given some attention
in each session and periodically each subject's efforts shoul_d be
discussed in detail.

This manual- forms the basis of these three treatment conditions.
ïnstructions or procedures specific to one or al_l- three of the
behavioral groups will be inc]uded in the inserts. This procedure
eliminates the need for three separate manuals.

An important el-ement in the co-operative spouse treatment
condition is the active invol-vement of the husbands. An atÈempt is
made to instruct the husbands in ways in which they can facilitate their
wivesr weight reduction efforts.

rn the nonparticipating spouse group, the husbands of the subjects
wil-l be asked specifically to detach themselves as far as possible from
their wives' weight reduction program. This does not mean that thev
wil-l be instructed to sabotage their wives, effortsl They will be
presented with the rational-e that this progra¡n is their wives' program
and. that v7e are interested in how well they can do on their own. The
husbands will- be instructed to ignore and not comment in any \^ray on
their wivesr efforts and progress. Thi-s procedure contrasts with the
wives al-one group in which husbands will not be contacted or invol-ved
in any way in the program (except for their being monitored by their
wives).

GENERAL OUTLTNE OF TREATMENT SESSTONS

Each treatment session in each of the three
will be organized in a similar, easily l_earnabl_e
class, ne\¡z information on behavioral- self-control

behavioral groups
manner. Each weekly
and nutrition will be
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taken up and ol-d information and suggestions d.iscussed. The generalformat for alr class proceedings incruding weigh ins forrows:

I. Weigh in and graphing of weight; collection offood, activity and habit change records (5
minutes) ;

ïI. îherapist's comments on progress, social
pressure, and reminder of commitment to l_ose
weight (5 minutes);

III. Discussion of problems in keeping the data
(5 minutes);

IV. Open discussion of the previous behavior
control_ Lesson in practice (10 minutes);

V. New behavior control_ lesson (30 minutes);

VI. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes).
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Class Summary

This initial ctass wiLl center around the business of introducing
everyone, pre-viewing the entire weight 10ss program, and introducing
the food monitoring and some other specific techniques. During thissession, the therapist wil-l set the emot.ional- and intel-l-ectual- tone forthe cl-asses to come.

Cl-ass I - Outline

DETATLED DESCRTPTION OF THE BEHAVIORAI CONTROL
TREATMENT

CLASS r: INTRODUCTION AND PRE-VIEhI

Introduction of group members (5 minutes);

Statement of meeting arrangements (2 minutes);

Summary of the behavioraf control_ treatments
and their rationales (10 minutes);

!üeigh in, and graphing of weight (5 minutes);

Therapist's comments on progress, social
pressure and remind.er of commítment to l-ose
weight (5 mínutes);

Behavioral control_ less for Class I: Buil_d.inq
positive associations concerning eating
control, and monitoring food intake;

7. Summary and encouragement.

Specifj-c Procedures for Class f

1. fntroduction of group members. This initial 5 minutes or
shoul-d be casual anc unstructured so as to set a friendly,
informal tone for the treatment sessions. Everyone should
seated in a semi-circl_e as the session begins, and the
therapist should begin by saying something l_ike:

!Vel1, I guess \de are al_l_ here. First, l_et me
wel_come you to our program. As you may know by
no\Ar, this particular program was developed by
myself and Dr. LeBow. you will understand a
l-ot more about it l_ater. Let me just say aE
this time \^/e are excited about what we have got
here; and we are confident that if you really
want to lose weight, we can help you be
successful-. More on this 1ater.

'i

1

À

be
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First, 1et us get to know each other a little
and try to take care of some of the busy work
necessary to get the weight reduction treat-
ment under\^iay. tr4ost of you know me by now.

of the Department of
Psychology and I am interested in the problem
of weight control_. I¡ie have put together a
weight reduction program here that reflects
both personal experience and. the present
state of knowledge psychologists and
nutritionists have reached about gaining and
losing weight. lVefl_, more on that l-ater.

Now, I would l-ike for all
acquainted with each other
see, you are Mrs. (Mr. and
can \,ve call you

^€ ,.- +^ -^!vr uÞ L9 ggL

a little. Let's
Mrq ì

(and

fn this manner, each participant is identified by name and
given an opportunity to speak if she (or he) so desires.
The introductions should be as non-threatening as possibre
since we do not want to make anyone uncomfortabl_e. Use
your own judgement on how to manage this first scage;
maintain a gentle, friendly control over the group inter-
action and be confident and relaxed about their being
there. Remernber, the purpose of this introductory
section is to establ-ish rapport and comfort for the group
and set a friendly, receptive tone for the group meetinq.

statement of meeting arrangements. After the introduction,
take a couple of mi-nutes to make sure everybody knows when
the weekly meetings are to take place. Emphasize that we
I,vant everyone to attend al-I the meetings, and that we would
appreciate being notified of any upcoming absences.
Remind them that if they miss two or more of the cen
sessions, they wil_l_ not receive their refund. The refund
is contingent soÌeJ-y upon attendance. participants are to
be tol-d that attendance is critical for success, and that
their deposit is slzmbolic of their commitment to the
program. Their attendance is paramount, and this shoul_d
be stressed in this session and in the remaining ones.
Make it cl-ear that new information wj_11_ be presented at
each session. Tell them that we expect success; but that
if they get discouraged, to let us know so it can be
discussed. Most of all_, make it clear that absences mean
a loss of commitment and a passive way of saying, ',I don't
want to lose weight".

Summary of the three behavioral control treatments and.
their rational-es. This 10 minute pre-view and summary is
intended to remove any doubts or uncertainties the
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participants may have about the program. Essential_ly, you
are going to tel1 everyone what you are going to do over
the next L0 weeks and why.

In the pre-view the therapist explains that the discussion
in the sessions wil-I be concerned with aiding them to
change their eating and activity patterns by helping them
specifically apply principles of learning which account
for the way in which behaviorf specifically eating and
exercise behaviors, are developed, changed and maintained.
The subjects are to be assured that the techniques and
principles in which they wiÌl- be instructed have been
validated by considerable research and that correct
application of these principles wil_l help them develop
more appropriate eating and exercise patterns. In short,
the therapist gives the subjects the rational-e for this
program based upon learning principles. He should say
something along these l-ines:

Any behavior or action which is l_earned through
various experiences can al-so be changed through
experience, Your eating and activity patterns
are habits which have been learned through the
years. The program we have designed for you
will- teach you to un-learn inappropriate eating
habits which are in part responsibl-e for your
weight problem. lve wil-l- also teach you ways in
which you can increase your activity leveI. At
the same time you wil-l be learning how to apply
principles which help you l-earn appropriate
eating habits which will produce weight loss,
make it possible for you to maintain that
weight loss and still reap a good deal of
pleasure from eating and other areas of your
If,!9.

The most important thing for you to realize,
however, is that these principles and techniques
which we will- be discussing with you will work
but to work, they must be applied in your own
living situation and not merely discussed. !Íhen
you are first using the techniques they may seem
rather artificial because of their newness but
as you continue to apply them they wil-l become
very natural and wifl aid you in modifying your
eating and activity patterns in a natural and
comfortabfe manner.

The goal of this program is to teach you (and
your husband) principles and techniques that wil-l
lead to permanent weight loss. Many people can
'l nca t.ra.i ¡lrr L-.+ '*^^+ -,..i ^1.'l V re.fâ i n i t _ SUCh!vÐç wçry¡rL, luu rlrvÞu yuJ9^rJ tsyq¿r¡ ¿L. J
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fluctuations are bad for you medical-ly as they
can l-ead to extra stress on your card.iovascul_ar
system. The techniques will hopefully enable
you to continue losing weight and keep it off
once this program is finished. Since lve are
verv i nterested in determini no ì f vorr r-enJvq vq¡¿

maintain your weight loss once these l-0 weeks
are over, we will be asking you to come in at 3,
6, and 12 month interval-s after the treatmenc
has ended to be weíohed.

Each week we wil-l- introduce one or two new
techniques which, if correctly applied, will
help you overcome your weight problem. You
are to try each ne\^r techni-que and as time goes
on you naturally will be making the most of
the techniques you have found most helpful.
Also, each week we wifl be reviewing
techniques we introduced in the pastf particu-
larly the ones introduced in the previous
session. All of us together wíll serve to
help each of you apply these techniques
specifically to your individuaf ciTcumstances.
llrn¡rn mamlravlvsr ...-,.--rs are encouraged to help each
other because helpÍng and rewarding others
facilitates fearninq in the trainer.

Insert for the co-operative spouse group:

ú7^ L^-'^ ^^t-ed vour husbands to particípatevTç ¡rqve aÞÃ

futly in this program wiÈh you. Previous
reseaïch has suggested that people who are
+v-rin^ +n r6qp wciohf arc much mo1.e SUCCSSSfUI_e! J ¿¿¡Y

when other people in their famil-ies are help-
ing them. As we al-l know, losing weight can
be a very difficul-t processi we expect that
your husbandrs co-operation wil-l make this an
easier process for you. So this program will
*^! ^-.l-- ;-¡ruL ur¡ry rrrstruct you women in specific things
to do to lose weight, but we wil-l also ask you
men to do some very specific things during
each of the f0 \^reeks to help your wives. we
hope we can count on your ful-l- co-operation in
this program.

Insert for the wives alone sroup:

This program places the emphasis upon you as
the person who is going to change your eating
and actj-vity patterns. However, there is some
research which shows that familv members can

L45
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sometimes help or hinder another person's weight
loss efforts. We are not going to involve your
husbands in this program - we are going to work
directly with you. But we would like you to
monitor for us the responses of your husbands.
These records wil-l- enabl_e us to determine what
kind of rol-e husbands naturally play in their
wives' weight reduction program. For example, we
are going to ask you, with the help of a special
form we will give you, to record the number of
times during a week that your husband praises you
or compliments you for staying within a certain
number of calories. It is important that you do
not actively seek your husband's help; it is your
program and we want to teach you to rely upon
yourself to lose weight. Thus, even though we
are asking you to record his reactions to your
weight reduction efforts¡ you are not to seek his
help. Is this clear?

Insert for the nonparticipating spouse group:

We have sent your husbands a fetter prior to the
meeting. i¡üe have asked your husbands to attend
one meeting. The purpose of this program is to
teach you to rely upon yourself in your weight
reduction efforts. We are interested in how wel_l
you can do on your own, without any hetp from
other people, especialÌy those that are cl_osest
to you. Therefore, we have told your husbands to
ignore and detach themselves as much as possible
from your attempts to lose weight; this does not
mean, however, that we have told them to make
things tough for you, such as offering you
chocol-ate sundaes. They have been instructed not
to comment on your efforts, and not to involve
themsel-ves in any way in Èhe program. lVe are
interested in what you alone can do to lose
weight. You in turn shoufd not turn to them and
ask for help - it is your responsibility and your
program.

As was mentioned before, to effectiveJ-y contro1
your weight you must take the initiative to
systematically change your eating habits. No
qnecì ¡l d-i at i q ranrli rorì ho¡='raa #i.ra i nÈanr- j

---d.usje Ltre J_rtLerrLlOn 1S
to produce long-lasting changes in eating patterns.
Most people coul-d lose weight by eating nothing
for a month or going on a special grapefruit diet
or some other crash diet. Ho\^/ever, few would be
willing to remain on such a diet for the rest of
their lives. Thus, after weight is lost on a
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special diet, people usually resume their o1d
eating habits - the very behaviors which caused
the weight problem in the first place. For
effective weight control-, the individual must
al-ter her eating patterns in such a way that
she can live with them comfortabty for the rest
of her l-ife and stil-I maintain a desirabl-e
weight. "Crash" starvation diets have no last-
ing value. Rather, an attempt should be made
to find a reasonable balance between fattening
and unfattening foods - a balance that can be
mainÈained for life. You must l-earn to break
the ofd habit patterns of eating snacks while
preparing meals, eating while watching
television, eating everything that is placed
before you in a restaurant, and so on.

In addition to effecting changes in your eating
habits, we also want to make changes in your
activity level. Most programs just focus on
eating - very few l-ook at activity, although
work in thís area has shown that even small-
increases in activj-ty on an everyday basis,
coupled with changes in eating habits, can
produce dramatic weight l-osses.

A cardinal rul-e in weight reduction is make
h¡qto ql ov¡'l rz Th:t ì q dn nôJ- +r\z tn 'ì aqa. +¡¡sv +e t

weight too rapidly. You are probably anxious
to see the pounds drop off (and rightfulJ-y so),
but your strategy of weight control is aimed at
nodifyíng long-standing eating and activity
patterns. These habits have been "in power"
for many years and may take a little time to
dethrone. Afso, if you set your sights for
dramatic and rapid weight 1oss, you may become
prematurely discouraged with gradual but
significant reductions. Take it one pound at
a time. A one or two pound weight loss per
week is recommended as a healthy weight loss
goal. In l0 short weeks this adds up to a 10
Eo 20 pound weight l-oss.

Probably alf of you have questions about why
you are overweight. First of all, obesity is
a complex condition, involving behavioral,
physiological, glandular, metabolic, genetic,
sociological, and economic factors. Exactly
how these factors operate and how they inter-
relate are processes that are not wefl under-
stood. Much more research is needed before
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they will be.

Even when physical causes can be identified,
however, their role is often secondary. For mostpeople, behavioral factors seem to be the primary
causes. The real culprit is the energy balance
in your body, which is a balance you-Tã}<e-in-Ç
eating and the energy you expend by physicat
activity. How you behave at Èhe table and in
your physical endeavors, therefore, has a direcc
bearing on how fat or slim you will be.

The energy contained in food is measured. in
cal-ories. When you take in more food energyt or
cal-ories than your body needs - i.e. for activities,
growth, cef f metabol-ism, d.igestion, respiration.
and so on - the body converts the unused portion
to fat. Since this conversion takes place at the
rate of about 3,500 cafories per pound of fat, for
every extra 3,500 calories you consume, you become
one pound fatter. The fat is then stored through_
out your body and can be used for energy itself if
an externaf food supply is not available.

Energy balance, therefore, is an import.ant concept
which wil-l- not only help you see how you have
gained weight, buL afso how you can lose it.

Essentially, three things can occur in your own
energy balance. Firstr 1zou can have a positive
energy bafance, in which the amount of fõõã-eããrqv
you consume is greater than what you expend. A
positive energy bafance can result either from
eating too much food or from reductions in normal
activity. Either \^lay creates a positive energy
balance, and you are sure to gain weight.
Remember, the unused food is being stored in your
body as fat.

Secondr }zou can, have a negative energy balance.
fn this case the -*o-o.tt ding,
through exercise and normal metabolism, is greater
than the food energy you are taking in. Like a
positive energy bal-ance, a negatíve balance can
result in two vrays: you can eat less or exercise
more. Over a period. of time, with either sol_ution,
you will start to l_ose weight and sl_im down.
Ultimately, a negative energy balance, in different
ways and to various degrees, is what al-l_ diets seek
to achieve.
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Third, your energy balance can, in fact, be
balanced. fn other words, the amount of energy
you consume equals the amount of energy you
expend. People who are abl_e to maintain their
,-,^.i-tr! -! -wel_gnE aE, a constant level are doing nothing
more than balancing their energy l_evel_s. Their
eating habits give them al_l_ the energy they
need to perform what they do, yet no more to
gain weight nor less to lose it.

To take weight off, therefore, yoü need to
create a negative energy balance by eating J-ess
and.,/or exercising more. To keep it off , you
have to maintain the right energy balance.

The following figure wil-l- be reproduced and enlarged to show
to the subiects:

I{eight Gain = Positive Energy Bal_ance

i,rleight Maintenance = Energy Balance

I49
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Cal-or
Intake

Caloric
Expenditure

¿.

ÌJeight Loss = Negative Energy Bal-ance

As ¡,¡e have seen, one way of creaÈing a negative
energy balance is to reduce the cal_oric intake.
Therefore, starting this first week, we woul_d
like you to reduce your daily caloric intake to
a l-evel that is equal to your present weight x 7.
lle strongly recommend that no one reduce her
intake below I,OOO calories dai1y, as this might
cause dizziness, fatigue, and other physical
symptoms. If you find that you are having trouble
losing weight at the l,O0O calorie leve1, we
suggest that you increase your energy expenditure
- e.g. take a wal_k during the day, or engage ín
activities l_ike bowling or swimming. In order for
you to determine your level of calorj_c intake, rde
will give each of you a book that lists the
caloric vaLues of many conìmon foods.

vùeigh in and graphing of weight. After this discussion of therationares for the three programs has been compreted, eachsubject wil-l- then be weighed privately. using a physician's
beam balance, each subject will be weighed to the nearesr
quarter-pound after removing her shoes, outdoor clothing,
and any heavy jewellry- The weight wir-l be recorded in the
subjectrs fil-e.

Therapistts comments on progress, social pressure, and
reminder of commitment to lose weight. rn a 5 minute intervar,
eval-uate the progress of the group as a whole as well as indi-
vidua] members- praise for weight r-osses should be dispensed(e.9. Yourre doing a terrific job, Barbaral) and invite the
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group to share in your attitude (e.g. We can real1y be proudof Barbaral ). For those subjects who have maintained orgained some weight, provide ãncouragement, but do notreprimand subjects; the emphasis should be on providingpositive reinforcement for weight loss. you shoul_d alsoremind subjects that their .o*Ãitrent to rose weight mustremain high (this section is omitted for cr_ass r).
Behavioral- control l-esson for CLass I.
A. BuiJdilg positive associations concerning eatÍngcgntror' 

rposeof this program is not to put them.on a diãt norto take away their eating pleasures. On thecontrary, the program is designed to add to theirpleasure of eating by teachi.rg tt.* to eatproperJ-y and l_ike a gourmet. The therapist shoul_dsay something J_ike this:

No\,v \^re are ready to look at the two techniques wevrant. you to work with this week. fhe firsi iscal_led buiJ_ding positive associations concerningeating control_. While you certainly will beeating less, it is not the purpose of this pro_gram to take away your eating pleasure. On thecontrary, the program is designed to add to thepleasure you experience in eating by teachingyou to eat on purpose like a gourmet, one vrhoreally enjoys her food to the fullest with allher senses - visual, olfactory, tactile, andgustatory.

One who eats indiscriminately just stuffs foodhastily into her mouth \,vithout really enjoyingthe eating experience. By changing yorr-.åti_rrghabits you can "eat l_ess but enjoy it more,,. you
can l_earn to enjoy your food by looking at it,experiencing the color of the food, its arrange_ment and smell.

Any food taken to the mouth should be taken onpurpose and should be thought about and rel_ishedas it goes in. Sl-ow down! That is one of thesecrets to full enjoyment in eating. you wil_lfind that the fol_lowing procedures will help youl-earn to eat more slow1y. lrle woul_d like you touse the followirrg three techniques during nextweek; (1) Take small_ mouthfuls. (2) Chãw thefood thoroughly before swallowing. (3) Lay downyour silven¡/are after each bite and only pick itup aft.er chewing and swall_owing. We \,üant vou to
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record the frequency of these three behaviors foreveryday of next week.

At this point, the recording procedures shourd beintroduced. lVhen explaining the recording proce_dures to subjects in aLl three behavioral condi_tions, it should be emphasized that thã ree^-.li-^! vvv!ur¡¡Ysnourd .be as unobtrusive as possible. They arenot to comment at al_l_ about whether their á""f""A=are complying with the instructions, just recordthe behaviors. The wives in the wives alone andnonparticipating spouse gïoups should be instructedhow to complete the behavior checkl_ist for eachday of trùeek 1 by placing the appropriate number onthe chart for their own performance of these threebehaviors and that of thãir husbands (Forms l_ and14, Appendix E). Remind subjects in the wivesal_one group that they shoul_d be as unobtrusive aspossible.

fnsert for the co-operative spouse group:

Husbands should be told to mod.el_ these threebehaviors when eating with their wives. TheyshouLd be tol_d that if they display these be_haviors, it will serve as ã reminder to theirwives to do the same. Their wives and husbands
shoul_d be instructed in how to record the.Franrran^.' 

'.'ì!!ç.'usrruy w-r-th which they and thei_r husbands
engage in these three behaviors for each day ofnext week. Do noÈ consul_t with one another-whenrecordingl

The therapist should then continue by saying:

The purpose of this program is not to depriveyou of eating preasures, but to increase thesepleasures. you can change your eating patternsso Lhat you consume fewer calories, ¡ut-at thesame time you can also learn to enjoy to agreater degree the experience of eating.

Do you think of yoursel,f as being on a diet.By dieting we frequently mean eating only certain
l_ow cal_orie foods in order to l-ose weighl . Diet_ing and changing eating patterns are not the samething. you will be changing your eating patternsin a sensible way. Developing effective self_control in the area of eating requires eating anutritionally balanced diet ãno iearni"g 

".ïf_control_ under circumstances and with foods which
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are to comprise your final eating patteïn.Accomplishing this requires changing habitsconcerning IJFIEN you eat, f\iHAT you eat andHOW MUCH you eat.

After your forma.l_ comments you shoul-d fead thegroup in a discussion of the behavioraL controll_esson. Sol_icit further ideas, 
",rggã"aions andspecífic examples. Make it cfear [¡,.t ,,.,behaviors seem awkward at first but soon becomenatural and automatic.

B' .""ï:ï:":iï;J:":""u
controÌ treatment in that it makes tf,u l.rsonar,üare of the vol_ume of food they are coirsuming.Explain to the group members that they shoutdbecome avúare of when and how much thei ur" 

"oas to be abl_e to know when to stop. ,,Food
intake monitoring, " they can be told, ,,makes
you aware of where the pounds come from.Weight monitoring tel1s you your overall pro_gress and indicates whether you shoul_d monitormore carefully and eat l_ess.,, Make it cfearthat a r-ot of people do not know when or howmuch they eat and that, obviously, withoutbeing a\47are they cannot exert eating controL.Thus, keeping the daily food record servesan important monitoring functj_oning. îheeating records shoul_d help ident:_fí tfre .rlrr.rr.discrj_minative, elicitingl and reinforcingstimul-i associated with the eatÍng behavior.

lfives in the wives alone and nonparticipating
spouse groups shoul_d then be j_nstructed tocomplete the eating record form (Form 2,Appendix E) for each day over the next l-0 weeks.Form l-A (Appendix E) provides space for themonitoring of the frequency of reinforcementthat the husbands provide to their wives fortheir eating habits and the monitoring per se,and subjects shoufd be instructed to ðomptetethese sections for every day of next week.

The therapist should provide concrete examplesof what is meant by the term ,,reinforce.eni,,.
such as verbal praise or material rewards.
Make certain that everyone in the group under_stands what they are being asked to do.

ïnsert for the co-operative spouse group:
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7.

Spouses shoul_d be tol_d about the important rolethey can play in helping their wives lvith thismonitoring. Specifically, the spouse canpositively reinforce his wife for (1) keepingthe data, and (2) maintaining a caloric leveLwhich is at or bel_ow the standard set for thatsubject. The therapist should give examples ofhow spouses might reinforce their wives forthese two behaviors: verbal- praise _ ,,you,re
doing a great job recording your data today,,,or material rewards _ "since your caloricintake was l_OO calories below the standard, ïrmgoing to take you to a movie tonight.,, Nagging,teasing, or criticism by husbands for laxperformance on the part of the subjects shouldbe strongly discouraged. pl_ace thå emphasis
upon positive reinforcement. The therapistshould then al1ow the group to dj_scuss andpropose other ways in which husbands canpositively reinforce their wives for keepingthe food intake data and for maintaininq theappropriate caloric j_ntake. Wives shouid tf¡enbe instructed to complete the eating recordform (Form 2, Appendix E) for each áay over thenext l0 weeks. They shoul_d al_so be instructedto record the frequency over the next week withwhich their husbands positively reinforce theirwives' monitoring behaviour and their attempt tostay within a cert.ain caloric limit using Form1A (Appendix ¡).

summary and encouragement. This 5 minute summary shour_d be asimple, concise restatement of the proceedings of the session.Re-emphasize key points (e.g., the treatment rationale, theimportance of weekry attend.ance at the sessions, and thei-rassignment to monitor their behavior and that of theirhusbands over the next week). Encourage group members to makea serious commitment to weight loss (e.g., ,,Over the next weekrrd l-ike you to spend =o*" ii*" evaruating the importance of
Y.iSl: loss for you."). Finally, remind everyone of the meet_ang tl_me.
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Class II - Outl_ine

1. Vteigh in and graphing of weight, collect data(5 minutes);

2. Therapist's comments on progress and sociatpressure (5 minutes);

3. Discussion of probl_ems in keeping the data (5
minutes);

4. Open discussion of the previous behavioral_ control_lesson in practice (IO minutes);

5. Behavioral_ control_ l_esson for Class II: Shapingbehavior, and the control of states of deprivation(30 minutes);

6. Summary and. encouragement (5 minutes).

I, 2, and 6 are the same as in the previous session.

3' Discussion of probrems in keeping the data. This 5 minuteunstructured discussion shoufd give all the group members achance to ask any questions they may have on how to keepthe food record. Ask if anyone has l_earned anything aboutherser-f and her eating habits by keeping the food records.Discuss any problems, observations, etc. yo' might beginby reiterating the general food record instructions, re-emphasizing the importance of monitoring and open it up forquestions and comments.

4- open discussion of the previous behaviorar contror_ r_esson inpractice' Remember that the purpose of Èhis section is toemphasize the practicat or appr_ied aspects of the behavioralcontror- tectrnique-ãã the importance of putting thesetechniques into daily use. Dear- with u'y irrai.ridual problemsparticipants are having in apprying the lechniques, andsol_icit ideas and reactions from the group.

5. Behavioraf control l_esson for Cfass II.

A. shaping behavior. subjects are to be instructedin how to use shaping principles to modify theireating habits. The importance of smafl steps andreal_istic goals in developing more appropriateeating behavior shoul_d be emphasized ihroughout
a]l sessions. Developing more sel_f_control_ overeati_ng behavior is a gradual process invol_vinq

:.: l:':ì
,.:i.:,:^l
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the planninq of goals which are l_imited enough tobe reatistic. Behavior shoutd be changeã gråã""r_fyso that the changed behavior wirl ¡. ,ãi'rãr."a.The therapist should begin the lesson by saying:

"Shaping" is a word which has particul_ar
relevance for this program, however, psychologistsuse it in reference to changes in behãvlo, ,ri.h",than (as you may think) changes in body contours.This concept refers to small_, y"t real_istic,
changes in behavior. sr,ãping i= .lroããõ"-árgradual change, with each change more closelyapproximating the desired termina_l_ behavior.

Your task is to establ-ish patterns of eatingwhich will_ maintain your weight at a desirabl_el-evel_. If you attempt to change these patternsovernight, the chances of failure are greaterthan they woul,d be if you make these cñanges in
sr.naf l, but realistic steps. Sure, ì_t would benrce to l_ose five pounds the first week. But ifyou get so discouraged at your new pattern ofeating that you give up and gain it ar-l back thenext week, what have you accomplished.?

set real-istic aoals. And determine that thesegoal-s will- be met. After having success on thesegoals, then go to goal_s which require more sel_f_control_. Here are some concrete ways to getstarted using shaping to help you lose weight:

a) Set goals only for each day and each
moment (e.9., no snacks this morning).

b') List situations in which you eat mostoften and cut out eating in some of
these situations, first concentrating
on si-tuations in which it will_ be
easiest not to eat.

c) Before attending social_ evencs
determine beforehand just how much
you will eat (".g., only 12 peanurs
and I drink).

d) List the situations in which you eat
l-ess and further decrease and final_lv
el-iminate eating in these situations
altogether (e.g., no refreshments at
movies).
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e) Limit between meal_ eating to certainspecified foods. For example, between
meal_ snacks can be limited to diet
col_a or coffee.

f) List activities and situations in
which you do not eat and then do these
more often.

S) Control_ between meaf snacking by
gradual_Iy lengthening periods of absten_tion, working first with period.s of theday that cause the l_east difficultv intemptation to overeat. Ì,¡hen one hås
succeeded in abstaining for a specifiedlength of time, all_ow yourself å reward.ff the reward is food, the kind and
amount shoul_d be determined ahead of
l-ìma

Each subject in the nonparticipating spouse and wivesal_one group shoul_d now be asked to ãfiape one oftheir problematic eating behavi_ors and to recordher effort (Form 3, Appendix E). The subject should.aLso note whether her husband reinforced her effortsat shaping (Form 3A, Appendix E).

fnsert for the co-operative spouse group:

The husbands shoul_d now be asked to reinforce theirwíves1 attempt at shaping a problematic behavior.
The therapist shoul_d initiate a discussion betweenthe wives and husbands concerning (1) what behavioris considered to be problematic and shoul_d be
shaped, and (2) how the husbands can best reinforcetheir wives' shaping. The wives shour_d then be i_n-structed to record both their attempt and whetherthey were provided with reinforcement from theirhusbands during next week (Forms 3 and 3A, Append.ixE).

Remember, our goal in these lessons is to teach thema l_earning principle which they can use in theinterest of weight l_oss and help them come up withgpecific ways of applying these principles. Take afew minutes after your presentation of shaping andhelp them articul_ate other ways of using shaping tocut down on food intake.

Also, discuss the problem of setbacks (e.g., ',Donrtl-et one mea.I or one bad day blow the wholå program.
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B.

If you do overeat at a particular time, return
to working with the techniques as soon as
possible. Usual_l_y one indiscretion wil_l_ not
destroy your weight control program. Failure
occurs when you l_et one indiscretion l_ead to
another indiscreLion. Setting smaÌl_ goals will
help prevent this cycle by making it easier for
you to be successful_ at each step.").

Control of states of deprivation. ft is impor_
tant that subjects do not severely deprive
themselves br:t rather embark upon a gradual
program of weight reduction. Food intake shoul_d
be planned to avoid long periods of deprivation
and to help subjects through difficult periods.
It may al_so be helpful if subjects eat a bit of
filling food just before entering a situation in
which she wil-l have a strong tendency to eat(e.9., 6 ounces of milk or juice before meal_time
or attendance at a party). Subjects should be
discouragecl from losing weight too fast because
a very rapid weight loss produces a leve1 of
d.eprivation and disposition to eat which exceeds
the existing self-control. Subjects are to be
discouraged from limiting the diet to one
specific food such as protein because such a diet
wil-l- likeì-y produce a heightened disposition to
eat other food stuffs. A well balanced diet will
have adequate satiety value. The therapist can
say the folJ-owing:

There are times r¡/hen you can anticipate when
you will be strongly tempted to overeat. Before
you go into Èhese situations reduce your hungerjust enough to get you through these situations
successfully. pl_an ahead to avoid hunger. One
example is meaf preparation. you usually are
hungry at this time which makes it difficult to
not taste. Plan ahead and have a tight snack
before you start cooking to avoid tasting.

Control- your hunger. Do not 1et yourseJ_f get
excessivety hungry since this will make it very
difficult for you to control your eating when
you do get J_nto an eating situation,

You should arrange to have highly desirable
foods avail-ab1e only when hunger is low. For
example, eat desserts only at the end of a meal.
Conversely, al1ow yourself to have only less
desirabl-e foods when hunger is high. Just
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before entering a situation in which you willhave a strong tendency to eat (".g. o ãttendanceat a party or mealtime) you may want to have 6ounces of juice or mi1k.

Subjects in the wives alone and nonparticipating
spouse groups shoul_d then be told that it istheir assignment this week to have regular meaLs.
Any potential probl_ems should be discussed. Ask'I'ha c¡rlr-ia^+u¡rç Þ,-JEçus to record their performance and theextent of the co-operation of their husbands onthe appropriate forms (Forms 3 and 3A, Appendix
Dl .

Insert for the co-operative spouse group:

Husbands shoul_d now be instructed to co_operatewith their wives, such as agreeing to eatregular meal_s. Subjects will be asked to monitorthe co-operation of their spouses and their ownperformance in this area for each day next weekusing the appropriate checkr-ist (Forms 3 and 3A,Appendix E).
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Class ITI - Outl_ine

-

Wgigh in and graphing of weight, col_Lect data(5 minutes);

Therapist's comments on progress and socialpressure (5 minutes) ,.

Discussíon of problems in keeping the data (5
mi nrrl-ae L¡.r¡..seev/,

4' open discussion of the previous behavroral controrlesson in practice (10 minutes);

5. Behavioral control_ lesson for Class ïïI: fntro_duction to stimul-us control, and food buvinqstrategies (30 minutes) ;

6. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes).

Specific procedure for Cl_ass ITf

1.

I, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are the same

5. Behavioral_ control Lesson for

as in the previous session.

ñl -^^ -r-U¿qÞÞ -L-LJ..

A. rntroduction to stimul_us control. certain situationspresenr ;" ;;;;;; ïer,avior.
One can moa]fy her eating patterns by either changingthese stímuli or by changing the behavior that occursin certain stimulus situations. SubjecÈs shoul_d beinstructed to carefully seLect the stimul_j_ that areto control their eating behavior. Using stimuluscontrol_ to devel_op and maintain desirabie eatinghabits can be accomplished in a number of ways. Thefirst that wil_l be presented is narrowing the rangeof stimur-i which contror- eating. The thãrapist shouldsay something along the followinq lines:

Most of us do not realize how much of our eatingbehavior is linked to certain situations or ourenvironment in general. These sítuations presentpatterns of cues or stimuli which ..r, 
"*"rlise agreat deaf of control over our eating behavior. ïnother words, where we are can tel_l- us to eat or nocto eat. We know what to do by our environment. Forinstance, a messy room is often a stimulus forcleaning. A ful_l mail box is a stimul_us for openingenvelopes and reading. Some people smoke when theysee other people smoke or when they see cigarettes.

These are al-l- exampres of the effect of environmental
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stimuli on behavior. In the psychological
literature, this phenomenon is known as ,,stimurus
control of behavior. " you should keep in mindthat when this term is used, it does not refer cocompÌete control, which would negate your ovünvolition. Rather, stimulus contror refers to thefact that our behavj_or is more likely to occur insome situat.ions that it woul_d in others.

Stimul_us control_ is very important in that itprovides organization for our rives and frees usof an overpreoccupation \,vith details. ü7e learnthat many of our actions are appropriate only atcertain times or places or in the preserr.. oispecified events. Then, gradually, these events,or stimul-i, begj-n to operate ar-most automaticarryin producing the appropriate behaviors. Forexample, when you first started driving you hadto think a great deal about all of the-cãmpl_exbehaviors invol_ved in staying on the road, goingthe proper speed, looking foi other trafficl .a".Ho\^rever, in time many stimuli associated withdriving began to exert "stimulus control,, overthe behaviors involved in driving to the point
where these behaviors became quite automaiic.
The same can happen with eating. The time of day,the sight of a pizza parlour, lh. presence ofcertain people, the engagement in certaj_nactivities (e,g., reading, watching television)can all elicit hunger sensations if they havebeen regularly associated with eating. Further_more, under some conditions you may eat when vouare not even hungry just because you have beeiused to eating under those conditions in thepast. This is what stimu]us control_ is all_ about.

You can use the principle of stimulus control inseveral_ ways to modify your eating habits. First,you can systematically narro\^/ the range of stimul_iin your environment which have been associated inthe past with eating. As these stj_muli, orsituations, become less frequent i-n your life, youwiÌ1 find yourself eating léss.

To many people, eating has become stronql_v
associated with such stjmuli as watchini ielevision,reading, watching a movie, etc. you can eliminacethe control_ these situations exert over your eatingby naking eating a distinctive process - a ,,pure
- ^+.: --i !--rrquLfvrLy . wnen you eatr lou shouLd do that andnothing el_se. Remember what was pointed out in
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Class I concerning learning to eat 1ike a gourmet.you should fulJ-y enjoy the sight, smell, textuïe,
and tasÈe of your food. you can do this properly
only if you disassociate eating from all- ttf,.,
activities. For example, you can specify that you
wil-l never eat unl_ess you are sitting at a tabl_e"or, you may want to specify that eating can occuronly in certain places, for example, in the dining_
room or kitchen but not in the livingroom" Byspecifying the stimuli under which you will allowyourself to eatr lou will find that you are l_ess
l!amnJ-a¡l {-n a¡È ,.-l^-- ^rr^ -LE'r/Lsu uo êât under other circumstances.

At this point, it wou1d be good to remind you
agai_n of the principle of shaping. The excess
stimuli associated with eating do not have to becut out all at once. !ùe would like you to startby making eating a "pure act j_vity',. you are roeat only in a very specific spot and withouc
engagì_ng in other activities, such as watching
television. you are to eat and that is all vouare to do. VrTe also \^rant you to record the
frequency with which you are abl_e to do this on
Form 4 (Appendix E) for every day of next week.
We also hTant you to record the freguencv with
which your husbands do this (Form ai, appendix E)for the followinq week.

Insert for the co-operative spouse group:

Husbands should now be instructed to hel_p their
wives in making eating a "pure activity,'.
specifically, they are to be asked not to eat foodin their wives' presence at unscheaürã¿ meartimes
or in inappropriate places, ê.9., in the living_
room before the television when it had been agreed
that al_l eating would take place at the kitchen
tabl_e. Subjects witl_ be asked to record the
frequency of eating as a "pure activity,, each dayfor the following week, and the extent of their
husbandst "pu.re activity,' on Forms 4 and 4A
(Appendix E).

B. Food buying strategies. The therapist should intro_
duce this technique to members of al_1 three
behavioral groups by saying:

Making eating a "pure activity" is the first step.
There are other ways in which you can arrange your
envJ-ronment so that overeating is l_ess of a problem
for you. Eating is actual_ly much more than sittinq
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down at a table. First you buy the food, store itin your kitchen, cook or prepare it, serve it, eatit and, then, clean up the lèfcovers. lr'e havereason to believe that your behavior at each stepin this chain wil_l affect how much you eat.Therefore, we wilt be making suggestions as to howyou can buy food, serve food, etc. in such a wayto make eating too much less 1ikely. Vüe willconsider each step in the eating process during
each of the upcoming sessions. Our job here issimple. We are going to help you engineer your
environment so as to reduce the environment,s
effect on your eating behavior and al_low you toeasily develop new eating habits. lve are tryingto change control of your eating from the .rrrriro.r_
ment to you.

This food management l-esson is alf about one thing- "You dontt eat what you d.onrt buy". serf-contror_
and seff-restraint are much easier the earlier inthe response sequence the control is exerted. weare to reduce availability of food at home,temptation, etc. by brocking the conditions thaclead up to these circumstances.

I4ake it clear to al_l_ group members what thephilosophy of engineering new food. buying habits is.The therapist can begin by saying:

You eat what you buy, right? you may not have seenthings this way before, but buying fåod is thefirst step in the whol_e p=o.."ã of eating. I{ithoutquestion, then, your food buying hal¡its witt attectyour food eating habits. Hov/ can you change your
shopping habits to support reduced and wisã eãtinozThis is the question we are considering here.

Next, present the 6 food buying suggestions andel-aborate briefly on each one.

Food Bu\¡inq Do's

i Do buy groceries from a weekly shopping List.
ii Do prepare the weekly shopping list after a

meal_.

iii Do go grocery shopping after a meal_.

iv Ðo buy groceries once a week or at least on aregular schedul_e.
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v Do buy for specific meals and. try to buvjust enough food to minimize leflov.r=.-
vi Do buy food that requires at l_east somepreparation.

H¡rzc a'ì 'l n¡rl-i ^ì ^--.r^ r-- ! r¡,o. "ruipants famil- arize themselves withthese food buying dors. Invite them to openlydiscuss these points, add comments ana sugge=Liorr"of their own. Reiterate the rationafe ¡efrind theseguidelines. See if anyone anticipates any troubl_ein fol_l_owing these simple rul_es. Deal_ withparticular problems (e.g., "I have to go shoppingevery two weeks") within the treatment rational_e("Fine, make sure you shop from a grocery list.The main thing is to not go to the gro".iy storetoo frequently. ") . After discussing thesåstrategies, instruct the women in atf threebehavioral groups to record whether they followedthe six recommendations for food buying for thenext week (Form 4, Appendix E).
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Class fV - Outl_ine

Vüeigh in and graphing of weight, collect data(5 minutes);

Therapist's comments on progïess and social_
pressure (5 minutes);

Discussion of problems in keeping the data(5 minutes);

Open discussion of the previous behavioral
control- l_esson in practice (l_O minutes);

Behavioral control lesson for Cl_ass IV:
Activity increases, and food. storage (30
minutes);

6. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes).

Specific procedures for C]ass TV

I, 2,3, 4, and 6 are the same as in the previous session.

5. Behavioral contro] less for Cl_ass IV.

A. Agtivity increases. The therapist shoul_d. begin
this lesson by saying:

The view that exercise expends relatively little
energy and. that it is insignificant in weight
control_ is erroneous. Although exercise is not
an answer in itseff, it is an important factor inweight control. There are two major misconceptions
relating to physical activity that I woul_d like todispel. These are (l) that physical_ activity has
little effect on energy output, and (2) that what
effect it does have is outweighed by the
increased food intake that accompanies increased
activitv.

Looking at the first misconception, the cost ofphysical activity has been measured for many
activities either directry or indirectly. These
fì-gures have often been transrated in terms of how
much of an activity is necessary to burn a pound
of fat. For example, moderate walking for 36 hours
wiIl burn one pound of fat. Someone looking at
this statement thinks that it wourd be hopeless for
him to watk this much, therefore, exercise has a
minimal effect. one should remember that this 36

l_.

L
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hours of warking does not have to ar-r- be at thesame time. lVafking one hour per day will giveyou 30 to 3l hours a month which will be aírnostone pound burned and in a year wil_1 add up toapproximately l0 pounds. Another exampJ-e isswimrning. One hour of swimming is approximately
670 calories in energy expended. This means thatthe 5 hours of swimming will add up to 1 pound.
On a regular basis this can contribute signifi_cantly to the energy output.

Because these seemingly small amounts of exercisedo add up, raÈher smal-l_ changes in our dailyhabits can have a profound effect on weight con_trol- as mentioned earlier. Remember that I saidthat brisk walking one hour daily wi1l add up toapproximately a 17 pound weight l_oss in or" lr.rr.Or if you usually walked one hour daily anO Lhenquit doing so, you could gain 17 pounOs in oneyear. By adding or subtracting one hour of briskwalki-ng daily, you really ao not al_ter vourappetite enough that it woul_d affect hoiv much vouate. You woul_d probably continue to eat the såmeas before.

This leads us into the second area which is concernedwith the effect of physical activity on food intake.There is an increase in appetite with increasedphysical activity and this is why most people main_tain their weight at a relatively constant l_evel_despite vari-ations in actj-vity. This control haslimitations, however.

There is a "normal" range of activity in which anincrease in activity lead,s to an inciease in appetite.At levels both above and be1ow this rang. upp"iia"and food intake do not respond to this mechanism.

Above the normal range exhaustion occurs andappetite and food intake both decrease. I{eightwill- d.ecrease accordingly. This state is not astable situation and cannot be endured indefinitefv.

Bel-ow the normal_ range is what is termed the
sedentary ïange. In this range even though activityis decreasing, the food intake stays the same.
Regardless of how inactive a person is she wil_l_stil-f continue to eat a certain amount of food and,in fact, the intake may even increase somewhat.
The reason for this increase is not cl_ear, but has
been shows in studies with both rats and humans.
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fn respect to physical activity, obesity may bea disease of "civilizatíon". Increased
mechanization and modern transportation methods
have certainly cut down on your physical activity.
ïn some cases it may lower it to the sedentarv
range which leads to excess calories and fat.

Because our physicaf activity has not decreased
overnight, but has changed gradually, we do notreafize just how much it has decreased. VrIe aLso
equate being tired with being active. This is
not always the case. Reading or watchinq
tefevision or knitting may be tiring, bul none of
these invol_ves a very high energy expenditure.
This shoufd lead us to 1ook carefuJ_ly at our
activity and see if we are as active as \^7e think
we are.

Studies have also shown that physical activity
can affect the type of weight foss a person has,
as wel_l as the amount. When people diet on1y,
they lose more muscle or lean tissue and l_esà factissue; while people who are physically active
whiLe dieting lose more fat and less l_ean tissue.
Since we are primarily interested in having you
l-ose fat, this is an ímportant point to keãp in
mind when planning your physical activities.

I have pointed out the role that exercise orphysical activity plays in weight control.
Exercise cannot be used alone, however. Uncon_
trol-l_ed eating wilf overcome the benefits ofphysical activity; therefore, we have to watch
the food we eat. Increased physical activity
wil-] have an effect on the amount of food we
can eat and stil-l- l_ose or maintain weight. By
increasing physical activity it is possibJ_e tã
lose weight without having to cut food intake
as much as without physical activity.

The best system is to try to increase physical
activity in small steps and to do so in areas
that can be used to set up regular patterns.
Cal-isthenics usual_ly are not much fun and onlv
fast a few days. Walking, swimming, cycJ-ing,
cross-country skiing are much more enjoyable and
are activities you can enjoy with your family and
buifd into your life. Al_so do not try to make
drastic changes overnight and. do not change
something you only do once a year. I{e wil_l_ be
handing around a l_ist of the caloric expenditure
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of common activities. Starting tomorrow and forevery day until the terminaÈion of the progïam,
we woul_d like you to record the nr:rnber ãf activitiesyou expend per day in prolonged activities; activi_ties l_ike walking, skiing, bowJ_ing, etc. you
shoul_d try to increase the caloric expenditure overthe course of the remaining weeks.

tüives in the wives al_one and nonparticipating spousegroups shoul_d now be instructed in how to monitortheir activities and caloric expenditure. TheyshouÌd also be taught to record the frequency overthe next week of the reinforcement that is providedby their husbands for participating in theseactivities. The frequency of the husbands,participation in these activities with thej_r wives
shoul_d also be recorded (Forms 5 and 6A, Appendix

ïnsert for the co-operative spouse group:

The beneficial_ rol_e of husbands should be pointedout. These spouses can positively affect changesin the activity patterns of their wives. First,they can positively reinforce any activity changestheir wives make. Secondly, they can parllcipate
with their wives in the activities, =rr.h u" walkingwith their wives on a regular basis. Suchparticipation not only has a model_ing effect, but
al_so makes the activity much more enjoyable for thewife, thereby increasing the probability that shewill engage in the activity again. an àpen
di-scussion should for-r-ow on ways in whicñ husbandscan facil_itate activity changes in their wives.Î{ives should be instructed to record their
activities and caloric expenditure and to record(1) the reinforcement they receive from their
husbands, and (2) the extent of their spouses,participation with them in these activities (Forms
5 and 6A, Appendix E).

B. Food storage. Reiterate the environmentar_ contror_rationale for the food management aspect of thistreatment. Remember the controL_eating_through_
control-ling-the-environment formulation. rntroducethe food storage step in the eating process as thenext focus for food management procedures. List
and discuss the foltowing food storase do,s-

Food Storage Dots
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i Do put all_ foods avùay from clear sight.
ii Do stoïe problem foods (e.g., candies,potato chips) in inaccessibl-e as wel_l_ asout=of_sight places (e.g., back of

bottom cupboard).

iii Do store a1l- refrigerator food in non_see_
through containers to take them out of
clear sight.

Add suggestions to this list as you feel appropriate.
Make sure everyone understands the rationar-e of foodstorage management and the thinking behind each ofthese specific guidelines. The latter issue canserve as a point of discussion. Lead a briefdiscussion and end on an encouraging, enthusiasticnote (e.9., "Whether these guidetinés seem importanter not., try them. If you will try everything \¡¡e aresuggesting for at least a few weeks, yo; will_ bepleasantly surprised. Remember, thesã are thenatural- keys to normal weight with a normal_ diet.,,).
The assignment for this week for subjects in thewives alone and nonparticipati.rg 

"porrr. groups is toput these three recommendations into effãct, andthey should monitor their behavior usins Form 6(Appendix f). Certain behaviors of the husbands
should al_so be recorded (Form 6A, Appendix E).

Th cÂr+ f¡r +l^^ ^r¡rÐç!u rur Lrre uo-operative Spouse gïoup:

Husbands can al_so play a rol_e in these strategies.
They should be instructed. not to l_eave food out j_n
cl-ear si-ght, to store refrigerator foods in non-see-through containers, and to store their favouritefoods (".g., beer) in their special spot. lvives
shouLd be instructed to record the extent of their
own compliance with these reconmendations and thatof their husbands on the appropriate forms (Forms
6 and 64, Appendix E).

L69
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C1ass V - Outline

Vleigh in and graphing of weight, collect data(5 minutes);

Therapistts comments on progress and sociaf
pressure (5 minutes);

Discussion of probl_ems in keeping data (5
minrrl-ac\.

4. Open discussion of the previous behavioral
control lesson in practice (lO minutes);

5. Nutrition lesson for Class V (30 minutes);

6. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes).

Specifíc Procedures for Class V

l-, 2,3, 4, and 6 are the same as in the previous sessíon.

5. Nutrition l_esson for Class V.

ïnstead of introducing new behavioral techniques, Class Vfocusses upon nutrition and its importance for weight
reduction- The therapist shour-d say somethinq 1ikÀ this:

Let us begin our nutrition information by
reviewing the basics of nutrition. Our bodies
need many different nutrients in order to main_
tain good heal_th and these can be grouped as
carbohydrate, protein, fat, vitamins, minerals,
and water. These al_l_ work in combination with
each other so it is important to include al_l_ of
these in the diet.

Carbohydrates are our main source of quick
energy. All plants contain carbohydrates which
we refer to as sugars and starches. Although
carbohydrates do have some other functions,
their main function is to provide energy. The
caloric or energy val_ue of plants depends on
the fiber and water conÈent of the plants.
Plants with a low fiber or water content are
higher in cal_ories than those with a high fiber
or high r¡/ater content. Recently, refined
carbohydrates or sugars have been implicated as
a factor in heart disease. Although high level_s
of the refined sugars may not be desirabfe, it
is important to have some carbohydrate in the
diet, including weight reduction diets.

1.
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Protein furnishes calories and can be used for
energy or for buiì_ding and repairing body tissue.
ft cannot be used for both purposes at the same
time though, so \^7e need enough calories from
other sources to meet the energy needs of the
body. lVe will- talk about this in more detail a
little l-ater. Our most important sources of
protein are animal products such as meat. fish,
poultry, e9gs, milk and cheese. Dried peas and
beans and peanut butter are also good proteín
sources.

Fat is our most concentrated source of cal_ories.
A given amount of fat supplies over twice the
calories that the same anount of carbohydrates or
protein would give. This is why we have to watch
the amount of fat we eat when cutting down on
calories. This does not mean, however, that we
have to cut al-l- fat out of our diet. Since all_
animal products contain fat we would. have to
severely limit our protein in order to el_j_minate
fat out of our diet. Fat is important because it
has a high satiety or filling val_ue, it increases
the palatability of foods, and is a carrier of the
fat-soluabl-e vítamins.

Vitamins and mineraLs do not furnish calories tc)
the diet, but they are important in regulating and
controlling many body processes.

Although we do not always think of water as a
nutrient, it is a very important one. A large
percentage of our body is water and water carries
nutrients to our body celJ_s and carries !,¡aste away
from the cel-ls.

We have already mentioned calories several times
and since this is one of the first things we think
of when we think about losing weight., 1et us 1ook
at this a Littl-e closer. It is impossible to talk
about weight control- without discussing calories
since proper weight maintenance is dependent upon
a balance between energy output (activity) and
energy intake (calories). A calorie is a measure
of heat equivalents like a pound is a measure of
weight. A kilo-cal-orie or large calorie which is
what is used for food is the amount of heat
required to raise 1 kq of water f deqree Cent.

There are two aspects of cal_ories that we are
concerned with: the cal-oric val_ue of foods and the
caloric needs of the body. The catoric values of
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various foods have been determined in the
laboratory. The cal_oric value of pure carbohy_
drate or protein or fat has al_so been determined.
One grm of carbohydrate yields 4 cal_ories, I grrn of
fat yields 9 calories, and l_ gm of protein yields
4 cal-ories. Once we know Èhese basic figures we
can easily determine the caloric value of any
food by looking at its composition and then usinq
these figures

The caloric needs of a person depend. on several
factors and can be classified into two main areas.
These are the basal metabol_ic rate (BMR) which is
the calories needed for body maintenance. and
cal-ories needed for muscul_ar work. The BMR is
affected by several factors: growth (increase),
sex (men higher than vüomen due to bod.y composition) ,pregnancy (increase), age (decreases as age
increases). The BMR stays fairly constant per
person, however, and the muscular work is what
causes variation in a person's daily caloric needs.

As we have seen in this class and in the previous
class on energy expenditure, to Lose weight you
need to create a negative energy bal_ance. This can
be created not only by increasing your activity,
but also by reducing your caloric intake. As we
have seen, our bodies use food as a source of fuel
to provide energy to keep it running and as a source
of nutrients to continually repair and maintain aL1
tissues. Almost all foods can serve as fuef for
energy, but no single food provides all the
essential- nutrients. Consequently, yol., need a
balanced diet of different foods. your d.aily diet
shouLd be a well-balanced one, high ín protein and
low in carbohydrates and fat. However, do not
el-iminate al1 carbohydrates and fat from your diet.

The remainder of the class should be spent answering
any questions about nutrition, and dealing with
índividual problems that particular subjects bring
up. If no one mentions any difficulties, ask each
subject to ascertain this.

L72
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Class VI - Outfine

Vüeigh in and graphing of weight, coll_ect data
(5 minutes);

Therapist's comments on progress and social_
pressure (5 minutes);

Discussion on problems in keeping the data (5
min¡rfoc\.

Open discussion of the nutrition lesson (lO
mi nrrl-ac ì .

5. Behavioral control lesson for Cl_ass VI: Develop-
ì na ¡ rar.zl v -.=*o.d system, and food preparation (30
minrrl-oql .

6. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes).

Specific Procedures for Class VI

I, 2,3, 4, and 6 are the same as in the previous session.

5. Behavioraf control_ l_esson for Class VI .

A. Developing a reward system. Tt is important that
subjects reinforce themsr-eves for the devel-opment of
self-control in the area of eating eLse the develop_
ing self-control behavior will extinguish especially
since the reinforcing consequences of weight ross is
a slow accomplishment. Food itsel_f is highly reward_
irg, and it is mandatory that subjects find. powerful
reward.s for their behavior of not eatinq.

The reason many weight control_ programs fail appears
to be largely because the rewards of weight reduction
come very slowly whíl_e food is highly reward.ing and
is almost continually available. As long as the
reward varue of the food overpowers the rewards which
accompany the sl_ow process of weight reduction, it can
be strongly predicted that the food is going to win
out. For this reason it is imperative that you find
powerful rewards to adminíster to yourself for per_
forming behaviors which are conducive to weight loss.

Here are some exampl_es of short-term contracts you
may set up with yourself: ,'If I have a salad for
lunch, I'l-l_ al1ow myself to read a novel this after_
noon.r' "If I el_iminate all evening snacking this
week, I'l-1 treat myself to going to a movie Saturday
night." "If I have a fruit safad for lunch, f'11_

1.
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allow myself a piece of pj.zza at the party
Èonight. " Rewarding yourself with treats involving
food must be very carefully planned for this proce_
dure can work against your program. But in general,
if you carefully plan your caloric intake during the
day, you may have up to 200 to 250 calories l_eft
after the evening meal_. Then you can reward your_
self with a very desirabr-e food or drink and sti1l
sÈay within the limit.

In addition to short-term contracts like those
mentioned above, your program should include sel-f_
reward systems for long-term maintenance of self_
control. Try to reward yourseJ_f for self_control,
not just weight l_oss. Remember the main qoal of
+Ìri. --^^r:m .iô +^ l^^1Lr¡rÞ ¡,rvyram is to help you retrain your eating
habits. One approach is to place twenty_five or
fifty cents in a jar for each day you successful-l_y
ljJnit your caloric intake and use this monev to
purchase some desired obiect.

Another use of self-reward is to develop rein_
forcers which remove you from situations in which
you are tempted. to eat. It is one thinq to sub_
stitute non-eating behavíors for eating behaviors,
but it is far superior to substitute highly rein-
forcing non-eating behaviors for eating behaviors.
For example, instead of having a mid_morning
snack, go for a walk downtown and shop. If you
tend to watch television and eat on Friday nights,
you can arrange to attend a movie or a p1ay,
determining beforehand that you wilI not buy food
l-lraro

The women in al-l three behavioral groups shouLd
now be asked to set up one short-term contract with
themsel-ves for the following week, and t.o record
whether they followed through with their plans and
whether their husbands provided them reinforcement
for their efforts (Forms 7 and 7A, Appendix E).
Each woman should be given the opportunity to
discuss her plans for this week and any problems
that might hinder her efforts.

Insert for the co-operatíve spouse group:

The only other additional_ instructions that should
be given to this group is to reiterate the role
the husbands can play in reinforcing their wives'
efforts to reduce, especially the wives' efforts
to meet the short-term goal during the following
week. As in the other t\do groups, subjects should
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B.

decide upon a short-term goal during the session.
Specific ways in which each husband can reinforce
his wife's attempts should also be decided upon.

Food preparation. There are five recommendations
which should be presented to members of al_t three
groups:

Food Preparation Dots

i Do prepare the exact amount of food that
you need to avoid leftovers.

ii Do prepare Io\,¡ calorie foods.

iii Do prepare family favourites (but not your
own favourites).

iv Do cook with l-ids.

v Do sample cooking dishes only as you
need to.

As before, lead members in an open discussion of the
logic behind each of the five recommendations. Draw
from your previous l-esson on buying the correct
amount to bolster your comments on preparing exact
amounts of l-ow calorie foods. Solicit specifics
from Èhe group on such generalities as "l_ow calorie
foods", and "family favourites versus your o\¡in
favourites". Remember our emphasis on being as
specific as possible about each of the food manase-
ment guidelines. Vrlhen you have few specific
recommendations to make or would like to have
members specify from their own 1ife, throw it open
for discussion with such questions as "lrlill some of
you tel1 us about your own and your familyts
favourite foods?"

Tell the women in all- three groups that they should
use Form 7 (Appenaix E) to record the frequency
with which they used these five recommendations for
the followinq week.
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Class vII - Outl-ine

II

t.

?
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Vüeigh in and graphing of weight, collect data
(5 minutes);

Therapist's comments on
pressure (5 minutes);

Discussion of problems
minutes);

progress and social

in keeping the data

Open discussion of the previous behavioral
control l-esson (10 minutes) ;

Behavioral control- fesson for Class VII:
DevelopmenÈ of ultimate aversive consequences,
and food service (30 minutes);

6. Surnmary and encouragement (5 minutes).

Specific Procedures tor CLASS Vfï

L, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are the same as in the previous session.

5. Behavioral control lesson for Cfass VII.

A. Development of ultimate aversive consequences. By
the next session each subject is to devefop and
write out a fist of the ultimate aversive conse-
quences of overeating and beíng fat. The troubl-e
with overeating is that its undesirable consequences
are far removed in time from the actual act of
overeating. lVhen a person is in a stimulus
situation which tempts her to eat, she usually is
not seriously contemplating the undesirable conse-
quences that wifl later befall her because of
indiscriminate eating. If an individual can
seriously contemplate and mentally rehearse these
UAC's at the time a stimufus to eat inappropriately
presents itself, these UAC's will serve to punish
thoughts about overeating and the actual behavior
of overeating in such situations will be less
likely to occur.

One of the troubfes with overeating is that its
undesira-ble consequences are far removed in time
from the actual act of overeating. When you are
in a stimul-us situation which tempts you to eat,
usually you are not seriously contemplating the
undesirable consequences that will later befall
you because of indiscriminate eatíng. However,
if you can seriousJ-y contemplate and mentally
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rehearse these long-term bad effects or ultimate
aversive consequences (UACts) at the time a
stimulus to eat presents itself, these UAC's
will- serve to punish thoughts about overeating
and the actual behavior of overeating in these
situations will be l-ess likely to occur.

You wifl recall- in a previous l-esson that it was
suggested that you al-ter the stimulus situation
by seeing to it that snacks are not avaifable.
That is still the best procedure, but you cannot
always avoid stimul-i associated with eating. At
those times the use of UACts can be verv impor-
tant.

!'jhat are some of the UAC's of being overweight?
On a general l-evel, obesity is related to a
number of undesirable physical, psychological,
and social consequences. Certain physical dis-
orders which are noted so frequently among
overweight patients that a causal- effect is
suspected incl-ude respiratory difficulties,
cardiovascul-ar dysfunctions, diabetes, kidney
disease, toxemia of pregnancy, menstrual- abnor-
malities, and arthritis of the spine and l_ower
extremities.

Excessive weight can also contribute to
difficul-ties in the psychological and social-
real-m. The psychological literature abounds
with references to the detrimental- emotional
effects of being overweight, such as feelings of
inferiority, inad.equacy, and shame. It has been
stated that obesity not only impairs a person's
physical well-being and her appearance, but also
tends to throw a dark shadow on her relationship
to other people. This is the case because, in
our culture, overweight people are often viewed
as sloppy, irresponsibLe and ungainly. Vüorse,
the fat person may subscribe to this evaluation
of hersel-f .

An assignment for this lesson is to write out a
l-ist of at l-east 10 UAC's of overeating and being
fat. The statements above are potent, but they
are too generalized and abstract to be of maximum
benefit to you. You are not to write generalized
statements such as: "Overweight people die younger."
"Overweight women are not attractive to their
husbands." Rather, your list of UAC's is to be
made up of those UACIs which are specific and

': .3
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meaningful to you. The examples listed bel_ow
illustrate the type of specíficity which is
necessary if your l_ist is to be helrrful:

"I may die at a younger age if I am
obese. "

"Some people do not seem to want to
by my friends."

"My husband is embarrassed to be with
me because I am fat."

Statements of actual or jmagined social
rejectionf sarcastic treatment, critical refer-
ences to bodily contours or proportions, or
demeaning references concerning professional
incompetence or carel_essness can al1 be
effective. These statements about one's sel_f
certainly are not easy to write. ft will be a
humbling experience, but ít is extremely important
that your UAC's hit you right between the eyes.
This list is just for you. No one else needs to
see it, so be very frank and honest.

You should read the UAC's over at the first indi-
cation that you are tempted to eat inappropriately.
Suppose you are downÈown shopping and you waì-k by
a snack bar which advertises strawberry pie with
¡^¡lrin ¡ra¡m 

^n,l 
1^f "^ ^^vv¡¿¿y e!Eq.r. .ârrcl , rer us say, you stand there for

a few seconds trying to decide whether or not to
indulge yourself. That is the time for you to
pull out the UAC's and read them over. Do not
trust your memory. The list of UAC|s shoul-d be
carried with you at all times; and, whenever you
are tempted to eat inappropriately, you shoul-d
read this list through. you wil_l also find it
helpful when you are grocery shopping. One l_ast
word on the use of the UAC's. Be sure to use
this l-ist only when you are tempted to eat
inappropriately. you are not to rehearse this
Iist before appropriate eating.

So j-n the intervening week we want you to write
out a list of l0 aversive consequences. No one
else wil-l- see them, so make them as strong as
possible.

B. Food service. Our food service recommendations
are:
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Food Service Do's

i Ðo serve food in covered, non-see-throuqh
servinq dishes.

ii Do put on the tab1e only what is needed
for that meal-.

iii Do serve yourself tast.

iv Do keep food away from you at the table.

v Do serve yourself completely once; no
seconds.

Again, recap the rationale for helping them change
eating habits and the eating situation and introduce
the topic of serving food withín that rational_e.
Lj_st the 5 food service guidelines (add enough
el-aborative details to make each a specific
behavioral suggestion) and lead a discussion of
the logic, personal meaning, reacÈion to, etc. of
each food service guideline. Again, the guidel-ines
can be made specific behaviors by encouraging each
member to provide specific examples and applications
of each in her own l_ife.

The assignment this week is for the women ín the
wives afone and nonparticipatins spouse groups r.o
fo]l-ow these five recommendations and to monitor
these behaviors on Form I (Appendix E). They shou]d
also record two of the behaviors of their husbands
which can help them: (1) keeping food from piling up
before them at. the table, and (2) not offerinq food
to their wives (Form BA, Appendix E).

fnsert for the co-operative spouse group:

Husbands should be tol_d that they can pJ-ay a large
role in this area. Spouses should be instructed
that Èhey can help their wives by (l) keeping food.
from piling up in front of their wives, and (2) not
offering any food to them. Wives should monitor
these behaviors and that of their husbands on Forms
8 and 8A (Appendix E).
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Class VIII - Outl-ine

1. Vüeigh in and graphing of weight, collect data
(5 minutes);

2. Therapistts comments on progress and social
pressure (5 minutes);

3. Discussion of probl-ems in keeping the data (5
minutes) ;

4. Open discussion of the previous behavioral_
control lesson (10 minutes);

5. Behavioral control lesson for Class VffI:
DeveJ_opment of incompatible behaviors and eatinq
behavior (30 minutes);

6. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes).

Specific Procedures for Cl-ass VI]I

l_, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are the same as in the previous session.

5. Behavi-ora] control Lesson for Cl-ass VIII.

A. Devel-opment of incompatibl_e behaviors. The dis-
posítion to eat 

"atr @ablishing
other activities which are incompatible with
eating. The behavioral repertoire in various
situations should be developed such that
activities incompatible with eating become
strong and the eating behavior weakened. lrlhen-
ever possibLe these incompatible activities , 

,,...-

should be ones that the subjects find reinforcing ':::-'
The therapist should begin this discussion by :

saying¡ :,,..,

The disposition to eat can be lessened by engaging
in activities which are incompatibl_e with eating.
This technique has al_ready been touched. upon; in
this session the idea wil-l be further developed.

By way of review, there are certain situations or
stimul-i which in the past have been associated with
eating; and, sometimes it is impossible to keep
yourself from coming into contact with these stimul_i.
There are some situations which you just cannot
avoid. Earlier, it was suggested that for situations
of this nature you must systematically change your
behaviors, substituting behaviors which do not, or
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cannot, invol_ve eating. To be maximally effective,these new behaviors should be highly re-inforcing
something you realJ-y enjoy.

Here are some exampJ_es. In the area of recreation,you can invol_ve yourself in a card. game or engagein some sport or competitive games Juch as pincr_pong- work-rer-ated activities, such u" ..uãir,ó, o,ironing, or doing the laundry can also be substj_tuted.you can also choose social activities in which youwil1 be less likely to eat, for example, attendÍngplays, movies or concerts.

The practice of substiÈuting behaviors incompatibreto eating can be made even more effective if yousubstitute an activity which is highly reinforcing,or highly preasurabfe in its own right. you maveven want to save highly reinforcing activities tobe performed when there is an especiatly stronc,
l-cn¡jlon¡r¡ Èn a¡+ \r^,- 

----ç!¡¡q=¡¡çr uo êêt. you may find taking up a hobby isespecially helpful here. The main thing i_s to d.osomething that bl_ocks eating. Choose a highlydesirably incompatible behavior so that you wiLlnot mind doing it _ you will find you witt not misseating much at al_l_.

There is one more important way you can bl_ockeating by engaging in incompatibr-e behavior. Thisone is especially helpful when you are away fromhome. ff you have trouble buying and eating
"goodies" when you are shopping or are downcown,you can avoid this by not taking money, especially
small_ change. Vr/ithout money to buy tempting foodduring excursions your outside eatlnq ,-itf ¡"reduced. This principle can al_so ap;ly to a1l-Testaurant and cafeteria eating. If you plan toeat out and you \^/ant to control how much yorl .rtbefore facing the inviting menu or cafeteria llne,take only enough money to al_Iow minimaf food
buying. you do not eat what you cannot buv.Think about it and try it

B. Eating behavior. The how_to_eat food manasement
l-esson should be presented within the treai.menc
rationale focussing on the following do's.

How to Eat Dots

i Do l_eave the table as soon as you are
finished or remove your plate and utensils
from where you are sittínq.



ii Do get into the habit of leaving a small
amount of food on your plate _ just for
affa¡l-

As before, try to involve the gïoup members in adiscussion of the logic, potential benefits, problems,etc. associated with these t\,/o recommendations.
Vtives in the wives alone and nonparticipating spousegroups wil_l_ be instructed to l_eave the table as soonas they are finíshed and to 1eave a smal_l_ amount offood on the plate each time they eat during theforlowing week, and also to record whether their
husbands do the same (Forms 9 and 9A, Appendix E).

Insert for the co-operative spouse group:

Husbands can be told that they can modeL these twobehaviors for their wives. Specifically, they
shoul_d be tol_d to leave the tabl_e as soon as theyare finished and to l_eave a small amount of food
on the p1ate. Vtives shoul_d monitor their own
compliance and that of their husbands with these
two recommendations (Forms 9 and 9A, Appendix E).

.:.i.-::

Ló¿
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Class IX - Outline

6. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes).

Specific procedures for Cl_ass TX

fn this cl_ass we do not intend
new technigues, but we do feel_
of chaining will help you gain
of the purpose behind manv of
doing.

1.

a

4

Vleigh in and graphing of weight, collect data(5 minutes);

Therapist's comments on progress and socialpressure (5 minutes);

Discussion of probtems in keeping the data (5
mì nr¡f ac I .
-.!+¡¡svvs/,

Open discussion of the previous behavioral_
control_ lesson (10 minutes);

Behavi-oraL control_ lesson for C]ass IX: Chainino
and food clean-up (30 minutes);

I, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are the same as in the previous session.
5 Behavioral control_ l_esson for Class IX.

A. Chaining. Chaining may be defined as a series of
responses in which one response produces the
stimul_i for the next response. The frequency ofthe behavior that occurs at the end of ihe cfrain(in this case eating) can be changed by changingthe responses making up the chain. The chain canbe broken or lengthened. oï the consequences ofcertain responses in the chain can be manipulated.
such that the end behavior of eating will ãccurless frequently. The therapist should sav some_thing l_ike this:

to introduce many
that this discussion
a better understandinq

the things you are no\^t

ALl of us have problems writing the correct year
during the month of January, and we often tvpe
"ting" instead of "tín" because \de are 

"o 
,r"èa toperforming the sequence of behaviors which r-ead to

"ing". These comnìon mistakes ill_ustrate the power
of chaining. Each behavior is a stimulus as iuertas a behavior, And the stimu]us val-ue of the
behavior exerts stimu]us control over other
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behaviors which fol_Iow. Thus the process ofwriting "I97" becomes the stimulus for writino
"6" even though the year is rr7,r. Chaining,
then, may be defined as a series of responses
in which one response produces the stimuli forthe next response.

This concept, of course, relates to chains ofbehavior which terminate in eating, and theprinciples involved in building and breakinq
chains of behavior.

ïn the first cLass we discussed taking smallbites, laying down your fork between bites andnot putting more food on the fork until- the
food in your mouth has been chewed slowlv andswallowed. WhiLe doing Èhis you shoufd
completely relish and enjoy your food. All- ofthese actions invol_ve lengthening the chain ofbehaviors which will- terminate in food consumþ_tion. And the longer the chain, the less fooã
you will eat. you can further sfow down vourrate of eating (and. thus decrease the amo-unt offood you eat) by interrupting your eating withperiods of conversation or by holding thã food
on the fork for increasingly longer periods
before placing it in your mouth. Remember thatin order for you to successfully estalcl-ish atong-lasting habitr 1zou shoul_d use the principle
of shaping. If you do not regularly tailc muct
whil-e you eat, a few breaks for conversation
whil-e eatj_ng may be introduced at first, andthen these can be increased ín frequency.
Similarlyr 1zou can practice holding fooã on your
fork for longer and longer periods of time. you
wj-11- recall the principle regarding capital_izing
on periods of refative hunger and satiãty. vriththis in mind, you might practice interruption
procedures at first near the end of the meal whenyou are not as hungry. Then, gradually move
these interruption procedures toward the front ofthe mea] (shaping).

Wives in the wives alone and nonparticipating
spouse groups shoul_d now be asked to monitor thefrequency during the fol_l-owing week for two
behaviors recommended above: (l) holding food onthe fork for increasingly longer periods of time,and (2) interrupting the meal_ with periods ofconversation. They are also to be asked to
record the frequency with which their husbands
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engage in these two behaviors (Forms 10 and 1oA,Appendix e).

Insert for the co-operative spouse group:

Husbands can help their wives with these tworecommendations. They can initiate conversations
with their wives during mealt.ime to sl_ow down therate of eating. They are to be instructed to dothis at teast once every time they eat a mealwith their wives during the following week.
Husbands are afso asked to hol-d the iood on thefork for increasingly longer periods of timeduring the foll_owing week when eating with theirwives to model this behavior- lvives shour-d monitortheir own behavior and that of their husbands withregard to these two recommendations using Forms LO
and 10A (Appendix E).

B. Food clgan-up. This is a brief lesson that may beappropriately applied to some but not all your
group members. you might start with a question
l_ike "How many of you hate to throw away food so
much you would rather eat it yourself?,, Some ofyour group members may not even consider theprocess of cleaning up part of eating. Many
might. however, admit to finishing that last bigpiece of meat or dessert off of someoners abandonedplate or finishing the l_ast bit of potatoes in theserving bowl. As with alr- other food manasement
l-essons, present the problems of the kitchãn crean-
up with the stimulus control- rational_e centerino
on a discussion of the fol_l_owinq do's:

i Do have someone el_se scrape the dishes
and store l_eftovers (if possibte).

ii Do scrape plates and serving dishes
directly into the garbage can at the
tabl_e as one rapid process.

The wives in the wives alone and nonparticipating
spouse groups shoul-d be instructed to monitor the
frequency with which they scrape the dishes into
the garbage can during the foll_owing week and the
frequency with which their husbands scrape the
dishes and store the l_eftovers (Forms 10 and. 10A,
Appendix e).

fnsert for the co-operative spouse group:

Husbands can play a role in helping their wives
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to scrape the dishes and store the l_eftovers.Bring this possibility up for discussion, but donot be too surprised if husbands balk at doing
"\,rtoments \,r¡ork". lVives shou]d monitor thefrequency with which they scrape the dishesdirectly into the garbage and the fresuencv
with which their husbands scrape ttre a*istre-s an¿store leftovers during the fotl_owing week (Forms
l-0 and 104,, Appendix E).
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Class X - Outl-ine

1. Vteigh in and graphing of weight, collect data
(5 minutes);

2. Therapist's comments on progress and social
pressure (5 minutes);

3. Discussion of problems in keeping the data (5
minutes);

4. Open discussion of the previous behavioral
control- l_esson (10 minutes);

5. Maintenance ]esson (30 minutes);

6. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes).

Specific Procedures for C]ass X

1, 2,3, 4, and 6 are the same as in the previous session.

5. Maintenance lesson for Class X.

' Below are a number of suggestions for losing and maintaining
weight l-oss after the classes have terminated. Each can
provide poinÈs for discussion. Remember to be as behavior-
ally specific as possible, providing concrete suggestions
where possj-ble.

Maintenance Suggestions:

f Remember your original weight loss goal. Are you
still conrnitted to achieve that weight levet?
Think about your original_ reasons for setting that
goal. Have things changed any in terms of what
you want for yourself? If not, recommit yourself
to your goal and maintain determination to reach
it. Vlhatever you do, do not 1et the success you
have enjoyed so far lul-l you into complacency.

TI Set weekly weight loss goals and weigh in at least
once a week to determine progress. Continue to
chart your progress toward your final goal. Choose
the cal-oric l_evel- that works best for you. Choose
the cal-oric level that satisfied you the most and
yet leads to a weight l-oss. Remember that if you
stil-l have a faj_r amount of weight to l-ose, it will
take you a whil_e to reach your goal and you need a
meal pattern you can stay with for a period of tíme.
You may need to settl_e for a slower loss. The
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important thing is to reach your goal. How fast
you reach it is not the important thing. Remember,
you should be losing at a rate of l- to 2 pounds
per week, no more!

ïII Remember to continue your prolonged activities. As
we have stressed through the program, exercise can
play a very critical- rofe in determining how much
fat you lose.

IV Continue to use the technigues that have helped
while you were in the cl-asses. Remember our focus
on establ-ishing new eating and activity patterns.
The techniques and procedures you learned here
should become permanent patterns in your life. We

want you to continue losJ-ng weíght, and most
importantly, to keep it off for good. This means
that you continue with these new behavÍours. Hand
out copies of I'Continuance Suggestions" to each
participant.

V lVe will- be contacting you at the end of 3 months to
ask you to come in again so that we can assess how
you have been doing. We will- also contact you at
the end of 6 and 12 months to assess your progress.
Please fet us know if you will be moving at any
time during this period so that we will be abl-e to
contact you.

fnsert for the co-operatíve spouse group:

VI As we told you at the beginning of the program,
the invol-vement of Èhe husbands is critical to this
treatment. Hopefully you men have l-earned \,rays in
which you can help your wives lose weight. Just
because the program is now officially over does not
mean that you should d.iscontinue with these
procedures. We hope that you will continue to help
your wíves to lose weight and to maintain their
weight losses. Hand out "Continuance Suggestions
for Husbands" to each husband.
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CONTTNUANCE SUGGESTIONS

1. Motivation

Losing weight can be very difficult and tiresome business,especially if you have a r-ot of weight to r.ose. one reasonfor this difficur-ty is the rate of weight 10ss. For healthreasons' people shoul_d lose weight s]owly _ one to t\n/opounds per week- Thus some people take months or even yearsto reach their weight loss goal. Most peopJ_e would like tolose weight very quickly, u.rrd 
"o*. people become verydiscouraged and disheartened when this does not happen. youwant quick resul_ts, and when they do not occur, you feeldiscouraged and cease your efforts to lose weight. This isa particularly prevalent problem for peopte whã haveparticipated in a weight reduction progrL, and then haveto continue without the support of the therapist and othergroup members once the program is ended. rhãre are somestrategies that you can appfy to maintain your motivation tolose weight once you have f:_nistre¿ this prågram.

A. Set short-term goals for yourself. These can beweight loss goals (e,g., ,,f want to lose l_.5pounds by this ti-me next \n/eek,,) or behavioral_goals (e.g., "I wil_l_ increase the time ï spendwalking by five minutes per day for each dãynext week" ) . These goals should be as concreE.eand as realistic as possible, ones which you havea good chance of achieving. Give yourseli rewardsafter you attain a short_term goal. AJ_though you
may \nrant to lose 75 pounds more, break j_t down intosteps, sây 5 pounds per month. Remember, if youstill have a fair amount of weight to lose, it willtake time. Be prepared for this eventuality. Theimportant thing is that you reach your goal. Howfast you reach it is not the important ifri_r,g.

B. Remember youï reasons for losing weight. ïf youhave a tendency to forget them, write them down andcarry them with you at all_ times. Read over theIist of lO aversive consequences of being overweightif you feel discouraged and feel like quitting.
Another important point to keep in mind is that someweeks will be better than others. you may l_ose oneto two pounds for six weeks straight, and then reacha plateau in which you maintain or even gain. Theseperiods are critical for your further success. Eventhough you may feer very discouraged and feel rikequitting, try to continue with the reqimen.
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lVeekly Weiqh-Ins

Weigh yourself once a week. ff you weigh yourself daily,you will probably notice weight fr-uctuaiiois, which forsome peopl_e can be as big as 3 to 4 pounds from one day tothe next. This can be very discouraging. The best strategyis to weigh yourself once a week, at the same time and onthe same d.ay. Keep the scar-e in the same place as differentflooring can cause different readj_ngs. Uany people wouldrather not weigh themselves, this is suiciae:l ff you donot weigh yourself on a regular basisr 1zoti do not know 1)how you are progressing, and 2) what you shoul_d d.o. Keep awritten record of your weights. A graph might also be use_ru-1 .

Continuance of Behaviors

rn order to continue l0s'ng weight, use the techniques thathave herped whir-e you v/ere in the crasses. rve have attacheda list of al_l_ the things we have asked you to do _ keep onusing them. rf you find it beneficiar- to write down car_oricintake, do itl j If you gain several por:nds during the week,go back to recording everything you eat and the number ofcalories involved. Be as precise as possible _ weigh andmeasure everything- To cafcurate the approximate car_oricleveL, multiply your weight by 7. ee wãiy of symptoms Likenausea, dizziness, fatigue.

Remember to continue your prolonged activities. Exercisecan play a very criticar- ror-e in determining how much fatyou lose. Again, buil_d up slowly, and ao nãt start withunreal-istic aoals, like running 4 mil_es. start off s1ow1yand gradually j_ncrease the time you spend doing physical
- ^+ i --i À--qULIVfLV.

In order to permanently lose weight you have to makepermanent changes in your behavior. Fad diets, starvingyourself, etc. are not going to l_ead to permanent weightloss. It is no good to revert to old p_lturrr" and believethat the fat will magically disappear. you must change yourbehavior (either through reduced car-oric intake, increasedexpenditure, or a combination of the two) in permanent waysin order to lose weight and to keep it off. permanent weightl-oss is what this progr-ñ-Is al_l about _ use these+¡^L'-'.: -..^^ |usu¡¡¡¡I\-.1 ucb .

lleight Loss Maintenance

Even though you have now reached your weight loss goa1,
beware of complacency. Many people regain fat because theydo not keep a cl_ose scrutiny on their weights. Again, weiqh
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yourself once a week, and keep a \^rritten record of the\¡/eights. Set vreight Limits for yourself . For example, ifyou now weigh 130 pounds, set a 5 pound limit. ïf you goabove this Iimit, say J-37 pounds, reinstitute the program(behaviors) to r-ose these two pounds. Go back to recordingcal-ories, etc. The important thing is not to l_et thingssl-ide. Many people will say to themsel_ves ,, I can alwaystake these few pounds off next week" - for many this neverhappens- rt is much more difficult to r-ose 30 pounds than 2pounds. So once you notice you have exceeded ytur weight1imit, take action immediatel_v.

Summary

Hopefully, this ten week course has taught you everythÍng youneed to know in order to lose weight. ñor,rl jzour ¡on is tocontinue applying these techniques and straiegies.Unfortunately, there is no magic or quick_and:easy way to loseweigrht. fn order to achieve permanent weíght controlr louhave to make permanent changes in your behavior and rifestyle.
f will- be contacting you in three months to assess yourfurther progress. pr-ease ret me know if you wil,- be movingduring this period so that ï wirr- be abr-e to contact you. you
can reach us at:

John Pearce
5t - 1781 pembina Highway
!üinnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2G6
Phone: 269-5535

OR

John Pearce
Psychologícal_ Services
University of Manitoba
V{j-nnipeg, Manitoba R3T
Phone: 474-9222

Centre

2N2
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LTST OF BEHAVTORS

VüEEK ]-

1. Take smal_l mouthfu.l_s of food.

2. Chew food thoroughly before swallowing.

3. Lay down sifverware after each bit and only pick it upafter chewing and swall_owinq.

WEEK 2

4. Eat each mea.l_ on a regular basis.

5. Shape problematic behaviors.

WEEK 3

6. Make eaÈing a "pure activity,,.

7. Buy groceries from a l_ist.

8. prepare the week.l-y shopping list after a meal .

9. Do the grocery shopping after a meal_.

10. Buy groceries on a regular basis.

11. Buy for specific meal-s and try to buy Just enough tominimize l-eftovers.

L2- Buy food that requires at l_east some preparation. 
,,,;:,ii,:

ffEEK 4 :.: ....:::

l_3. put all food.s away from clear sight.
14' store problem foods in inaccessibre as werr as out-of-sight places.

15. Store al_f refrigerator foods in non_see_throughcontainers.

WEEK 6

16. Set up short-term goal_s for yourself.

17 ' Prepare the exact amount of food that is needed to avoidexcess or leftovers.

18. pTepare l_ow calorie foods.
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19. prepare farniry favourites (not your o\^rn favourites).

20. Cook with l_ids.

2I. SampJ_e cooking dishes only as you need ro.

VIEEK 7

22- serve food in covered, non-see-Èhrough containers.

23- Put on the tabr-e onry what is need.ed for that meaf.

24. Serve yourself last.

25. Keep food away from yourself at the table.

26. Serve yourself completely once: no seconds-

VIEEK 8

27. Leave the tabl_e as soon as you are finished.

28. Leave a small amount of food on the pfate.

VüEEK 9

29. Hol-d the food on the fork for increasingly longer
periods of time.

30. Interrupt eating with conversation.

31. Scrape dishes directly into the garbage can.
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1.

CONTINUANCE SUGGESTIONS FOR HUSBANDS

one of the principar ways in which you can help your wife Lose
weight is to give her support and encouragement for her
efforts. Try to avoi_d nagging, teasing, and criticizing her;
such strategies sometimes backfire and the individual who is
subject to this sort of abuse engages in contrary behavior to
spite the other person. pLace the emphasis upon positive
aspects of your wife's behavior. rf you discover that she is
deviating from her plans (".g., eating that extra piece of
cake) , it is probably best to say nothing at a1l. On the
other hand, provide her \,¡ith support and encouragement if you
dj-scover that she is doing well-.

rn addition to giving your wife positive reinforcement for her
weight loss efforts, you can al_so engage in the behaviors you
practiced during the 10 week program. your wife has a list,
and you may refer back to this to refresh your memory.
Engaging in these behaviors serves as a reminder to your wife
as to what she should be doing. They also will_ make weight
l-oss an easier process for your wife; if you continual-Iy offer
food to your spouse when she is trying to cut back, she witl
have a much more difficult time. Another example pertains to
physical activity; your wife will probably engage in physical
activity more frequently, such as walking, if you participate
with her.

Finally, one of the most important roles you can play is that
of a good l-istener. There wíl_f be times when your wife may
feel very discouraged about her progress, and will feel_ like
quitting. You can play a very beneficial role in this
situation by listening to your wife, being as slzmpathetic and
empathetic as possible, and encouraging her to continue with
the program. Try to show to her that you care about her and
her progress.

z.
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APPENDTX G

DESCRTPTION OF THE LETTER SENT

TO THE HUSBANDS OF THE V,TIVES TN

THE NONPARTTCIPATTNG SPOUSE GROUP
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4t}: February 1979.

Dear Sir:

your wife is participating in a weight reduction program that ram operating at the university of Manitoba. rhis program is part ofmy Ph.D- dissertation in clinical psychology. rn addition to being aresearch project, it is also very much a treatment program_

rn the past few years, many people have been involved withherping overweight individuars rose weight. cr_ubs such as weight!ùatchers, streamr-iners, etc., alt attest to this great 
"p="rn.=i"weiqht reduction efforts. Recent years have witnessed a phenomenalgrowth in a method called behavior mod.ification. As it is applied toweight reduction, behavior modification aims to change, in permanentwaysf the eating and exercise behaviors of overweight peoprã. Thereseem to be many reasons why people are overweight; a centraf one isthat individuals are taking in more calories than they are expending.This surplus of carories is converted into fat. Most behaviormodification approaches try to reduce the surplus by reducing thenumber of car-ori-es that are ingested or by increasing the number ofcal-ories that are expended by participatiãn in exerci_se or otheracti-vities, or by a combination of the two. The program in which yourwife is participating is based on behavior modification approaches.

A very controversiar- issue these days is the rore that familymembers may play in helping overweight inaividuals lose weight. Irreare interested in determining if there is a difference in the amountof weíght lost by \¡'omen whose husbands participate \,rith them in theprogram and those who participate without theii husbands.

your wife was randomly assi-gned to a group in which women wir-r_go through the program without any aid from thãir husbands. we arevery interested to see how much weight your wife can l_ose on her own,especially without any help from you. we want to determine if thevcan reJ_y upon themsel-ves to lose weight.

lle woul-d r-ike to ask you to detach yourserf as far as possibrefrom your wife's efforts to lose weight. she is to receive no help oraid from you - it is her programl !üe would l-ike to stress that thisdoes not mean that we want you to impede or sabotage your wife,sefforts. vüe are not asking you to make things tough for your wife -all- we are asking is that you d.o not interfere in any way. Let us bemore specific.

One way that husbands can hetp or hinderpraising their weight reduction efforts, or by
their wives is by

¡ri+ini-.i^^ +^vL !L!ulzLrLg, teasl_ng,
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or nagging them. b'e woufd like you not to comment in any way or inany manner to your wife about her weight, or about her participationin this program" Thus, you shoul¿ noi praise or reward your wj_fe forl0sing weight or trying to r-ose weight. ïf she decr_ines to eat apiece of chocol-ate cake at dinnerr 1,ou should not say ,,Boy, that showsreal willpo\oer" or "rt's great that you were abl-e to resist that cake.,,You should say nothing about it. Similarly, if she does eat the cake,you should not remind her that she is 
""t "úpposed to eat it, or toEease or criticize her. Again, your job is to say nothing about i_t.rt is her responsibility whether she eats it or not. we wour_d tikeyou to remain completely out of the picture. p.r_ease do not coÍunentone r47ay or the other on her weight, or on her efforts to rose weight.lve wilr also be asking your wife to increase her activities. rf yousee that your wife has been out jogging or participating in any otheractivi-ty, the same rule appries - say nothing about it. rf you noticethat she has not been folr-ãwing the activitiãs program, say nothingabout it. It is her job to do it _ noÈ yours!

I wouLd like to reinterate that vre are asking you to pay noattention to your wife's participation in this program - we are norasking you to make things tough for her. 
-+vYrq.r wç arc 

-There are some other things that you shour-d remember. one thingis that your wives wiLl be changing not only what they eat, but howthey eat, when they eat, where Lhey eat, .rrã ho, quickty they ear.rt is not your job to copy her in these behaviors. you shourd eat atyour regular speed and in your regular way.

Remember, your job is to be as far as possibJ-y removed from thisprogram' You shourd not criticize, îdg, or praise your wife for wainh+l-oss or for any of the things she wilr be doing in this progïam. 
*;:ltt'

are to ignore, to the best of your ability, any changes you see in her
;::::ir:' 

activiry behaviors. rr is her Jo¡ tå fearn thãse rhinss by

Thank you for your fuII co_operation.
ansvrer any questions you might have.

I will be phoning you ro

Yours truly,

John Pearce, M.A-
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THERAPIST MANUAL FOR THE

Portions of this manual are coll-ected from the foll-owincI sources:

1. Janet p. rvoll-ersheim, Behaviorar- Treatment Manuars, rn
, rg75

OVERVTEW AND STATEMENT OF RÄTIONAT.E

The major purpose of the ar-ternative treatment group is to serveas a control for pJ-acebo effects which may result in the behaviorarcontrol conditions, not as a result of the specific therapeuticprocedures in those treatment conditions but rather from ihe mereattendance at group meetings, weigh*ins, receiving attention, inËerest,and support from the therapist and group members, and presentations
of a rational_ and systematic ritual.

The focus of treatment wilf be directed at the hypothetical under-lying causes and reasons for the subject's behanior nãl only in thearea of eating, but in other areas as wel_l. An attempt is made tofocus more on behaviors other than eating and to emphãsize past
behaviors rather than current behaviors. Discussions are not to focuson the target behaviors themselves (i.e., the overeating and activitybehaviors). subjects are not to be instructed in the application oflearning principles designãã-to aid them in changing their eating andactivity behaviors as wil-l women in the J¡ehavioral- control conditions.rnsteadr group members wíll be encouraged to provide support to oneanother for weight l-oss and. to develop insight and self-awareness Íntothe "reaL and not readily recognizable underlying reasons,, for theirbehaviour. The therapist is to exprain that when each individual_
obtains insight, she wifl be better able to accomplish her goals andlose weight. self-understanding and insight are to be regarded asnecessary for the subjects to obtain miximum success with weiohtreduction. when subjects state their problems with eating, túetherapist is to direct discussion into the undertying reaÃons for
these actions and to focus on behaviors other than eating and. to searchfor the causes of these behaviors. when subjects speak of their
behavior in any area, the therapist shoul-d attempt to direct attentionto past rather than current behavior.

The therapist's main task in this treatment condition is to divert
attention away from current behavior (both eating and activíties)
because dwelling upon current behavior may help subjects identify
problem areas rel-ated to overeating and may suggest incompatible and
more appropriate responses in various situations. Suggestions shoul_d
never be given concerning \¡rays of modifying current behavior.

ïn general, the therapist is to guid.e group discussion and sec
group members to take major responsibility for talking. rhis can be
accomplished by the therapist assuming and manifesting a basic attitude
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of inquiry and wonderment of what',rear_ motives,,r_ie behind a subject,seating behavior- He can express- this inquiring attitude by commentingin the form of questions (e.g., "Betty, v""-=-.v aE a party you can,tleave snacks alone. Do you think it,s råal-ly iood you want?,,), and byreferring remarks to the gïoup for comment tå.S-, ,,Mary says she,salways been overweight. Now as a young child what feer-íngs might havecontributed to her overeating?,,). The therapist can elicit groupdiscussion by expressing curiosity, puzzleme-nt, etc., and by carringupon group members to contribute their ideas as to what underJ-yingforces may have played a ror-e in the subject,s personality makeup.

rt is to be expected that since the main focus of Èhis treatmentcondition is underrying causes and unconscious motives for behavior,group discussions will frequently become far removed from the topic.These diversions are to be arrowed and indeed encouraged Íf it isapparent that the group is interested in the particul-ar diversionbecause such diversions accomp]-ish the aim of this treatment techniquein diverting attention away from ways of modifying overt eatingbehavior- Arso the therapist shourd feel free to comment upon any ofthe factual information relating to obesity, nutrition, and. weightreduction as long as he refrains from g,-ving specific suggestionsconcerning ways to change eating or activity pãtterns. The therapist,sattitude shou]d be that weight reduction wiir-best proceed by eachmember limiting her caloric intake and increasing her activities in away conducive to her fiving pattern and that this wir_r_ be accompr_ishedby each member taking seriously her commitment to herserf, the groupand the rherapisr concerning weighr ross, and by h";i;;-;h.-;;";n checkon each member's progress. Each subject's obtaining insight and under_standing of the underlying and deep-seated motives for her eatingbehavior wil_I aLso facilitate weight l_oss.

Generql Outl_ine Of Treatment Sessions For TheAl-ternative rreatment ciõE
The general format for all_ class proceedings follows:
1. Weigh-in and graphing of weight (5 minutes);

2- Therapist,s comments of progress, social
pressure and reminder of commitment to l_oseweight (10 minutes);

3. Open discussion about personal_ity makeup and itsrel_ation to weight reduction (40 minutes);

4. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes).
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Treatment

This initial cl_ass wil_l
everyone and pre-viewinq the

C]ass f - Outline

center around the business of introducingweight loss program.

1. fntroduction to group members (5 minutes);

2. Statement of meeting arrangements (2 minutes);
3. Summary of the afternative treatment and treat_ment rational-e (l_O minutes) ,.

4. Weigh in and graphing of weight (5 minutes);

5. Therapistrs comments on progress and social-pressure (5 minutes);

6. Open discussion about personality and itsrel_ation to weight reduction (30 minutes);

7. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes) .

Specific procedures for Class I

I, 2, 4, 5, and 7 are the same
Class I, pp.

as the behavioral- control_ condition,

3. suÍuîary of the ar-ternative treatment and treatment rationar_e.The therapist should begin his presentation by saying:

An essential part of this program is attempting todiscover the underlying ,.u."o.r= for your o.r.r.ãtirrg.fn our group d.iscussions, you wirr bã encouraged todevelop insight and sel_f-ar^rareness into the reasonswhy you overeat. Tt is the opinion of *rny p.ofl.that sel_f-understanding and insight are ."""rrtiãffor subjects to obtain maximum success with weightreduction. Hopefurry, your weight reduction effortswil-l- become easier as you discover the reasons whyyou overeat and enable you to permanently changeyour eating habits. Each of you will be encouiagedto talk about some of the reasons why you overeat.At the beginning of each meeting, members wj_Il-be weighed privately. Tod.ay f wiff weigh each of

Detailed Description of the Alternative
Condition by Class

CLASS I - fntroduction and pre_view

Cl-ass Summarv
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you privately. Also, v7e aïe asking that the grouprespect each,other's right to confidentiality _this means that outside of the group meetings, noone discusses someone el-se,s weight-protrlems.

The therapist sha1l then continue his presentation by givingthe subjects the same information regarding obesity, the needfor a negative energry bal_ance, and cal-oric intake Èhat hegave to the subjects in the three behavioral_ controlconditions (see Class I, Section 3, pp. , Appendix E)for this di_scussion.

open discussion about personality and its relation to weightreduction- Here the therapist is to elicit active discussionby the group and encourage them to seek out the underlyingreasons and unconscious motives which may be responsibre fortheir weight probJ-em, focusing on unconscious aims andmotives, always striving tor historical development. Thetherapist and the gïoup may touch upon any iss-,re in obesityas 10ng as the therapist does not give specific behavioralsuggestions about weight reduction strateqies.
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Cfasses Il through X - Outline

1. lrteiglr*in and graphing of weight (5 ninutes);
2. Therapistrs comments on progress and social_pressure (5 minutes);

3. Open discussion about personality and itsrelation to weight reductj_on (40 minutes);

4. Summary and encouragement (5 minutes);

I, 2, 3, and 4 are the same as in the previous session.

Before the session ends the therapist is to make an overar-r-sunmary statement such as the foll_owing:

As our 1ast meeting draws to a close, we wouldlike to l_eave you with a parting message. Someof you are pleased with your progress and otherof you feel_ somewhat discouraged" Ho\¡rever, al_lof you have been started on a program of l_earn_ing to develop self_understanding and to grow insel-f-awareness. This process does not really
end with the termination of our formal_ meeti_ngs.Tt is something that shoul_d continue as anatural part of your lives. As your self_in_sight grov¡s, yoü wil_l_ find it eaãier to copewith difficulties and to plan effective coursesof action. As you continue to develop sel_f_insight you will more effectively ¡e å¡te toattain your goa1s. rrie have learned that thereis no magic formula for losing weight and nomatter what the causes contributing to your
being overweight, the only reliablã way to takepounds off and keep them off is to reduce cal_oricintake and to increase activities. t¡,Ie believethat in general students who have completed aprogram such as the one you have just completed
shoufd continue to reduce after the formal
meetings have discontinued. This shoutd betrue of fast-moving mernbers as wel-l as of moreslowly-progressing ones.

So by al_l- means continue working toward sel_f_
understanding and continue counting calories toachieve a weekly two pound weight io=". Changeyour attitudes about yourself such that you
accomplish this goal. Later, when you reach
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your normal weightr }¡ou can increase your
cal-oric intake to the point \"/here you notice
that if you keep your daily caloric intake
withj-n a certain range your weight remains
constant. Do not get discouraged. If you
gain weight, pick right up and srart cuttino
cal-ories again and start activities. you
wil-l- find that as your eating habits and
activity habits change you will not miss the
extra food. As you know, you should. be sureyour daily diet is well_ balanced nutritionally
and you shoul-d not consume less than I,OOO
ca]ories a day r,\¡ithout being under the care of
a physician.

So remember Èhat in the last analysis you musÈ
change your own eating habits. you caião it
regardless of your difficuLties up to this
time. We will contact you in 3 and 12 months
to take your weight in order to eval-uate the
effectiveness of this proqram.
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APPENDIX f
RAW WETGHTS FOR EACH SUBJECT



Subj ect

Co-oper-
ative
Spouse

1.

2.

4.

7

c

q

10.

1I.
12.

13.

L4.

Height
(Feet-Tnches)

Pre-treatment

4-L7
)-¿

f,-5

q-A

5-4

f,-t)

5-8
5-4
5-6
5-7

Post-treatment

2I2.50

178.75

189.00

195.00

177.OO

201.00

2I4.OO

I72.50
203. 50

I72.OO

I82.25

158. 00

209.75

239.OO

Assessment Interval

204.50

L72.75

165.50

I1 4.50

156. 50

188. 75

201. 50

ro / -¿a

I84.25

153.25

169.00

!+t.¿5

200. 50

2L4.OO

3 Month
Follow-up

6 Month
Follow-up

200.25

17 4.75

162.50

L72.25

136. 50

190. 00

167. 00

184. 50

143.00

169.75

I 38. 75

L95.75

12 Month
Follow-up

,nl 1E

170.50

161. 75

171. 00

r4L.25
'l Oq, ar^

171. 50

r84. 50

143.00

17s. 50

I36.00

203.00

200.00

169.00

160.00

170. 00

r38.00

190.00

165.00

183.00

r40. 00

Ló¿+. ¿5

1 35. 00

199.00

N)

{

.1.

:i::
:l:l:
:1,;



Subj ect

Itiives
Alone

'tq

1a

L7.
'lR

19.

¿u.

2I.
¿¿.

25.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Height
(Feet-Inches)

q-A

l-{

5-6
f,-5

5-9
f,-b
q-Á

a 
- 

ll

\-/1

E1J-I

5-5

tr-/

Pre-treatment

r73.25

171. 50

208.00

L99.25

z¿5- t5

260.50

I87.75

L99.75

166. 50

163.00

2t3. 50

159.00

170. 50

Post-treatment

Assessment Interval

155.25

I5A 
'(

L97.OO

188.00

220.00

251. 50

lQq ?tr

'l al ?tr

t58. 75

148.00

209.25

155. 25

r-o5. /5

3 Month
Fo1low-up

148. 00

L52.50

I98.00

215. 50

264. OO

I92.00

183.00

166. 00

148.00

r95. 00

Is6.75

160. 00

6 Month
Follow-up

r49. 50

I59. 50

200. 00

228.OO

rðo. zf,
'l qq 

"E
165. 50

L62.25

L92 -50

156.00

155. 50

12 Month
Fo1low-up

151. 00

154.00

206. oo

250. o0

246.OO

201.00

r84. 00

162. 50

163.00

204.Oo

155. 00

L65.25

N.)



Subject

Nonparticipating
Spouse

Height
(Feet-fnches )

¿Y-

30.

?1

J¿.

??

?¿.

37.

40.
A1

Pre-treatment

t-l

E-n

5-5
5-4
5-q

5-6
)-¿
5-5
5-2
5-2
q-A

5-5
5-5
5-0

Post-treatment

17I.75

181. 25

174.25

178. 50

301. 75

205.75

r89.00

2LL.75

145.00

16I. 00

162.75

L99.75

189. 75

L82.25

Assessment Interval

168. 00

167.50

163. 50

163.00

288. 50

I71.00

L72.75

¿uY. t5

136. 75

L57.25

151. 75

l-96.75

187.50

163. 50

3 Month
FoIlow-up

6 Month
FoIlow-up

166. 00

161.00

L59.25

297 .75

161.00

I12.75
204.OO

I34.75

J-OJ. /f

15 3. 00

L96.25

I47.OO

l-2 Month
Follow-up

168. 00

163.25

166. 00

300. 25

r84.25

I74.OO

202.OO

135.50

Ì66. 50

15r. 50

L96 -25

L47.50

171.50

171.50

r-o+. /f

¿ót.tJ

171. 00

I77 .50

207.oo

139.75

LO5.ZJ

L48.25

198.00

I42.OO

N)

I,o



Subj ect

Alternative
Treatment

+z-

43.

44.

¿.q

46.

47.

48.

49.
tr^

53.

Height
(Feet-Inches )

Pre-treatment

5-t
5-4
q-a

f,-J

5-6
5-5
5-5
J-)

5-2
5-4
5-2
5-3
5-3

Post-treatment

¿vI- t3

210. 00

248.50

2I4.50
205. 00

I7A.75

194. 50

186.50

153. 00

227.25

I42.25

202.25

190. 00

Assessment Interval

191. 75

209.50

¿+o- tJ

2LO.25

r88.50

r76. 00

196.00

I92.OO

145.00

227.75

135.00

201. 00

180. 2 5

3 Month
Follow-up

6 Month
Follow-up

L97.75

207.25

zró.3u

r81. 00

L76.OO

195.00

I98.25
r45.00

234.75

140. 00

196.25

rs2.75

12 Month
Follow-up

200. 00

209. O0

220.OO

183.00

r8r.50
18s.00

208 -25

L47.OO

229.75

L39.25

199. 50

149.50

l:

:

204.OO

208. 00

2r8.75

188. 00

193.00

187. 00

¿vo - ¿5

I47.OO

233.75

I29.OO

2r7.OO

182. 50

N)
H
O



Subject

Delayed Treatment
Controf

Heighr
(Feet-Inches )

55.

56.
q7

58.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.
Áq

66.

67.

68

Pre-treatment

5-5
5-2
5-5
5-4
5-6
5-2
5-0
5-5
)-z

5-6
5-4
5-6
5-2
þ-J

Post-treatment

2L6 -25

I79. 00

I94 -75

193. 50

r53.00

I77.50
208.25

165. 00

163. 00

220.25

171. 50

I82.25

156.00

316.00

Assessment Interval

224.15

L'72.25

L94.25

197.50

152.50

I72.50
215.50

163.00

I70.75
2L6.75

176. 50

I75.25
156.00

J-Lf,. /f,

After
Treatment

* Spouse attended treatment with subìect.

I Month
Follow-up

215.00

r74.25

L19.50

190. 00

I42.25

r61.00

L62.OO

2IO.75

L69.75

23I.00

L70.25

175.00

r89. 00

L40.75

L6I.25

16l. 50

2IO.25

769.25

t. l-:, :

, j:.":

t\)
F
ts

:"..;:,,
iìi,:

",]i:


